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Preface
The pervasive use of camera phones and hand-held digital cameras has led the community to
identify document analysis and recognition of digital camera images as a promising and growing sub-field. Constraints imposed by the memory, processing speed and image quality of these
devices are leading to new interesting problems to be addressed.
Following the success of the first CBDAR2005 workshop in Seoul, Korea, 2007 Workshop on
Camera Based Document Analysis and Recognition (CBDAR) is being held in conjunction
with the International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) in
Curitiba, Brazil. The goal is to bring together researchers to present cutting edge applications
and techniques and contribute to discussions on future research directions.
This proceedings contains a written archive of the papers to be presented. This year, we had 21
full paper submissions, from which 7 were accepted for oral presentation. They fall into three
general areas of research – text detection, document retrieval and dewarping. In addition, 12
posters will be presented on various algorithms and applications, and 11 organizations will
participate in the demonstration session. Each presenter was invited to present a full paper
describing their contribution, and they are contained in the proceedings.
This year, Prof. Thomas Breuel and Mr. Faisal Shafait from the University of Kaiserslautern are
organizing a page dewarping contest. One of the major research challenges in camera-captured
document analysis is to deal with the page curl and perspective distortions. Current OCR
systems do not expect these types of artifacts, and have poor performance when applied directly
to camera-captured documents. The goal of page dewarping is to flatten a camera captured
document such that it becomes readable by current OCR systems. Page dewarping has triggered
a lot of interest in the scientific community over the last few years and many approaches have
been proposed, yet, until now, there has been no comparative evaluation of different dewarping
techniques. Results from the contest will be presented during the workshop.
Finally, we would like to sincerely thank those who are helping to ensure this workshop is a
success. The ICDAR organizing committee – Prof. Robert Sabourin (Co-Chair), Prof.
Kazuhiko Yamamoto (Workshop Chair), and Dr. Luiz Oliveira (Conference Manager) have
been extremely helpful in making sure the workshop venue and scheduling were prepared.
Prof. Masakazu Iwamura for the logo design, maintenance of web pages and mailing lists, and
the preparation of the proceedings. The CBDAR program committee for reviewing and commenting on all of the submission we received. And the financial sponsors of the workshop:
Applied Media Analysis, APOLLO, Hitachi, NEC, Osaka Prefecture University, Ricoh, and the
University of Maryland. We thank you all.
We sincerely hope that you enjoy the workshop and that these proceedings provide an archival
snapshot of this cutting edge research.

CBDAR2007 Co-Chairs
Koichi Kise and David Doermann
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Section I
Text detection

Font and Background Color Independent Text Binarization
T Kasar, J Kumar and A G Ramakrishnan
Medical Intelligence and Language Engineering Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore, INDIA - 560 012
tkasar@ee.iisc.ernet.in, jayantkmishra@gmail.com, ramikag@ee.iisc.ernet.in

Abstract

and perspective distortion. Overcoming these challenges
will help us effortlessly acquire and manage information in
documents.
In most document processing systems, a binarization
process precedes the analysis and recognition procedures.
The use of two-level information greatly reduces the computational load and the complexity of the analysis algorithms. It is critical to achieve robust binarization since any
error introduced in this stage will affect the subsequent processing steps. The simplest and earliest method is the global
thresholding technique that uses a single threshold to classify image pixels into foreground or background classes.
Global thresholding techniques are generally based on histogram analysis [4, 6]. It works well for images with well
separated foreground and background intensities. However,
most of the document images do not meet this condition and
hence the application of global thresholding methods is limited. Camera-captured images often exhibit non-uniform
brightness because it is difﬁcult to control the imaging environment unlike the case of the scanner. The histogram of
such images are generally not bi-modal and a single threshold can never yield an accurate binary document image. As
such, global binarization methods are not suitable for camera images. On the other hand, local methods use a dynamic
threshold across the image according to the local information. These approaches are generally window-based and the
local threshold for a pixel is computed from the gray values of the pixels within a window centred at that particular
pixel. Niblack [5] proposed a binarization scheme where
the threshold is derived from the local image statistics. The
sample mean μ(x,y) and the standard deviation σ(x,y) within
a window W centred at the pixel location (x,y) are used to
compute the threshold T(x,y) as follows:

We propose a novel method for binarization of color
documents whereby the foreground text is output as black
and the background as white regardless of the polarity of
foreground-background shades. The method employs an
edge-based connected component approach and automatically determines a threshold for each component. It has several advantages over existing binarization methods. Firstly,
it can handle documents with multi-colored texts with different background shades. Secondly, the method is applicable to documents having text of widely varying sizes, usually not handled by local binarization methods. Thirdly, the
method automatically computes the threshold for binarization and the logic for inverting the output from the image
data and does not require any input parameter. The proposed method has been applied to a broad domain of target document types and environment and is found to have a
good adaptability.

1 Introduction
There has been an increased use of cameras in acquiring document images as an alternative to traditional ﬂatbed scanners and research towards camera based document
analysis is growing [3]. Digital cameras are compact, easy
to use, portable and offer a high-speed non-contact mechanism for image acquisition. The use of cameras has greatly
eased document acquisition and has enabled human interaction with any type of document. Its ability to capture nonpaper document images like scene text has several potential
applications like licence plate recognition, road sign recognition, digital note taking, document archiving and wearable computing. But at the same time, it has also presented
us with much more challenging images for any recognition
task. Traditional scanner-based document analysis systems
fail against this new and promising acquisition mode. Camera images suffer from uneven lighting, low resolution, blur,

T(x,y) = μ(x,y) − k σ(x,y) ,

k = 0.2

(1)

Yanowitz and Bruckstein [10] introduced a threshold that
varies over different image regions so as to ﬁt the spatially
changing background and lighting conditions. Based on the
observation that the location and gray level values at the
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edge points of the image are good choices for local thresholds, a threshold surface is created by relaxation initialized
on the edge points. The method is however computationally very intensive. Trier and Jain [8] evaluated 11 popular local thresholding methods on scanned documents and
reported that Niblack’s method performs the best for optical character recognition (OCR). The method works well if
the window encloses at least 1-2 characters. However, in
homogeneous regions larger than size of the window, the
method produces a noisy output since the expected sample
variance becomes the background noise variance. Sauvola
and Pietikainen [7] proposed an improved version of the
Niblack’s method by introducing a hypothesis that the gray
values of the text are close to 0 (Black) while the background pixels are close to 255 (White). The threshold is
computed with the dynamic range of standard deviation (R)
which has the effect of amplifying the contribution of standard deviation in an adaptive manner.
T(x,y) = μ(x,y) [1 + k (

σ(x,y)
− 1)]
R

Figure 1. Some example images with multicolored textual content and varying background shades. A conventional binarization technique, using a ﬁxed foregroundbackground polarity, will treat some characters as background, leading to the loss of
some textual information

(2)

where the parameters R and k are set to 128 and 0.5 respectively. This method minimizes the effect of background
noise and is more suitable for document images. As pointed
out by Wolf et al in [9], the Sauvola method fails for images
where the assumed hypothesis is not met and accordingly,
they proposed an improved threshold estimate by taking the
local contrast measure into account.
T(x,y) = (1 − a)μ(x,y) + aM + a

σ(x,y)
(μ(x,y) − M) (3)
Smax

is generally assumed to be either bright on a dark background or vice versa. If the polarity of the foregroundbackground intensity is not known, the binary decision logic
could treat some text as background and no further processing can be done on those text. Clark and Mirmhedi [2] use
a simple decision logic to invert the result of binarization
based on the assumption that the background pixels far outnumber the text pixels. Within each window, the number
of pixels having intensity values higher or lower than the
threshold are counted and the one which is less in number is treated as the foreground text. This simple inversion
logic cannot handle the case where the characters are thick
and occupy a signiﬁcant area of the window under consideration. Moreover, a document image can have two or more
different shades of text with different background colors as
shown in Fig. 1. Binarization using a single threshold on
such images, without a priori information of the polarity
of foreground-background intensities, will lead to loss of
textual information as some of the text may be assigned as
background. The characters once lost cannot be retrieved
back and are not available for further processing. Possible solutions need to be sought to overcome this drawback
so that any type of document could be properly binarized
without the loss of textual information.

where M is the minimum value of the grey levels of the
whole image, Smax is the maximum value of the standard
deviations of all windows of the image and ‘a’ is a parameter ﬁxed at 0.5. The Wolf’s method requires two passes
since one of the threshold decision parameter Smax is the
maximum of all standard deviation of all windows of the
images. The computational complexity is therefore slightly
higher in this case. This method combines Savoula’s robustness with respect to background textures and the segmentation quality of Niblack’s method.
However, recent developments on document types, for
example, documents with both graphics and text, where the
text varies in color and size, call for more specialized binarization techniques. It is relatively difﬁcult to obtain satisfactory binarization with various kinds of document images. The choice of window size in local methods can
severely affect the result of binarization and may give rise
to broken characters and voids, if the characters are thicker
than the size of the window considered. Moreover, we often encounter text of different colors in a document image. Conventional methods assume that the polarity of the
foreground-background intensity is known a priori. The text
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2 System Description
Text is the most important information in a document.
We propose a novel method to binarize camera-captured
color document images, whereby the foreground text is output as black and the background as white irrespective of
the original polarity of foreground-background shades. The
proposed method uses an edge-based connected component
approach to automatically obtain a threshold for each component. Canny edge detection [1] is performed individually
on each channel of the color image and the edge map E is
obtained by combining the three edge images as follows
E = ER ∨ EG ∨ EB

(4)

Here, ER , EG and EB are the edge images corresponding to
the three color channels and ∨ denotes the logical OR operation. An 8-connected component labeling follows the edge
detection step and the associated bounding box information
is computed. We call each component, thus obtained, an
edge-box (EB). We make some sensible assumptions about
the document and use the area and the aspect ratios of the
EBs to ﬁlter out the obvious non-text regions. The aspect
ratio is constrained to lie between 0.1 and 10 to eliminate
highly elongated regions. The size of the EB should be
greater than 15 pixels but smaller than 1/5th of the image
dimension to be considered for further processing.

Figure 3. The foreground and the background
pixels of each edge component

to the inner boundaries of the text characters. On the other
hand, if it completely encloses three or more EBs, only the
internal EBs are retained while the outer EB is removed as
such a component does not represent a text character. Thus,
the unwanted components are ﬁltered out by subjecting
each edge component to the following constraints:
if (Nint <3)
{Reject EBint , Accept EBout }
else
{Reject EBout , Accept EBint }
where EBint denotes the EBs that lie completely inside the current EB under consideration and Nint is the
number of EBint . These constraints on the edge components effectively remove the obvious non-text elements
while retaining all the text-like elements. Only the ﬁltered
set of EBs are considered for binarization.

Figure 2. Edge-boxes for the English alphabet and numerals. Note that there is no character that completely encloses more than two
edge components

3 Estimation of Threshold
For each EB, we estimate the foreground and background intensities and the threshold is computed individually. Fig. 3 shows the foreground and the background pixels
which are used for obtaining the threshold and inversion of
the binary output.
The foreground intensity is computed as the mean graylevel intensity of the pixels that correspond to the edge pixels.
1 
I(x, y)
(5)
FEB =
NE
(x,y)∈E

Since the edge detection captures both the inner and
outer boundaries of the characters, it is possible that an
EB may completely enclose one or more EBs as illustrated
in Fig. 2. For example, the letter ‘O’ gives rise to two
components; one due to the inner boundary EBint and the
other due to the outer boundary EBout . If a particular EB
has exactly one or two EBs that lie completely inside it, the
internal EBs can be conveniently ignored as it corresponds

where E represent the edge pixels, I(x,y) represent the in-
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Figure 4. (a) Input Image (b) Output of Edge-Box ﬁltering. The dotted boxes in cyan are ﬁltered out
and only the yellow solid boxes (35 in number) are considered for binarization (c) The threshold
parameters for the valid edge components. Observe that the mean and median intensities of the
foreground pixels are almost the same for all characters. The same holds true for the background
estimate for horizontally (or vertically) aligned text. However, when the text is aligned diagonally,
the mean intensity of the background pixels is affected due to overlapping of the adjacent bounding
boxes. Hence, the median intensity gives a more reliable logic for inverting the binary output

tensity value at the pixel (x,y) and NE is the number of edge
pixels in an edge component.

the median is not. Thus, the local background intensity
can be estimated more reliably by considering the median
intensity of the 12 background pixels instead of the mean
intensity.
(6)
BEB = median(B)

For obtaining the background intensity, we consider
three pixels each at the periphery of the corners of the
bounding box as follows

Assuming that each character is of uniform color, we binarize each edge component using the estimated foreground
intensity as the threshold. Depending on whether the foreground intensity is higher or lower than that of the background, each binarized output BWEB is suitably inverted
so that the foreground text is always black and the background always white.

1, I(x, y) ≥ FEB
If FEB < BEB , BWEB (x, y) =
0, I(x, y) < FEB
(7)

0, I(x, y) ≥ FEB
If FEB > BEB , BWEB (x, y) =
1, I(x, y) < FEB
(8)
All the threshold parameters explained in this section are
derived from the image data and the method is thus completely free from user-deﬁned parameters.

B = {I(x − 1, y − 1), I(x − 1, y), I(x, y − 1),
I(x + w + 1, y − 1), I(x + w, y − 1), I(x + w + 1, y),
I(x − 1, y + h + 1), I(x − 1, y + h), I(x, y + h + 1),
I(x + w + 1, y + h + 1), I(x + w, y + h + 1), I(x +
w + 1, y + h)}
where (x, y) represent the coordinates of the top-left
corner of the bounding-box of each edge component and
w and h are its width and height, respectively. Fig. 4
shows the output of the edge-box ﬁltering and the threshold
parameters for each of the valid edge components. As it
is observed in Fig. 4(c), the mean or median intensity are
almost the same for the foreground pixels irrespective of
the text orientation. However, for a diagonally aligned
text, the bounding boxes can have some overlap with the
adjacent components and can interfere in the background
intensity estimate. This is the case for the text ‘FLEXIBLE
6 CHANNEL’ printed in black in a semi-circular manner
which are represented in Fig. 4(c) by the edge components
whose estimated foreground intensity is lower than that of
the background. The mean background intensity for these
components are affected by the adjacent components while

4 Experiments
The test images used in this work are acquired from a
Sony digital still camera at a resolution of 1280 × 960.
The images are taken from both physical documents such
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Comparison of some popular local binarization methods for (a) a document image with multiple text colors and sizes (b) Niblack’s Method (c) Sauvola’s Method and (d) Wolf’s Method with the
(e) Proposed method. While the proposed method is able to handle characters of any size and color,
all other methods fail to binarize properly the components larger than the size of the window (25 ×
25 used here) and require a priori knowledge of the polarity of foreground-background intensities as
well
.
as book covers, newspapers etc and non-paper document
images like text on 3-D real world objects. The connected
component analysis performed on the edge map captures
all the text characters irrespective of the polarity of their
foreground and background intensities. We have used the
thresholds 0.2 and 0.3 for the hysteresis thresholding step
of Canny edge detection. The variance of the associated
Gaussian function is taken to be 1. The constraints on the
edge components effectively removes the obvious non-text
elements while retaining all the text-like components. From
each valid edge component, the foreground and background
intensities are automatically computed and each of them is
binarized individually.
Fig. 5 compares the results of our method with some
popular local binarization techniques, namely, Niblack’s
method, Sauvola’s method and Wolf’s method on a document image having multi-colored text and large variations
in sizes with the smallest and the largest components being
7×5 to 291×174 respectively. Clearly, these local binarization methods fail when the size of the window is smaller
than stroke width. A large character is broken up into several components and undesirable voids occur within thick
characters. It requires a priori knowledge of the polarity
of foreground-background intensities as well. On the other
hand, our method can deal with characters of any size and
color as it only uses edge connectedness.
The binarization logic developed here is tested on documents having foreground text with different background
shades. Though these kinds of images are quite commonly
encountered, none of the existing binarization techniques
can deal with such images. The generality of the algorithm
is tested on more than 50 complex color document images
and is found to have a high adaptivity and performance.
Some results of binarization using our method are shown
in Fig. 6 adjacent to its respective input images. The al-

gorithm deals only with the textual information and it does
not threshold the edge components that were already ﬁltered
out. In the resulting binary images, as desired, all the text
regions are output as black while the background as white,
irrespective of their colors in the input images.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed a novel technique for binarization of
text from digital camera images. It has a good adaptability
without the need for manual tuning and can be applied to
a broad domain of target document types and environment.
It simultaneously handles the ambiguity of polarity of the
foreground-background shades and the algorithm’s dependency on the parameters. The edge-box analysis captures all
the characters, irrespective of their sizes thereby enabling
us to perform local binarization without the need to specify any window. The use of edge-box has enabled us to
automatically compute the foreground and the background
intensities reliably and hence the required threshold for binarization. The proposed method retains the useful textual
information more accurately and thus, has a wider range of
applications compared to other conventional methods.
The edge detection method is good in ﬁnding the character boundaries irrespective of the foreground-background
polarity. However, if the background is textured, the edge
components may not be detected correctly due to edges
from the background and our edge-box ﬁltering strategy
fails. This has been observed for the image shown in Fig.
7. Overcoming these challenges is considered as a future
extension to this work. The method is able to capture all the
text while at the same time, ﬁlter out most of the components due to the background. The method can be extended
to incorporate text localization as well.
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Figure 6. Some examples of binarization results obtained using the proposed method. Based on the
estimated foreground and background intensities, each binarized component is suitably inverted so
that all the text are represented in black and the background in white

8

Figure 7. An example image for which the
proposed algorithm fail to binarize properly
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Abstract

tracks scene text undergoing scale changes and 3D motion.
However, this work applies to tracking in batch form and is
not a realtime solution. Also in [13], the text detection is
done by hand, manually indicating a starting bounding box
for the tracking system to follow. Another work of interest is Li et al.[8] in which a translational motion tracking
model was presented for caption text, based on correlation
of image blocks and contour based stabilisation to reﬁne the
matched position. Less directly related, in [16], seven simple speciﬁc text strings were looked for by a roving camera
from a collection of 55 images in an application to read door
signs.

We present a near realtime text tracking system capable
of detecting and tracking text on outdoor shop signs or indoor notices, at rates of up to 15 frames per second (for
generous 640 × 480 images), depending on scene complexity. The method is based on extracting text regions using a
novel tree-based connected component ﬁltering approach,
combined with the Eigen-Transform texture descriptor. The
method can efﬁciently handle dark and light text on light
and dark backgrounds. Particle ﬁlter tracking is then used
to follow the text, including SIFT matching to maintain region identity in the face of multiple regions of interest, fast
displacements, and erratic motions.

The focus of this paper is on the development of a resilient text tracking framework, using a handheld or wearable camera, as a precursor for our future work on text
recognition. The only assumption we make is that we are
looking for larger text sizes on shop and street signs, or indoor ofﬁce boards or desktop documents, or other similar
surfaces. Our proposed method is composed of two main
stages: candidate text region detection and text region tracking. In the ﬁrst stage, regions of text are located using a
connected components approach combined with a texture
measure step [17] which to the best of our knowledge has
never been applied to text detection; this provides candidate regions or components which are then grouped to form
possible words. The method is highly accurate but not infallible to noise, however, noisy or non-text candidate regions are not detected as persistently as true text regions,
and can be rejected forthright during the tracking step. In
the second stage, particle ﬁltering is applied to track the text
frame by frame. Each hypothesised system state is represented by a particle. The particles are weighted to represent
the degree of belief on the particle representing the actual
state. This non-linear ﬁltering approach allows very robust
tracking in the face of camera instability and even vigorous
shakes. SIFT matching is used to identify regions from one
frame to the next. We describe the details of this framework
in the next few sections.

1. Introduction
Tracking text is an important step towards the identiﬁcation and recognition of text for outdoor and indoor wearable
or handheld camera applications. In such scenarios, as the
text is tracked, it can be sent to OCR or to a text-to-speech
engine for recognition and transition into digital form. This
is beneﬁcial in many application areas, such as an aid to the
visually impaired or for language translation for tourists.
Furthermore, the ability to automatically detect and track
text in realtime is of use in localisation and mapping for
human and robot navigation and guidance.
A review [9] and some collections of recent works [2, 1]
in camera-based document analysis and recognition, highlight substantial progress in both single image and multiframe based text analysis. Overall, there have been relatively few works on general text tracking. Multiframe text
analysis has been mainly concerned with improving the text
in a super-resolution sense [12] or for continuous recognition of text within a stationary scene e.g. on whiteboards or
in slideshows [18, 20].
A directly related work in the area of general scene text
tracking is by Myers and Burns [13] which successfully
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2. Background
CC region finding
and tree building

It should be noted that there is a signiﬁcant body of work
on detecting (graphical) text that has been superimposed in
images and videos, as well as in tracking such text. Example works are [10, 8]. In this work we concentrate solely on
text embedded in natural scenes.
Segmentation of text regions involves the detection of
text and then its extraction given the viewpoint. For example, almost each one of the works published in [2, 1] present
one method or another for text segmentation, usually from a
fronto-parallel point of view. Example past works considering other viewpoints and recovering the projective views of
the text are [4, 14, 13]. Although in this work we engage in
both segmenting and tracking text involving varying viewpoints, actual fronto-parallel recovery is not attempted. This
is a natural step possible from the tracking motion information available and will be a key focus of our future work.
An issue of note is the problem of scale. Myers and
Burns [13] dealt with this by computing homographies of
planar regions that contain text, and when computationally
tractable, this could be useful for any (realtime) text tracking application. Here, we are detecting text dynamically,
hence at some smaller scales our detector will simply not
ﬁnd it, until upon approach it becomes large enough.

Level 1

Black

Level 2

White
Level 3

Black

Figure 1. A synthetic sample image and its
corresponding tree of connected regions.

The leaves of the tree represented the zones whose grey levels were the highest in the image. For detection of dark text
over bright backgrounds, they built a different tree, a Mintree, where the leaves represented the zones with the lowest
grey levels in the image. This two pass treatment of bright
text and dark text is very common in text detection algorithms.
We improve on the tree region labelling method in [7]
by introducing a simple representation that allows efﬁcient,
one pass detection of bright text (white over black) and dark
text (black over white) in the same tree. Initially, simple local adaptive thresholding is applied to the source frame. We
empirically ﬁxed the local threshold window size to 17 × 17
throughout all our experiments. The threshold was the mean
grey level value of the window itself. Connected component
region labelling is then performed on the thresholded image. This labelling builds a tree of connected regions, with
the outermost region the root of the tree and the innermost
regions the leaves. We allow the regions to toggle their label
value from black to white as we go down each level of the
tree. The tree represents the nesting relationship between
these regions. Each node of the tree keeps only the contour
around the border of the regions (see Figure 1).
Once the tree is built, it is walked depth-ﬁrst with the
objective to ﬁlter out the regions that are not text. Each
node of the tree is classiﬁed as text or non-text during the
walk using region ﬁltering as described later below.
Usually, on real-world images with scene text, structural
elements (such as sign borders, posters frames, etc.) can
exhibit characteristics of text, such as high contrast against
their backgrounds or strong texture response. These elements can be easily discarded (as long as they are not at a
leaf) using the nesting relationship present in the proposed
tree. When a node has children already classiﬁed as text,

3. Methodology
The text tracking framework proposed here is based
around the principle of a tracker representing a text entity
- a word or group of words that appear together in an image as a salient feature, where each word comprises two or
more components or regions. Trackers are dynamically created when a new text entity is detected; they follow the text
frame to frame, and they get removed when the text cannot
be detected anymore. Partial occlusion is dealt with, and
in cases of full occlusion, a new tracker starts once the text
is back in view. Our text tracking framework involves text
segmentation, text region grouping, and tracking, including
dynamic creation and removal of trackers.

3.1. Text segmentation
The text segmentation stage uses a combination of a connected components (CC) approach and a region ﬁltering
stage, with the latter involving the novel application to text
analysis of a texture measure. The resulting component regions are then grouped into text entities.
3.1.1 Connected component labelling Following CC labelling in [7], León et al employed a tree pruning approach
to detect text regions. They thresholded the image at every
grey level, and built a Max-tree representation where each
node stored the CC of the corresponding threshold level.
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Discarded because
1, 2, 3, H, I, J
are below it

Figure 3. Original image and its EigenTransform response.

Discarded because
E, F, G are
below it

Figure 2. Parent nodes are discarded when
children are classiﬁed as text.

in their text detection technique with good results. This introduces the local pixel values variance into the threshold
calculation. However, this involves computing the standard
deviation of local pixel values and we have found that doing a simpler adaptive threshold and afterwards discarding
the noisy regions is faster. Also, the proposed tree walking
algorithm transparently manages bright-text and dark-text
occurrences on the same image without the need to apply a
three level threshold image.
Texture measure - For this ﬁnal decision-making step we
apply a texture ﬁlter whose response at positions within the
region pixels and their neighbourhoods is of interest.
We have previously combined several texture measures
to determine candidate text regions, see [3]. These were
mainly tuned for small scale groupings of text in the form of
paragraphs. Although quite robust, the need for faster processing precludes their combined use. Here, we introduce
the use of the Eigen-Transform texture operator [17] for use
in text detection. It is a descriptor which gives an indication
of surface roughness. For a square w × w matrix representing a pixel and its neighbouring grey values, the eigenvalues of this matrix are computed: λ1  ≥ λ2  ≥ . . . λw .
The largest l eigenvalues are discarded since they encode
the lower frequency information of the texture. Then, the
Eigen-Transform of the central pixel is the mean value of
the w − l + 1 smaller magnitude eigenvalues:

it is discarded as non-text, despite the text classifying functions may having marked it as text. This discards most of
the non-text structural elements of the text (Figure 2).
3.1.2 Region filtering To classify text regions we apply
three tests in cascade, meaning that if a test discards a region as non-text, no more tests are applied to it. This is
in a similar fashion to Zhu et al. [21] who used 12 classiﬁers. In our case, the fewer tests are important for real time
processing, and coarse, but computationally more efﬁcient
tests are applied ﬁrst, quickly discarding obvious non-text
regions, and slower, more discriminative tests are applied
last, where the number of remaining regions is fewer. The
test we apply are on size, border energy, and an eigenvector
based texture measure.
Size - Regions too big or too small are discarded. The
thresholds here are set to the very extreme. Very small regions are discarded to avoid noise. This may still drop characters, but they probably would be otherwise impossible to
recognise by OCR and as the user gets closer, they are more
likely to be picked up anyway. Large regions are discarded
because it is unlikely that a single character occupies very
large areas (over half the size) of the image.
Border energy - A Sobel edge operator is applied to all
the points along the contour of each component region r
and the mean value is obtained:
Pr  2
(Gix + G2iy )
i=1
(1)
Br =
Pr

w

Γ(l, w) =


1
λk 
w−l+1

(2)

k=l

The Eigen-Transform has a very good response to texture which exhibit high frequency changes, and we found
in our experiments that it responds to text very well for this
reason, see a simple example in Figure 3 where both the text
and the background texture are picked up well. It can, however, be a fairly slow operator, but fortunately we need only
apply it to the component region pixels. Indeed, we compute the Eigen-Transform only on some regularly sampled
points inside the bounding box of each region of interest. A
key factor in (2) is the size of w. This is determined automatically by setting it dynamically according to the height

where Pr denotes the number of border pixels in region r,
and Gx and Gy represent the Sobel gradient magnitudes.
This is referred to as the border energy and provides a
measurement of region to background contrast. Regions
with border energy value below a very conservatively ﬁxed
threshold are discarded. This removes regions that usually
appear in less textured and more homogeneous regions.
Jiang et al [6] used a three level Niblack threshold [19]
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text saliency operator between two text regions is then:
P(A, B) = N (λ(A, B), 1, 2) · N (γ(A, B), 0, 4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(4)

where N (x, μ, σ) is a Gaussian distribution with mean μ
and standard deviation σ whose parameters were determined experimentally in [14]. To reduce the complexity of
comparing all the regions against each other, we construct a
planar graph using Delaunay triangulation, with the region
centres as vertices. The saliency operator is then applied
to each edge of this graph, keeping only the salient ones
and removing the rest. This edge pruning on the graph effectively divides the original graph into a set of connected
subgraphs. Each subgraph with more than two vertices is
considered a text group. This additional ﬁltering step removes a number of isolated regions (see Figure 4(f)).

3.2. Text tracking
(e)

(f)

Particle ﬁltering, also known as the Sequential Monte
Carlo Method, is a non-linear ﬁltering technique that recursively estimates a system’s state based on the available
observation. In an optimal Bayesian context, this means
estimating the likelihood of a system’s state given the observation p(xk |yk ), where xk is the system’s state at frame
k and yk = {c1 , . . . , cK } is the observation function.
Each hypothesised new system state at frame k is rep(1)
(2)
(N )
resented by a particle resulting in {xk , xk , . . . , xk },
(n)
where N is the number of particles. Each particle xk 

Figure 4. Steps of the text segmentation and
grouping. (a) Original image, (b) Adaptive
threshold, (c)–(e) result after ﬁltering by size,
border energy and Eigen-transform measure,
(f) perceptual grouping.

of the region under consideration. Then l is set to be a fraction of w.
The result of the text segmentation stage is a set of candidate regions with a high likelihood of being text. For each
region, the centre position of its bounding box is stored as a
component ci into the observation function yk of the particle ﬁlter (see section 3.2). As a result of the CC region tree
design, and taking into account only the contour and not
the contents, both inverted text (light on dark) and normal
text (dark on light) are detected in the same depth-ﬁrst pass.
Figure 4 shows an example result highlighting each of the
text segmentation and grouping steps.
3.1.3 Perceptual text grouping - The text grouping stage
takes the regions produced by the text segmentation step
and makes compact groups of perceptually close or salient
regions. We follow the work by Pilu [14] on perceptual organization of text lines for deskewing. Brieﬂy, Pilu deﬁnes
two scale-invariant saliency measures between two candidate text regions A and B: Relative Minimum Distance λ
and Blob Dimension Ratio γ:
λ(A, B) =

Dmin
Amin + Bmin

γ(A, B) =

Amin + Amax
Bmin + Bmax

(1)

(1)

(N )

(N )

has an associated weight (xk , wk ), . . . , (xk , wk )
s
(i)
(n)
where i=1 wk = 1. Given the particle hypothesis xk ,
the weights are proportional to the likelihood of the obser(n)
vation, p(yk |xk ). For a detailed explanation of particle
ﬁlter algorithms and applications, see e.g. [5].
Particle ﬁltering is the ideal method given the instability of the handheld or wearable camera in our application
domain. We build on the particle tracking framework developed in [15] for simultaneous localisation and mapping
(SLAM). Here we want to independently track multiple instances of text in the image, with a simple state representation. Thus, each text entity is assigned a particle ﬁlter,
i.e. a tracker, responsible of keeping its state. The main
components to now deal with in a particle ﬁlter implementation are the state representation, the dynamics model and
the observation model.
3.2.1 State representation - The tracker represents the
evolution over time of a text entity. It has a state that tries
to model the apparent possible changes that the text entity
may experience in the image context. The model has to be
rich enough to approximate the possible transformations of
the text but at the same time simple enough to be possible
to estimate it in real time.

(3)

where Dmin is the minimum distance between the two regions, and Amin , Bmin , Amax and Bmax are respectively the
minimum and maximum axes of the regions A and B. Pilu’s
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The state of a tracker at frame k is represented by a
2D translation and rotation: xk = (tx , ty , α). We found
this simple state model provides sufﬁcient accuracy given
the degree of movement within consecutive frames, but
is also important in computational savings towards a realtime model1 . This state deﬁnes a relative coordinate space,
where the x-axis is rotated by an angle α with respect to the
image, and its origin is at (tx , ty ) in image coordinates.
Let’s say a text entity contains M components. Its
tracker preserves a list of M features Z = {z1 , . . . , zM }
where each feature zi is a 2D position lying in the tracker’s
relative coordinate space. Each feature represents a text
component being tracked, and it is ﬁxed during tracker initialization. We deﬁne the transformation function Ψ(zi , xk )
as the coordinate transform (translation and rotation) of a
feature position from the state’s coordinate space to image
coordinates. This is used during weighting. Additionally,
each feature is associated with a set of SIFT descriptors
[11] computed only once during the tracker initialization.
They give the ability to differentiate between candidate text
components, providing a degree of multiscale and rotation
invariance to the feature matching as well as resilience to
noise and change in lighting conditions2 .
Figure 5 shows the current state representation xk of
a tracker at frame k which has M = 4 features Z =
{z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 }. For ease of exposition, all the features
are visualised to lie along the x-axis of the tracker’s coordinate space. Further, the ﬁgure shows another particle
(1)
xk representing an alternative state hypothesis. The four
features zi ∈ Z are mapped to the particle’s relative coordinate space to show the same set of features from a different reference frame. The observation function yk , with
yk = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 } representing the center points of the
candidate text components is also shown.
3.2.2 Dynamics model - The dynamics model deﬁnes the
likelihood of a system state transition between time steps
as p(xk |xk−1 ). It is composed of a deterministic part a prediction of how the system will evolve in time, and a
stochastic part - the random sampling of the particles around
the predicted position. Examples of prediction schemes are
constant position, constant velocity and constant acceleration. Examples of stochastic functions are uniform and
Gaussian random walks around an uncertainty window of
the predicted position.
The selection of an appropriate dynamics model is crucial for a tracking system to be able to survive unpredictable
movements, such as those caused by wearable or hand-

xk

z4
(tx ,ty )

α

z3

z2
z1
c2

c1
z1

c3

z2

z3

c4
z4

x (1)
k

Figure 5. State model of one tracker, xk =
(tx , ty , α), with 4 tracked features Z =
(1)
{z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 }. A particle, xk , shows a different state hypothesis.

held camera movements. Pupilli [15] concluded that for
such scenarios a constant position prediction model with
a uniform or Gaussian random walk would provide better
results, due to the unpredictable nature of erratic movements. Here, we follow this advice to use a constant position model with random Gaussian walk around the last
state, i.e. p(xk |xk−1 ) = N (xk−1 , Σ). The covariance matrix Σ deﬁnes the particle spread which is empirically set
to a generous size, and automatically reduced via an annealling process as in [15].
3.2.3 Observation model - Given a particle state hypothesis, the observation model deﬁnes the likelihood of the ob(n)
servation, p(yk |xk ). The weight of each particle is calculated based on the comparison from projected features’ positions and actual text components found in the image. An
inlier/outlier likelihood proposed by Pupilli [15] is used.
For each tracked feature zi ∈ Z, a set of candidate components yki ⊆ yk {(z1 , yk1 ), (z2 , yk2 ), . . . , (zM , ykM )}
is computed, based on their matching to the SIFT descriptors previously stored for each feature. This reduces the
search space of the particles and gives robustness to the
tracking process.
The weight of a particle is proportional to the number of
observed candidate components inside a circular region of
radius ε around each tracked feature. First an inlier threshold function τ (a, b) is deﬁned:

τ (a, b) =

1
0

if d(a, b) < ε
otherwise

(5)

where d(a, b) is the distance between two points. Then, the
likelihood is:
⎞
⎛


(n)
(n)
τ Ψ(zi , xk ), cj ⎠
p(yk |xk ) ∝ exp ⎝

1 However,

we intend to investigate more complex motion models in
future while ensuring the realtime aspects of the work are not compromised
2 Note to Reviewers: We have found the SIFT matching to grossly slow
our system down. By the time of this Workshop we will have implemented
and hope to report faster invariant feature matching using e.g. the Hessian
Afﬁne or MSER which will additionally give a greater degree of afﬁne
invariancy

zi ∈Z cj ∈yki

(6)
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(n)

where Ψ(zi , xk ) is the transformation function deﬁned in
subsection 3.2.1. Figure 6 shows the weighting process of
(1)
(2)
one feature z2 for two different hypothesis, xk and xk .
The latter is nearer to the actual state of the system and
gets a greater weight. Note that for illustration purposes
we are considering here that the candidate group components for feature z2 is all the observation: yk2 = yk =
{c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 }.

Newly created trackers must continuously track their text
for a number of frames to be considered stable. Trackers
that fail to comply with this are promptly removed. The
tracker removal mechanism is very simple. After a consecutive number of frames without a match, the track is considered lost and removed. Should the same text entity then
reappear, it will be assigned a new tracker.

4. Results

inlier count = 2
ε

z2

c1

The system was tested on a variety of typical outdoor and
indoor scenarios, e.g. a hand-held camera while passing
shops or approaching notices, posters, billboards etc. We
present here the results from four typical scenarios. The
full video sequences along with other results, including a
sequence from [13], are also available online3 .
The results shown are: Figure 7: ‘BORDERS’ - walking in a busy street with several shop signs overhead, Figure 8: ‘UOB’ - walking past a signboard including an
occlusion in a highly textured scene background, Figure
9‘ST. MICHAEL’S HOSPITAL’ - a trafﬁc sign with both
bright and dark text, complex background and signiﬁcant
perspective change, and Figure 10: ‘LORRY’ - with text
also undergoing viewpoint changes. All sequences were at
640 × 480 resolution recorded at 15 fps with a consumer
grade photo/video camera (Nikon Coolpix P2).
Table 1 shows the performance of the algorithm for the
different sample scenes on an Intel Pentium IV 3.2Ghz processor. The results show the performance of the text segmentation and grouping subsystem alone, and the whole
tracking process. Text segmentation is very fast. When
measured off-line, the system was able to compute the results faster than the actual frame rate of the sequences. With
the tracking, the performance of the system is close to 10
fps on average, depending on the complexity of the scene,
making it promisingly close to realtime. For a simple scene
with little background and one 5-character word, the system
could track it effortlessly at 15fps. While the particle ﬁltering framework is relatively fast, the SIFT matching of features reduces the performance when the number of candidate regions is large, such as in very complex backgrounds,
e.g. in Fig. 8. A greater number of false positives (due
to the vegetation) produced during segmentation put more
stress on the tracking stage, which however rejected these
regions due to the instability and lack of longevity of their
trackers. Notice also in Fig. 8, the tracker survives the occlusion by the lamppost.

x (1)
k

c2

c3

c4

inlier count = 3
ε

z2
c1

c2

x (2)
k
c3

c4

Figure 6. Inlier count of feature z2 for two dif(1)
(2)
ferent particles xk and xk .
3.2.4 Bounding box computation - Bounding box computation is crucial towards next possible stages such as extraction, recognition or superresolution. Thus, it is important
that it is as stable and tight as possible. Once a posterior
state is established by the particle ﬁlter, each feature zi ∈ Z
is assigned a Most Likely Estimate (MLE), that is the text
component cj ∈ yk that most likely matches it. In Figure
5, the MLE of each feature is marked with an arrow. Not all
tracked features will have a MLE each frame, as sometimes
they are not found due to blur, clutter or occlusion.
After perceptual text grouping, each observed text component belongs to a group, and thus the MLE of each tracker
feature also belongs to a group. The Most Likely Group
(MLG) of a feature is the group to which this feature’s MLE
belongs to. Given this, the tracker’s bounding box is then
obtained by joining the bounding boxes of its MLGs.
3.2.5 Tracker creation and removal - Trackers are dynamically created when new text is detected, and removed when
their associated text entity can no longer be found. After
the grouping stage, any text group detected is a potential
text entity to be tracked. But some of these groups may
belong to text entities already being tracked. The tracking
stage identiﬁes the tracked components in the image via the
MLE and MLG mechanisms. After the tracking cycle, any
unidentiﬁed remaining groups are passed to a new tracker.

4.1. Discussion
The focus of this paper has been on a framework to track
text as robustly and continuously as possible, bearing in
3 Please
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see http://vision.cs.bris.ac.uk/texttrack/

Figure 7. Example scene 1 - BORDERS - notice several BORDERS signs come along in the sequence.

Figure 8. Example scene 2 - UOB including occlusion, also with much other texture.

Figure 9. Example scene 3 - ST. MICHAEL’S HOSPITAL - two regions, dark over light and vice versa.

Figure 10. Example scene 4 - LORRY
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a close to realtime technique to automatically detect and track text in arbitrary natural scenes. To detect the text regions, a depth-ﬁrst search
is applied to a tree representation of the image’s connected
components, where each leaf in the tree is examined for
three criteria. Amongst these criteria is the use of the EigenTransform texture measure as an indicator of text. This
stage of the algorithm detects both bright and dark text in
a single traversal of the tree. Following perceptual grouping of the regions into text entities, particle ﬁltering is applied to track them across sequences involving severe motions and shakes of the camera. We have established a signiﬁcant framework and can start to improve its individual
components in our future work to better our results.
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Abstract

It has been shown that more than 95% accuracy is realized with about 100 ms retrieval time on a 10,000 pages
database[2]. Such accuracy and efﬁciency are realized by
stable and discriminative features of LLAH. It has also been
conﬁrmed that LLAH is robust to perspective distortion, occlusion and non-linear surface deformation of pages which
are typical problems for camera-captured documents [3, 4].
Features based on geometric invariants deﬁned in local areas realize robustness to those problems.

In this paper, we propose improvements of our camerabased document image retrieval method with Locally Likely
Arrangement Hashing (LLAH). While LLAH has high accuracy, efﬁciency and robustness, it requires a large amount
of memory. It is also required to speed up the retrieval
of LLAH for applications to real-time document image retrieval. For these purposes, we introduce the following two
improvements. The ﬁrst one is reduction of the required
amount of memory by removing less important features for
indexing from the database and simplifying structure of the
database. The second improvement is to reduce exploring alternatives during the retrieval process. From the experimental results, we have conﬁrmed that the proposed
improvements realize reduction of the required amount of
memory by about 80% and that of processing time by about
60%.

In exchange for the accuracy and the robustness, LLAH
requires a large amount of memory. For example, in order to realize accurate retrieval on a 10,000 pages database,
2.6GB memory is needed. Such heavy consumption of
memory limits the scalability of LLAH. For the retrieval
of 100,000 pages, for instance, the memory space is beyond
what can be easily prepared. In addition, since real-time
document image processing using cameras has signiﬁcant
usability [5], an application of LLAH to real-time document
image retrieval is desired. In order for LLAH to be used in
a real-time processing, further speeding up of its retrieval
process is necessary.

1. Introduction
Document image retrieval is a task of ﬁnding document
images relevant to a given query from a database of a large
number of document images. Various types of queries have
been employed in document image retrieval [1]. Camerabased version of document image retrieval is characterized
by its queries obtained by capturing documents with cameras. It has excellence that it enables linking paper documents to various services. In other words, paper documents
can be viewed as media for providing services to the user.
For example, the user can access relevant web sites by capturing a paper document when their URLs are related to the
document images in the database.
We have already proposed a camera-based document image retrieval method based on a hashing technique called
Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing (LLAH). LLAH is
characterized by its accuracy, efﬁciency and robustness.

In this paper, we propose some improvements of LLAH
that solve the above problems. The basic idea of the improvement for the memory consumption is to remove unreliable features for indexing and simplify the structure of
the database. As for the speeding up of processing, we introduce a feature-based method of reducing the number of
combinations that need to be explored during the retrieval.
From the experimental results using 10,000 document images, we have conﬁrmed that the required amount of memory and the processing time are 1/5 and 2/5 of the original,
respectively. We also show that the improved version of
LLAH scales quite well: the memory consumption and the
processing time is almost constant up to the database of size
10,000 images.
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words, a document image is indexed by using each feature
point. In the retrieval step, the document image database
is accessed with features to retrieve images by voting. We
explain each step in the following.

Input

2.2. Feature point extraction

Feature Point Extraction
Storage
Retrieval
Calculation of Features Output

An important requirement of feature point extraction is
that feature points should be obtained identically even under
perspective distortion, noise, and low resolution. To satisfy
this requirement, we employ centroids of word regions as
feature points.
The processing is as follows. First, the input image
(Fig. 2(a)) is adaptively thresholded into the binary image (Fig. 2(b)). Next, the binary image is blurred using
the Gaussian ﬁlter. Then, the blurred image is adaptively
thresholded again (Fig. 2(c)). Finally, centroids of word regions (Fig. 2(d)) are extracted as feature points.

Result

Document Image
Database

Figure 1. Overview of processing.

2.3. Calculation of features

2. Document image retrieval with original
LLAH

The feature is a value which represents a feature point of
a document image. In order to realize successful retrieval,
the feature should satisfy the following two requirements.
One is that the same feature should be obtained from the
same feature point even under various distortions. If different features are obtained from the same feature point at storage and retrieval processes, the corresponding document
image cannot be retrieved. We call this requirement “stability of the feature”. The other requirement is that different
features should be obtained from different feature points. If
the same feature is obtained from different feature points,
not only the corresponding document image but also other
document images are retrieved. We call this requirement
“discrimination power of the feature”. Both two require-

We ﬁrst explain the original LLAH and the retrieval process with it.

2.1. Overview of processing
Figure 1 shows the overview of processing. At the step of
feature point extraction, a document image is transformed
into a set of feature points. Then the feature points are inputted into the storage step or the retrieval step. These steps
share the step of calculation of features. In the storage step,
every feature point in the image is stored independently into
the document image database using its feature. In other

(a) Input image.

(b) Binarized image.

(c) Connected components.

Figure 2. Feature point extraction.
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(d) Feature points.
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and C.
The simplest deﬁnition of the feature of a feature point
is to use 4 nearest feature points from . However, nearest feature points can change by the effect of perspective
distortion as shown in Fig. 3. Hence the invariant from 4
nearest points is not stable. In order to solve this problem,
we utilize feature points in a broader local area. In Fig. 3,
it is shown that 6 points out of 7 nearest points are common. In general, we assume that common  points exist in
nearest neighbors under some extent of perspective distortion. Based on this assumption, we use common  points
to calculate a stable feature. As shown in Fig. 4, common 
points are obtained by examining all possible combinations
              of  points from nearest
points. As long as the assumption holds, at least one combination of  points is common. Thus a stable feature can
be obtained.
(2) Discrimination power
The simplest way of calculating the feature from 
points is to set    and calculate the afﬁne invariant from
these 4 points. However, such a simple feature lacks the discrimination power because it is often the case that similar
arrangements of 4 points are obtained from different feature points. In order to increase the discrimination power,
we utilize again feature points of a broader area. It is performed by increasing the number  . As  increases,
the probability that different feature points have similar arrangement of  points decreases. As shown in Fig. 5,
an arrangement of  points is described as a sequence of
discretized invariants
         
  calculated
from all possible combinations of 4 feature points taken
from  feature points.

㪎
㪍

p

㪈
㪊

㪏

Figure 3. Eight nearest points of in two images captured from different viewpoints. A
circled number indicates its order of distance
from . Different points shown as black circles come up due to perspective distortion.

ments, the stability and the discrimination power, have to
be satisﬁed for successful retrieval.
(1) Stability
In the cases of occlusion, the whole image of a document is not captured. In order to realize stability against
occlusion, a feature has to be calculated from a part of document image. In LLAH, each feature point has its feature
calculated from an arrangement of its neighboring points.
Since features are calculated in a local part of a document
image, the same feature can be obtained as long as the same
part is captured.
Camera-captured images generally suffer from perspective distortion. In order to calculate features stable against
perspective distortion, a geometric invariant is used. For
this purpose, one may think the cross-ratio which is invariant to perspective transformation is appropriate. However,
it is conﬁrmed that an afﬁne invariant gives higher accuracy than the cross-ratio [2]. This is because perspective
transformation in a local area can be approximated as afﬁne
transformation and the afﬁne invariant is more robust to
change of feature points than the cross-ratio.
In this paper we utilize an afﬁne invariant deﬁned using
four coplanar points ABCD as follows:

   
    

2.4. Storage
Figure 6 shows the algorithm of storage of document images to the database. In this algorithm, the document ID is
the identiﬁcation number of a document, and the point ID is
that of a point.
Next, the index  of the hash table is calculated by

(1)

where P(A,B,C) is the area of a triangle with apexes A, B,

p

n nearest points of p

Figure 4. All possible combinations of
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   points from    nearest points are examined.
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Figure 5. The arrangement of
  points is described as a sequence of invariants calculated from
all possible combinations of 4 points.

1: for each
All feature points in a database image do
2:
  A set of the  nearest points of .
3:
for each   All combinations of  points from 
4:

5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

1: for each
All feature points in a query image do
2:
  A set of the  nearest points of .
3:
for each   All combinations of  points from 



do
 
              where  is an ordered
point of  based on the angle from to  with an arbitrary selected starting point .
                  A lexicographically ordered list of all possible   that is a subsequence consisting 4 points from  .
for    to     do
  a discretized afﬁne invariant calculated from
 .
end for
  The hash index calculated by Eq. (2).
Store the item (document ID, point ID,
  ,  ,    ) using  .
end for
end for

4:
5:

6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Figure 6. Storage algorithm.
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do
for each
 do
 
              where  is an ordered
point of  based on the angle from to  with a
starting point .
                  A lexicographically ordered list of all possible   that is a
subsequence consisting 4 points from  .
for    to     do
  a discretized afﬁne invariant calculated from
 .
end for
  The hash index calculated by Eq. (2).
Look up the hash table using  and obtain the
list.
for each item of the list do
if Conditions to prevent erroneous votes [2] are satisﬁed then
Vote for the document ID in the voting table.
end if
end for
end for
end for
end for
Return the document image with the maximum votes.

Figure 8. Retrieval algorithm.
Figure 7. Conﬁguration of the hash table.
the following hash function:
















stored into the hash table as shown in Fig. 7 where chaining
is employed for collision resolution.








2.5. Retrieval

(2)





The retrieval algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. In LLAH, retrieval results are determined by voting on documents represented as cells in the voting table.
First, the hash index is calculated at the lines 7 to 10 in
the same way as in the storage step. At the line 11, the list



where  is a discrete value of the invariant, is the level
of quantization of the invariant, and
 is the size of the
hash table.
The item (document ID, point ID,     
 ) is
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shown in Fig. 7 is obtained by looking up the hash table.
For each item of the list, a cell of the corresponding document ID in the voting table is incremented if it has the same
feature
 ,  , 
 . Finally, the document which
obtains the maximum votes is returned as the retrieval result.
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3. Reduction of the required amount of memory

Figure 9. Conﬁguration of the simpliﬁed hash
table.

In this section, we introduce a method of reduction of the
required amount of memory. In LLAH, many features are
calculated in order to realize the stability of features. All
features are stored in the hash table in the form of linked
lists regardless to their importance. We reduce memory consumption by removing less important features and changing
data structure of the database.
Let us show an example. In the following condition,

¯   ,   , 

simple hash table as shown in Fig. 9 as the structure of the
database. Changing the data structure into a simple hash table enables further reduction of the memory consumption.
For example, the required amount of memory is 512MB under the condition of the above example (    ¢  ,
a document ID and a point ID are stored in 2 bytes variables). Therefore 77% reduction of the required amount of
memory can be realized.
Another way to reduce the required amount of memory
is to reduce the size of the hash table   . However, 
signiﬁcantly affects performance of retrieval. Especially for
the simpliﬁed hash table, the size of the hash table is fatal.
If the hash table has an insufﬁcient number of index space
to store items, many entries will be invalidated due to collisions.

  ¢ 

¯ The number of document images in the database is
10,000
¯ Average number of feature points in a document image
is 630
¯ Document ID, point ID and  are stored in 2 bytes,
2bytes and 1byte variables respectively
¯ A pointer variable requires 8 bytes

4. Speeding up retrieval

the hash table requires  ¢  ¢   
and linked
lists require  
¢ ¢¢   ¢    .
Therefore the total required amount of memory is  .
Features which cause collisions in the hash table are less
important because such features are shared by other points
and thus likely to lack discrimination power. They also increase the processing time of retrieval since they frequently
come up and increase the number of votes. From an experimental result, it is conﬁrmed that the number of hash table
entries with collisions is 28% of the number of hash table
entries with at least one item. Since the number of entries
with collisions is minor, removing features with collisions
will not cause fatal effect on accuracy of retrieval. Thus we
have decided to remove linked lists with collisions.
Removal of features with collisions enables further reduction of memory consumption since it allows to simplify
the data structure of the hash table. Features (invariants
 ) are stored in order to ﬁnd the appropriate item from the
linked list in the case of collisions. Because we have eliminated all collisions, we can also remove the records of features. Moreover document IDs and point IDs are not needed
to be stored in the form of linked list because only one item
is stored at an index of the hash table. Therefore we adopt a

We also introduce an improvement of the storage and the
retrieval algorithm to speed up the retrieval process.
In the retrieval algorithm shown in Fig. 8, all points of
 is used as a starting point   to examine all cyclic permutations of  at the lines 4 and 5. This is because 
of the retrieval algorithm does not necessarily match  of
the storage algorithm due to rotations of camera-captured
images.
However, the examination of all cyclic permutations can
be omitted if the same   is always selected both at the storage and the retrieval processes. We have introduced a selection rule of the starting point to the storage and retrieval
algorithm.
The selection rule is shown in Fig. 10. For each point
of  points, an afﬁne invariant  is calculated by combining it with the following three points. If   has the
maximum value in  ¡ ¡ ¡   , the point is selected
as the starting point. In the example of Fig. 10, point
1 is the starting point. If there are two or more equivalent maximum values, the succeeding value
  
is used to select one of them. For example, if    
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Figure 10. The point which gives maximum

Figure 11. Examples of images in the
database.



is selected as the starting point.

Figure 12. Examples of query images.

ROM proceedings. Examples of images in the database are
shown in Fig. 11. Query images were captured using a digital camera with 6.3 million pixels. As shown in Fig. 12, they
were captured from a skew angle (about 45 degree). Since
the angle with which query images are captured (45 degree)
is different from that of the images in the database (90 degree), experiments performed with these query images and
the database would demonstrate robustness of the proposed
method to perspective distortion. Note that the query images suffer from severer distortion than those of [2]. Experiments were performed on a workstation with AMD Opteron
2.8GHz CPUs and 16GB memory. Parameters 1 were set to
 ,  ,  . 
was set to    .

and both are the maximum, then the value of

and   are compared. If
 is larger,
the point  is selected as the starting point. In the case
that

  the succeeding values
and

  are likewise examined.

5. Experimental results
In order to examine effectiveness of improvements introduced in this paper, we investigated performances of the
original and improved versions of LLAH. To clarify the effect of memory reduction stated in Sect. 3. and that of
speeding up stated in Sect. 4., we measured the required
amount of memory, processing time and accuracy of three
versions of LLAH: the ﬁrst one is the original LLAH, the
second one is the memory reduced, and the third one is the
memory reduced and speeded up version. The third version
is the proposed method in this paper.
Document images stored in the database were images
converted with 200 dpi from PDF ﬁles of single- and
double-column English papers collected mainly from CD-

5.1. Required amount of memory
Figure 13 shows the amount of required memory of the
three version of LLAH with 100, 1,000 and 10,000 pages
databases. The original version of LLAH required 5 times
larger amount of memory than improved ones. Moreover,
1 Some
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experimental results with different

 and  are found in [2].
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Figure 15. The relationship between the number of stored pages and accuracy.

number of computed invariants and access to the database
have been reduced by skipping the calculation of all possible cyclic permutations.
It is also conﬁrmed that processing time of the memory reduced version was almost constant regardless of the
number of stored pages as contrasted to the original version. This is because access to a simple hash table requires
constant computations while access to linked lists requires
computations in proportion to the number of stored items.
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Figure 13. The relationship between the number of stored pages and the required amount
of memory.
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5.3. Accuracy
Figure 15 shows accuracy of retrieval of each version
of LLAH. Improved versions demonstrated higher performance in terms of accuracy in addition to time and memory
efﬁciency. In contrast to the original LLAH which showed
less accuracy with a larger number of stored pages, improved versions showed higher accuracy although they also
had a decrease in accuracy with 10,000 stored pages.
Although the improvements proposed in this paper were
not intended to improve accuracy, they realized higher accuracy. We consider the reason is that erroneous votes are
decreased as a result of removal of less important features.
In the improved versions, features which cause collisions
are removed from the database. Since such features tend
to cause erroneous votes, removal of them results in higher
accuracy.

Figure 14. The relationship between the number of stored pages and processing time of
retrieval.

the amount increased with increasing the number of stored
pages. Since the original LLAH adopts the linked list
as the form of the database, more stored pages result in
more amount of memory. On the other hand, in the memory reduced versions, the required amount of memory was
constant regardless of the number of stored pages. Since
these versions adopt a simple hash table as the form of the
database, required memory is that for a hash table of a ﬁxed
size.

6. Related work
5.2. Processing time of retrieval
In LLAH, document images are retrieved based on local
arrangements of feature points. Therefore it can be classiﬁed into an image retrieval method using local features.
There have been various types of image retrieval methods

Figure 14 shows processing time by each version of
LLAH. The proposed version of LLAH realizes reduction
of the processing time by about 60%. This is because the
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using local features. They can be classiﬁed into two types:
one based on complex features such as SIFT and the other
based on simple features such as feature points.
Video Google [6] is one of the image retrieval methods
using complex local features. In Video Google, a codebook
is created by clustering SIFT features extracted from images prior to retrieval. Retrieval is performed based on vector quantized SIFT features of query images using the codebook. In order to realize accurate retrieval, a large codebook
is needed. However use of a large codebook results in long
processing time since nearest neighbor search takes much
time. It is also a problem that calculation of SIFT features
needs much computation.
Geometric Hashing(GH) [7] is well known as an image
retrieval method based only on feature points. In GH, features are calculated by combining feature points in order
to realize stability of features. For example, O( ) computation is required for the retrieval under afﬁne distortion
where
is the number of feature points. Therefore the
number of combinations becomes enormous when images
have many feature points. Since document images have
many feature points, it is prohibitive to apply GH to retrieval
of document images. For more details, see [8].
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a camera based document
image retrieval system which is targeted toward camera
phones. Our goal is to enable the device to identify which
of a known set of documents it is “looking at”. This paper
provides two key contributions 1) a local context descriptor
that effectively rules out irrelevant documents using only a
small patch of the document image and 2) a layout veriﬁcation approach that boosts the accuracy of retrieval even
under severe degradation such as warping or crinkling. We
have implemented the mobile retriever client on an iMate
Jamin camera phone and tested it with a document database
of 12742 pages. Experiments show that our veriﬁcation approach clearly separates successful retrievals from unsuccessful retrievals.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The research in this paper is motivated by two facts.
First, the trends toward a paperless ofﬁce is leading to large
quantities of documents existing in both electronic form
(being born digital or being digitalized) and in hard copy
(newspaper, magazine, etc.). Most of documents have digital version. Second, the number of camera phone users has
increased tremendously in recent years. According to Garner’s report[4] 48% of cellular phones had cameras in 2006,
and is projected to increase to 81% by 2010. The camera phone is an ideal platform for content based retrieval
systems [5] since it is easy to carry, it has the computational power of image processing and is linked to the wireless network. In this paper, we provide a way to enable
camera phones (or other camera enabled devices) to serve
as the input device for visually querying a document image
database. More speciﬁcally, our document retrieval is based
on a partial snapshot (Fig. 1 (b)) of the page from an unconstrained viewing angle (Fig. 1 (a)) , with the goal of ﬁnding

Figure 1. System
the original page (Fig. 1 (c)) in the database. Finding the
page will enable many interesting applications for mobile
access.

1.2. Use Scenario
Researchers often store a large number of digital documents on their computers. Often he has one printed paper
and hopes to ﬁnd the original PDF ﬁle, the simplest way
is to identify the title of the paper, type it into a local/web
search engine and look for the correct record from the results. On the desktop or laptop this approach is reasonable
but for mobile devices it is cumbersome. Our approach
simpliﬁes this procedure into one snapshot. The original
electronic document can be retrieved immediately when the
camera phone “sees” the paper, even if the image quality is
not good enough to “read” it.
Publishers will know what their reader reads if the
reader is willing to take a snapshot of the article. The readers can comment, annotate and send feedback immediately.
The visually impaired can listen to the audio version of
the article if its snapshot can be retrieved. The assumption
is that the document is pre-stored in our database and the
audio version is ready or can be synthesized using text to
speech.
Watermarking usually requires special modiﬁcation to
document texts and can not be stably read by a camera. Our
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approach can be used as a natural watermark for every document. It is unique and can be read by a camera phone.

1.3. Related work
Various approaches has been explored for image based
document retrieval. In [6], Hull proposed a series of
distortion-invariant descriptors allowing robust retrieval
against re-formatting, re-imaging and geometric distortion.
In [1], Cullen et al. use texture cues to retrieve documents
from a database. In [8], Tan et al. measure document similarity by matching partial word images. In [7] Kameshiro et
al. describe the use of an outline of the character shape, that
tolerates recognition and segmentation errors for document
image retrieval. Our approach is most closely related to the
system proposed by Nakai and Kise et al. in [9] and [10]. In
their approach, combinations of local invariants are hashed
into a large hash table. Retrieval is accomplished by voting
from this hash table and they are able to obtain an accuracy
of 98% over 10000 documents. However the combinations
of local invariants result in a very large feature vector. Furthermore, the query image must cover a large portion of the
page which is sometimes hard to enforce especially with a
camera phone. Camera phones are usually equipped with
lower-end CMOS cameras; when capturing the whole page,
the resolution might be too low to have the words separated.
In our approach we have loosened the requirements of capturing, requiring only about 1/8 of a page. This makes the
problem harder because the captured image could be from
anywhere of the page, and a stable distribution of features
cannot be expected because a large portion of the page may
be absent.
Since we want our retrieval to be robust against perspective distortion, occlusion, uneven lighting, and even crinkled pages, we cannot use global conﬁgurations of feature points which might be partially missing or changed by
degradations. Like Kise [9], we use local features which we
call the “layout context”. The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. A brief description of how we process
the camera phone captured image in Section 2 is followed
by a detailed explanation of layout context is contained in
Section 3. After gathering a large number of layout contexts
we cluster them to build a lexicon (Section 4) to index and
re-rank the pages in database. A global layout veriﬁcation
step is introduced in Section 5, followed by experiments in
Section 6. We discuss the shortcomings and future work in
Section 7.

2. Image Processing
Before feature extraction, we need to separate the foreground contents from the background of the page, i.e. we

Figure 2. Adaptive binarized snapshot

Figure 3. An Example of Layout Context
binarize the image to identify the text. Camera phone images may be captured from various angles, and under various lighting conditions. Therefore, a global binarization
will typically not work. We employ Niblack’s[11] adaptive
binarization method and then extract connected components
from the image. A typical binarized image is shown in Fig.
2 and is sufﬁcient for identifying words and components.
Although it will be very difﬁcult, if not impossible, to extract stable and distinctive features from a single connected
component (word), the relationships between components
speak their own language - a language of contexts. Our
goal is to extract the lexicon of this language,and index and
retrieval documents using this lexicon. The ﬁrst task is to
deﬁne a “word” in this lexicon, i.e. the layout context.

3. Layout Context
We begin with an ideal image with no perspective distortion. In Fig. 3 each rectangle shows a bounding box of a
word. To extract the layout context of a word w in Fig. 3,
suppose we begin at the center of the word and look for the
most visible n neighbors. Fig. 3 shows, for n = 5, using
5 green rectangles. The visibility is deﬁned by the angle
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of the view and the top n can be extracted using an efﬁcient
computational geometry algorithm with complexity linearly
bounded by the total number of nearest m neighbors (it is
safe to choose m = 10n). The top n visible neighbors are
invariant to rotation and the percentage of view angles that
a neighbor word occupies will not be effected by rotation.
We put the coordinate system origin at the center of w with
the X-axis parallel to the baseline of w and deﬁne the unit
metric using the width of w. Under this coordinate system,
the coordinates of the n most visible neighbors are invariant
to similarity transformations.

reduce the dimension, we run a mean-shift clustering on the
layout contexts that results in a lexicon of containing 10042
clusters <10% of the original size.

5. Veriﬁcation
The layout contexts extracted from the camera captured
image may not be exactly the same as the one stored in the
database for the following reasons:
• The word segmentation can be erroneous because of
uneven lighting or inaccurate binarization, neighbor
words could be touching and long words could be segmented. Segmentation inconsistency also occurs in the
presence of non-text elements such as formulas and
ﬁgures.

• Translation: the original point always stays at the center of word w.
• Rotation: the X-axis always falls along the direction of
the text lines.

• On the boarder area of the camera captured image, the
layout context may be different from the layout context
stored in the database because some neighbor words
are missing in the camera captured image.

• Scale: distortions are normalized by the width of word
w. To use width of w as a stable factor of normalization,w must have an aspect ratio greater than a threshold (3 for example). This condition is satisﬁed by a
large portion of words that have more than 3 characters.
With n = 5, a layout context is a vector that occupies
5 × 2 × 2 = 20 bytes data (5 context words, 2 corners per
word, 2 bytes per corner). When a document image is captured using a camera phone, it undergoes perspective transform, but locally can still be approximated by a similarity
transform. For a similarity transform, scale, translation and
rotation have to be normalized. We detect the baseline of
text lines by ﬁnding the lower boundary of every connected
component and the locally rotate text lines into the horizontal direction. After this, the scaling normalization is the
same as for a perfect image.

4. Building the lexicon
As stated above, these low resolution documents speak a
language of contexts. To understand this language, we must
ﬁrst build its lexicon, i.e. the dictionary of “visual words”
[12] . We deﬁne the lexicon to be a set of representative
layout contexts extracted from a training set of layout contexts. For example, we used 2000 pages randomly selected
from the proceedings of CVPR04, 05, 06. From these 2000
pages we collect approximately 600 layout contexts from
each page, for a total of 120548 layout contexts. For two
reasons we cannot directly use these 120548 layout contexts as the lexicon. First, such a large lexicon will make
the indexing procedure slow since we need to index each
layout context by its nearest neighbors. Second, such a lexicon has layout contexts which are very similar; the nearest
neighbor search could result in misclassiﬁcation. In order to

• The document page might not be as perfectly ﬂat as its
digital version, warping and crinkling might destroy
the planar invariants.
After sorting the documents by the coverage of layout
contexts, therefore, a veriﬁcation step is required and this
step is our key contribution. To verify point set matches,
RANSAC[3] is a classical model based algorithm. But
RANSAC suffers most from non-rigid degradation since it
is based on a model of transform, i.e. for plane-to-plane
matching, this model is a projective transform (or homography). The assumption is that, all the inliers of matches must
ﬁt in this model exactly. But when a paper is warped or
crinkled, which is very common, the model collapses since
a homography can no longer be used to map from one point
set to another. To allow a non-rigid transform, a more elastic method such as soft assign[2] might be used. However,
soft assign is an iterative method which could take a long
time to converge.
We propose a triplet based point matching algorithm
which is robust against projective transforms, deformations
and occlusions. Consider three points (A, B, C) on a 2D
planar surface with homogeneous coordinates (XA , YA , 1),
(XB , YB , 1) and (XC , YC , 1), their orientation is deﬁned as


 XA YA 1 


Sign( XB YB 1 )
(1)
 XC YC 1 
where

Sign(X) =
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1···X ≥ 0
−1 · · · X < 0

(a)
Successful retrieval, highest score = 1538
Figure 4. Possible Triplet Matches
When this surface is bent or viewed from another view
angle, these three points appears as A , B  and C  and we
have



) = 1


(2)
which means the orientation of (A, B, C) is consistent
with (A , B  , C  ). On the contrary, (A, B, C) is inconsistent with (A , B  , C  ) when
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(3)
When a point set S is matched to another point S’, we
deﬁne the score of this match as
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(4)
An ideal matchfrom
 a one point set to another n-point
set has a score of n3 when every triplet
n is consistent with
its match. The worst match score is − 3 (mirrored).
In order to obtain the best match between two sets, a
maximum ﬂow or Hungarian algorithm can be used, but
such an algorithm has a complexity of O(v 3 ), where v is the
number of vertices of the bi-partition graph (often greater
than 600 for a single page). Since we will apply this veriﬁcation step to a list of candidate pages, it consumes most
of the runtime and must be efﬁcient. We use a greedy algorithm to ﬁnd an approximate match instead. Consider the


YA
YB
YC

1
1
1

YA
YB
YC

(b)
Failed to retrieve, highest score = 332
Figure 5. Example matches with point correspondences, m=30

two point sets as a bipartite graph and the value of each
edge is the Euclidian distance between the layout contexts
of its two vertices. We ﬁnd the edge with the smallest value,
match its two vertices, remove this edge together with its
vertices, and repeat this procedure m times to ﬁnd m pairs
ofpoint
 matches.
m The score of these m matches is between
and
− m
3
3 .




))

 6. Implementation and Experiment

We have collected the proceedings of CVPR04, 05, 06
and ICCV05, 12742 pages in total. Table 1 shows the number of pages from each proceedings. From every page we
extract layout contexts and each layout context is indexed
by its nearest neighbor from the lexicon. Every page is
complied into a bag of indexes with their coordinates. The
coordinates are for the veriﬁcation step.
When retrieving, the camera captured image is also complied into a bag of indexes with coordinates after rotation
normalization. The pages in the document database are
sorted by their coverage of the bag of query indexes. No-
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tice that we are only interested in the top part of this sorted
list of pages, most of the pages are eliminated immediately.
We verify the top 1000 pages from this sorted list and the
page that gets the highest score is the result of our retrieval.
Fig. 5 shows a successfully retrieval (a) and an unsuccessful
(page not in databse) retrieval (b). From the point-to-point
correspondence we can see that the successful retrieval has
almost all lines “parallel” i.e. they intersect at a vanish point
and has a high score (a), while the unsuccessful matches
point in arbitrary directions and have a low score (b).
Our mobile retriever is implemented on an iMate Jamin
(Windows Mobile 5.0) phone using a camera with 1024 ×
1280 resolution. From each captured image we extract 100
layout contexts, each of which takes about 24 bytes together
with its coordinates, and in total approximately 2.4KB is required per query. For simpliﬁcation and logging purpose,
in our current implementation we upload the image to the
server and extract features on the server side. In the future, the image capturing, processing and feature extraction
(green box in Fig. 1) can all be done on the mobile device
and the communication from device to server will take less
than one second via GPRS/EDGE/CDMA network.
To test the performance of our system, we randomly select 50 pages from the database and 50 pages that are not in
the database and capture pictures of these pages as queries
for retrieval. Among the ﬁrst 50 captures, 45 were successfully retrieved; among the second 50, as expected, all are
rejected. We show a scatter plot of successful and unsuccessful retrieves in Fig. 6 with their scores and ranks. We
can see a clear gap between successful retrieval and rejection. Therefore when a page has a score greater than 800,
we have a high conﬁdence that it is a correct retrieval. When
a page has a score less than 400 it must not be a correct retrieval. By setting a proper threshold, we can achieve an
100% accurate retrieval. However, a page with high score
may not have a high rank since some of the layout contexts
can be mismatched and this mismatch will only be corrected
during veriﬁcation step. Fig. 7 shows two successful retrievals and two failed retrievals. Our approach is robust
under crinkled and warped degradations. Since it relies on
the layout of words, it fails when there is a small amount
of text present in the captured image. We also approximate
projective transform locally using similarity transform, so it
may fail when perspective distortion is too strong.

Figure 6. Score and rank of retrieval, dot:
success, cross: rejection

Figure 7. Successful and unsuccessful retrievals

Table 1. Data Collection

7. Conclusion and future work

CVPR04
CVPR05
CVPR06
ICCV05
TOTAL

In this paper we present an end-to-end system that retrieves original documents from a camera phone captured
sample. We use a distinctive local “layout context” descriptor to represent features of the document image and we verify the retrievals using triplets orientation which is robust to
page or imaging distortion. This veriﬁcation draws a clear
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3397 pages
3501 pages
4001 pages
1843 pages
12742 pages

gap between successful and unsuccessful retrievals. A draw
back of this veriﬁcation is that it has to be applied to every
page candidate and takes most of the runtime. On a Pentium
4, 2GHz CPU, a retrieval might take up to 20 seconds in going through 200 candidates. In future work, this veriﬁcation
may be replaced by a hashing of triplets which can accelerate speed. Another limitation with our approach and with
most of the existing approaches is that, they are based on
word and therefore targeted for Latin languages. For Asian
languages such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean a new local feature descriptor has to be designed but the veriﬁcation
can still be applied.

2003. Proceedings. Ninth IEEE International Conference
on, pages 1470–1477, 2003.
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Abstract
Documents captured by a mobile phone camera often
have perspective distortions. In this paper, a fast and robust
method for rectifying such perspective documents is
presented. Previous methods for perspective document
correction are usually based on vanishing point detection.
However, most of these methods are either slow or unstable.
Our proposed method is fast and robust with the following
features: (1) robust detection of text baselines and
character tilt orientations by heuristic rules and statistical
analysis; (2) quick detection of vanishing point candidates
by clustering and voting; and (3) precise and efficient
detection of the final vanishing points using a hybrid
approach, which combines the results from clustering and
projection analysis. Our method is evaluated with more
than 400 images including paper documents, signboards
and posters. The image acceptance rate is more than 98%
with an average speed of about 100ms.

1. Introduction
Recently, camera-based document analysis becomes a
hot research field [6][10]. With widespread usage of the
cheap digital camera built-in the mobile phone
(MobileCam in abbreviation thereafter) in people’s daily
life, the demand for simple, instantaneous capture of
document images emerges. Different from the traditional
scanned image, lots of the MobileCam-based document
images have perspective distortions (see Fig. 6(a)(b)).
Consequently, rectifying MobileCam-based perspective
document images becomes an important issue.
As a general computer vision problem, most perspective
correction methods rely on vanishing point detection. And
these methods involve extracting multiple lines and their
intersections, or using texture and frequency knowledge
[4][11]. In document analysis, there are also various works
on correction of perspective documents captured by general
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digital cameras [2][3][7][8][9][12][13]. Many of these
methods use document boundaries and text lines to vote and
detect vanishing points. And other methods take advantage
of information of text lines and character tilt orientations.
We divided the methods of vanishing point detection into
two sub groups: direct approaches and indirect approaches.
The direct approaches directly analyze and calculate on
image pixels, such as projection analysis from a perspective
view for horizontal vanishing point detection [2]. These
approaches have rather good precisions. But the search
space in such approaches is an infinite 2D space, and a full
or partial search of the space is computationally expensive,
even impossible. The indirect approaches convert the
original space into a clue space, and search the vanishing
point in that new small space. Most of the indirect
approaches involve extracting multiple straight or illusory
lines 1 and voting vanishing points by model fitting. To
calculate the horizontal vanishing point, some methods
explicitly fit a line bundle in the linear clue feature space
[8][9]. Some researchers use the spacing between adjacent
horizontal lines of text to vote the vertical vanishing point
[2][8]. Lu et al. use character stroke boundaries and tip
points to correct perspective distortions based on multiple
fuzzy sets and morphological operators [7].Liang et al. use
the equal text line spacing property to calculate and vote
vanishing points, and they suggest their method can be
applied on mobile devices [12][13]. These indirect
approaches are time efficient. However, the model fitting in
these methods are sensitive.
Moreover, in MobileCam-based document analysis, the
captured images are always in low resolution with blurring,
and the captured text contains often a partial portion of the
whole document.
In conclusion, there are two main challenges for
rectifying MobileCam-based perspective documents. First,
the rectifying engine should be highly precise with fast
1
The straight and illusory lines used in this paper are similar to the hard
and illusory lines respectively termed in [9].

speed. The above methods can’t cover the two issues well at
the same time. Second, a MobileCam-based image is
usually a partial portion of a whole document with few
document boundaries. But many traditional methods mainly
rely on document boundaries for correction.
Therefore, the traditional direct and indirect approaches
have limitations for practical situations. To solve the above
problems aiming at a practical MobileCam application, we
focus on a fast and robust method for rectifying general
perspective documents. First, we propose a hybrid approach
for robust real-time vanishing point detection by integrating
the direct and indirect approaches efficiently. As for the
second challenge, we utilize horizontal text baselines and
character tilt orientations as illusory lines to vote and
compute vanishing points. Since the character strokes are
used in line detection, paper boundaries are not necessary.
Our rectifying method is described in Fig. 1, where
preprocessing includes grayscale image conversion,
thresholding, and edge calculation, et al. The straight lines,
horizontal text baselines, and character vertical strokes all
are extracted by connected component analysis, heuristic
rules and statistical analysis. Then, the hybrid approach
clusters and detects the horizontal and vertical vanishing
points respectively.

potential vanishing point candidates in the intersection point
distribution from all straight and illusory lines. The third
contribution is a robust and fast perspective distortion
image rectifier, which is a working system for applications
of mobile phone camera-based document images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the basic principle of our method.
Section 3 explains how to extract the lines and the strokes in
detail. In Section 4, we show the strategy of vanishing point
detection. Section 5 is the experiments and result analysis.
Finally we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Basic principle for vanishing point
detection
The vanishing point (horizontal or vertical) in a 2D space
can be described as (vx, vy), where vx and vy are the X and Y
coordinates respectively in the 2D Euclidean space,
2

{( x, y ) | f  x  f,f  y  f},

(1)

where (0,0) is the center point of the image. In general, the
vanishing point does not lie within the image itself.
Generally speaking, vanishing point detection is to find a
proper point according to an optimization process in the
image plane. That is to say,
(vx , v y ) arg max f ( x, y ),
( x , y )2

where f(x,y) is the profit function for the optimization.
For the direct approaches for vanishing point detection,
the search space is  2 (equation (1)). Obviously, search in
such a space is computationally expensive.
In this paper, we propose a novel and hybrid approach for
vanishing point detection. Our approach first votes and
clusters line intersections into vanishing point candidates.
This process belongs to an indirect approach. Then
projection analysis from perspective views on these
candidates is performed, which is a direct approach. The
vanishing point is obtained by an optimization of a function
based on the previous two steps. The function can be
expressed as following:
g ( x, y ) G( f indirect ( x, y ), f direct ( x, y )),

Fig. 1. The flowchart of our method for perspective rectification.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. The
first contribution is a hybrid approach to vanishing point
detection, which combines a greedy “indirect” method with
a high-quality pixel-based “direct” method. The fast
indirect method gives a set of candidates, which are refined
afterwards using a direct approach. And the decision is
made by linearly combining these two methods. The second
contribution is the clustering learning for vanishing point
candidates in the indirect method, which fast selects
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(2)

where findirect(x,y) and fdirect(x,y) are the profit functions for
the indirect and direct approaches respectively.
For vanishing point detection, first, we locate all straight
and illusory lines. Then calculate all intersections for every
line pair. The set of the resulting intersection points is
Set ( Pt ) {( x1 , y1 ), ( x2 , y2 ),..., ( x N PT , y N PT )},

where NPT is the number of intersections. These points are
partitioned into several groups by a clustering algorithm.
Therefore, we get a new space S,
S

{S i | S i   2 , i

1,..., N }.

The center point of each cluster is regarded as a typical
representation of its sub region, which is
C

{ci | ci  S i , i 1,..., N }.

(3)

Rather than searching on the whole space in 2 , we
search on the representative point set in C for speed up.
Since the point set in C is representative enough, the
searched maximum in C is a good approximation to the
global maximum.
Consequently, the final resulting vanishing point is given
by
(v x , v y ) arg max g ( x, y).

component analysis is used to find long connected
components, which are merged in the horizontal or vertical
direction according to shape and size information.
The merged connected components are regarded as line
candidates. Given a connected component Ci, its
corresponding line 2 , LCi, is fitted by the Least-Square
algorithm.
The distance from one point (x,y) in Ci to the fitted line is

( x , y )C

where C is defined in Equation (3).
Now, we perform a direct approach (e.g., projection
analysis from a perspective view) on the new search space.
Compared C in equation (3) with 2 in equation (1), the
search space of our hybrid approach is just composed by
several points, which is much smaller than that of the direct
approaches. Hence, it is time efficient. The above idea is
used in horizontal and vertical vanishing point detection.
If the number of detected lines is enough, sufficient line
intersections will be generated. And the true vanishing point
will be embedded in these intersections with a high
probability. Different from the conventional methods, our
method finds the line candidates not only by paper
boundaries lines but also by text baselines and the
nature-born long character strokes in the text content.
Therefore, the robustness of our method is improved.

3. Line and stroke detection and selection
When a document is lined up in a horizontal direction, we
call it a horizontal document. Each text row has a clue
horizontal direction. Our method uses document boundaries
and text rows to detect the horizontal vanishing point.
However, in the vertical direction of a horizontal document,
there will be no text columns for vertical clues. Similar with
the method described in [7], we extract the vertical
character strokes as illusory vertical lines to detect a stable
vertical vanishing point.
In Section 3.1, straight line detectin includes document
boundaries and other straight lines. And text baseline
detection is described in Section 3.2. Character tilt
orientations are detected in Section 3.3.

3.1. Straight line detection
Line detection is solved with well-known conventional
techniques. A lot of related work for such geometric
problems is proposed, such as RANSAC-based methods,
Least-Square-based methods, and Hough transform-based
methods [14]. In this paper, in order to perform in a more
efficient way, our line detection algorithms are based on
edge information, connected component analysis, heuristic
rules, and statistical analysis.
First, the input image is down-sampled. Then the edge is
extracted by Canny edge detector [1]. Connected

a2  b2
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In the above equation, Len(Ci) is the length of Ci, and
N ( x, P , V ) is a Gaussian distribution for LC with mean P
and standard deviation V . And Pline and V line have been
determined experimentally from different images.
If f(LCi) is equal to 1, then Ci will be a straight line.
Horizontal and vertical line detection and selection can
be performed by the above steps respectively.

3.2. Horizontal text line smearing and detection
This process is based on a binarized image. We use a
Block-Otsu algorithm for image binarization. After
connected component analysis on the binary image,
character candidates are selected by component size and
shape analysis. Then, they are merged into horizontal text
lines by a smearing algorithm derived from [5]. Finally, the
horizontal direction of each smeared text line is computed.
The above procedure sometimes will produce smeared
blocks that include more than one horizontal text lines
because of perspective distortions. Therefore, we use a
robust line direction detection method which is described in
following.
First, we estimate the shape and size of each smeared text
lines. Through vertical projection, we can obtain the upper
and lower contour points of each smeared text line
respectively. The upper contour points are
{( x1 , y1U ), ( x2 , y U2 ),..., ( x N , y UN )},

where N is the width of the smeared text line. The lower
contour points are
{( x1 , y1L ), ( x2 , y 2L ),..., ( x N , y NL )}.

The average distance between each upper contour point and
its corresponding lower contour point, contour_thres, is
2
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| a i y  bi x  c |

DIS i ( x, y)

In this paper, the equation of lines is described as ay+bx+c=0.

then calculated.
If the distance of one contour point is less than
contour_thres, then it is discarded. The reserved contour
points are
Set (U ) {( x1 , y1U ), ( x2 , y2U ),..., ( xM , yUM )}

And
Set ( L) {( x1 , y1L ), ( x2 , y 2L ),..., ( xM , y ML )},

where M is the number of the reserved contour points. And
the middle points of the above contour points are
Set (C ) {( x1 , ( y1U  y1L ) / 2), ( x 2 , ( y U2  y 2L ) / 2),..., ( x M , ( y UM  y ML ) / 2)}.

Three lines are fitted by the Least-Square algorithm
according to the above upper, lower and middle contour
points respectively: “the upper baseline”, “the lower
baseline”, and “the center baseline”.
We select a smeared line as a real horizontal line when

edge image, some long-stroke-like connected components
are selected.
These selected connected components include vertical,
horizontal, and slant direction. On the assumption that the
perspective angle in the vertical direction is less than 45
degree, we select vertical stroke candidates by a simple rule:
if the height of a connected component is much longer than
its width, it is a vertical stroke candidate. In Chinese,
Japanese and English characters and texts, there are many
curve strokes, such as “ ”, we remove these curve
candidates by detecting the “straightness” of the stroke
which is similar to the one described in Section 3.1.
Given a connected component Ci, its fitted line LCi, and
the distance from one point (x,y) in Ci to LCi is DISi(x,y),
there is

cross _ angle (U , L)  angle _ thres

And

f ( LC i )

^

PLCi ( x, y )

N ( DIS i ( x, y ), P stroke , V stroke ),

1
0

N LC i ! n _ thres _ stroke
otherwise

,

where,

ave _ height (U , L )  height _ thres ,

where U and L represent the upper and lower baselines
respectively, cross_angle is the cross angle between two
lines, and ave_height is the average height between the
upper and lower baselines. Both angle_thres and
height_thres are thresholds. And the horizontal direction of
one text line is the direction of “the center baseline”.

3.3. Character vertical stroke extraction
In many situations, vertical clues are scarce. When an
image is a partial portion of a whole document, there may be
few or even no straight vertical lines. But character tilt
orientations can be regarded as clue directions and the
character vertical strokes can be used as vertical clues.
However, these vertical clues are not stable. Though
vertical stroke detection is solved with several conventional
techniques [7], our method is rather efficient for
MobileCam-based document analysis. Different from the
multiple fuzzy sets used in [7], our method extracts a stable
vertical stroke set by heuristic rules and statistical analysis.

I LCi ( x, y)
and
N LCi

¦I

( x , y )Ci

^

1
0

LCi

PLCi ( x , y )! p _ thres _ stroke
otherwise

,

( x, y ).

In the above equation, N ( x, P , V ) is a Gaussian distribution
for LC with mean P and standard deviation V . And
P stroke and V stroke are also determined experimentally.
Because there are some noise and curves, we use the above
steps to measure straightness of detected lines. That is, if
one line is straight enough, it can be taken as a real line.
If f(LCi) is equal to 1, then Ci will be a vertical stroke. In
order to detect straight vertical strokes, p_thres_stroke
takes a high value (e.g., near to 1), and n_thres_stroke is
near to the number of pixels in this component. The
resulting vertical strokes of one document (Fig. 2(a)) are
shown in Fig. 2(c).
Since in Chinese, Japanese and English texts, most slant
strokes are curve strokes, after the above processing, the
real vertical strokes are obtained. Consequently, the vertical
vanishing point detection will be very robust.

4. Vanishing point detection by a hybrid
approach

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. Vertical character stroke detection: (a) captured image, (b)
edge image, (c) vertical strokes detected.

The character vertical stroke extraction is also based on
the edge image of the document. Fig. 2(a) is the original
perspective document, and Fig. 2(b) shows an example edge
image. After connected components analysis on the vertical
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We use a hybrid approach for vanishing point detection.
After the line intersections are calculated by line pairs, the
intersection points are partitioned by clustering algorithm,
and typical points are selected as reliable vanishing point
candidates. This process can be viewed as an indirect
approach. Next, a direct approach is performed by
projection analysis from perspective views onto these point
candidates. Finally, results of both approaches are linearly
combined. The optimal candidate is selected as the final
vanishing point.

4.1. Clustering for vanishing point detection
Without loss of generality, we describe the clustering
based method for locating the horizontal vanishing point.
All horizontal lines (including straight lines and smeared
lines detected in Section 3) are
Set ( Line )

{( a1 , b1 , c1 ),..., ( a N , b N , c N )},

where N is the number of all horizontal lines.
As we know, two lines will produce an intersection point.
As a result, there are N P N u ( N  1) / 2 intersections which
are possible candidates of the horizontal vanishing point.
These intersections are
Set ( Pt ) {( x1 , y1 ),..., ( x N P , y N P )}.
After checking the distribution of line intersections, we
discover that these intersections are located in the 2D space
with one or more groups with high density. It is natural to
partition these points into groups by clustering. A sample of
the distribution of intersections for a horizontal vanishing
point is described in Fig. 3.

In our method, these centers are candidates of the
horizontal vanishing point. And each candidate has a weight
from clustering. The weight is given by
wic

Our clustering space is 2D Euclidean space, and the
similarity measure of two points is the Euclidean distance,
d ( xi , x j )

i

Each of these weights can be regarded as the profit function
for the indirect approach. that is
findirect ( xi , yi ) wic ( xi , yi ).
In order to get a more stable vanishing point, we use a
direct approach to refine vanishing point candidates in the
above search space.
As shown in [2], for a perspectively skewed target, the
bins represent angular slices projected from H(x,y), and
mapping from an image pixel p for a bin Bi(x,y) is as
follows:
i ( p, H )

1
( H , H  p )
NN
2
'T

(4)

where ( H , H  p) is the angle between pixel p and the
center of the image, relative to the vanishing point H(x,y),
and 'T is the size of the angular range within the
document is contained, again relative to H(x,y). 'T is
obtained from
(TL , TR )

where TL and TR are the two points on the bounding circle
whose tangents pass through H(x,y). These are shown in
Fig. 4.
For each cluster center, the above projection analysis is
performed, and the derivative-squared-sum of the
projection profiles from a perspective view is calculated,
'
f direct
(ci ( x, y ))

N B 1

¦ (B

j 1

( x, y )  B j ( x, y ))2 .

(5)

j 1

( xi  x j )  ( y i  y j ) ,
2

¦N .
i 1

'T

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. Intersection distribution for a horizontal vanishing point: (a)
captured image, (b) horizontal lines, (c) point distribution.

N cluster

Ni /

2

where ( xi , yi ) is the feature vector (a point in the space).
The k-means clustering algorithm is a rather robust
clustering algorithm, which is also proved from our initial
experiences. The number of clusters in k-means is specified
by the following simple rule:
N cluster max(ªln( N P ) º, 10).

where B(x,y) is a projection profile with a vanishing point
candidate H(x,y), and NB is the number of projection bins.
This is the profit function for the direct approach.
For a computational convenience, the used profit is
changed to a coefficient by
f direct (ci ( x, y ))

'
f direct
(ci ( x, y ))
N

¦f

'
direct

.

(ci ( x, y ))

i 1

4.2. Vanishing point detection and selection
For horizontal vanishing point detection, the first task is
to locate several vanishing point candidates based on
clustering introduced in Section 4.1. After clustering, we
will obtain Ncluster clusters. Each cluster is composed by
some intersection points. The number of points in each
cluster is

(v x , v y )

arg max g ( xi , yi ).
( x i , y i ) X C

The last step is to confirm the resulting vanishing point.
Our rejection strategy is that the derivative-squared-sum of
the true vanishing point will be larger than values of other
points. The derivative-squared-sum of the resulting
'
vanishing point is f direct
(vx , v y ) , which is calculated by

Set ( Num ) { N 1 , N 2 ,..., N N cluster }.

And the series of centers of all clusters is
XC

Then according to equation (2), we combine these two
profits in a linear way,
g ( xi , yi ) Df indirect ( xi , yi )  E f direct ( xi , yi ).
where D  E 1 . In our experiments, D E 0.5 .
The resulting horizontal vanishing point is given by

{x1c , x2c ,..., x Nc cluster },

where the center of each cluster is the average of all the
intersection points in this cluster.
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equation (5). The unchanged horizontal vanishing point is
(f,0) . And the derivative-squared-sum of it is
'
f direct
( f,0) . If the following condition is satisfied, then the

image, relative to the vanishing point V(x,y), and 'T k is the
size of the angular range within the kth text row is contained.
Then, the profit function of the optimization becomes
K

final horizontal vanishing point is (vx , v y ) :

f direct ( x, y )

'
'
f direct
(v x , v y ) ! (1  H ) f direct
( f ,0),

Nk

¦¦ ( I

k
i

( x, y )),

k 1 i 1

where 0  H  1 , and in our method, H 0.1 . Otherwise, we
take a rejection strategy, and the final vanishing point will
be (f,0) .

where I ik ( x, y ) = 1 or 0, and K is the number of text rows. If

Bik ( x, y ) =0, then I ik ( x, y ) =1; otherwise, I ik ( x, y) =0.
Consequently, a candidate with a maximum number of
white columns of all rows from perspective views is the
vertical vanishing point.

5. Experiments
The rectification transform of our system is performed as
follows. Given the horizontal and vertical vanishing points,
we can recovery documents with fronto-parallel views of
the perspectively skew document. For perspective
transformation on a 2D plane, the transformation relation is
(a)

ª xd º
«y »
« d»
¬« 1 ¼»

ª m11 m12
«m
« 21 m22
¬« m31 m32

m13 º
m23 »»
1 ¼»

ª xu º
«y »
« u»
¬« 1 ¼»

where (xu,yu) is the rectified (undistorted) image coordinate,
and (xd,yd) is the original (distorted) image coordinate.

(b)
Fig. 4. Analysis of projection profiles from a perspective view: (a)
generating projection profiles from H(x,y), (b) the winning
projection profiles from the vanishing point HA and a poor
example from HB (derived from [2]).

The way for the vertical vanishing point detection and
selection is similar to the horizontal vanishing point. In
vertical vanishing point detection, we use a projection
analysis method which is slightly different from the one
used in [2].
In character segmentation, vertical white-space often
serves to separate different characters. In a similar way,
given a vertical vanishing point candidate V(x,y), the bins
represent angular slices projection from V(x,y) of each text
row. Similar with equation (4), mapping from an image
pixel p in the kth text row for the bin Bik ( x, y ) is as follows:
i ( p, V , k )

(V , V  p )
1
Nk  Nk
,
'T k
2

where Nk is the number of bins on the kth text row. And
(V ,V  p ) is the angle between p and the center of the
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Fig. 5. The perspective transform relation.

Given the horizontal and vertical vanishing points on
the image plane, we can calculate a convex quadrangle on
the image plane which is according to a rectangle in the
rectified image plane. A versatile method for detecting such
a convex quadrangle is described in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the
ellipse is the circum-ellipse of the image rectangle.
The aspect ratio of the result image is decided as follows.
The average length of the top and bottom sides of the
quadrangle is the width of the result image, and the average
length of the left and right sides of the quadrangle is the
height of the result image.

The experiment database is 418 test samples captured by
several mobile phone cameras. These images are in RGB
color format with a 1280 u 960 resolution. More than 90%
of the images have perspective distortions, and other images
have weak perspective distortions. Some samples are shown
in Fig. 6.
Given a resulting vanishing point, VP, the relative
distance from the ground truth VPt is calculated. If
(6)
| VP  VPt |
| VPt |

fitting. Our method has a similar performance with M5,
though M5 uses a sequential style with partial rectification.

(a)

 TVP ,

then VP is regarded as a correct vanishing point. In our
system, the ground truth vanishing points are calculated
from the manually marked horizontal and vertical lines.
When the difference in Equation 6 is less than the threshold
(TVP=1/20), then there is no seemingly perspective
distortion. It is also a conclusion from our experiments.
We divide our rectified images into five groups: (1)
“HIT”, successful for perspective rectification in both
horizontal and vertical directions; (2) “HHIT”, successful
in the horizontal direction; (3) “VHIT”, successful in the
vertical direction; (4) “REJ”, the rectified image is the same
as the original image; (5) “ERR”, represents rectifying with
wrong perspective angles.
We compared our method (M1) to other four methods:
M2 doesn’t use character vertical strokes for vertical
vanishing point detection; M3 uses the indirect approach
based on clustering only to detect vanishing points; M4 uses
model fitting in [9] instead of clustering; and M5 uses a
sequential correction style (horizontal direction correction
then vertical direction correction) to compare the speed with
our method. The accuracy results are described in Fig. 7.
And some rectified images with front-parallel views of our
method are shown in Fig. 6. And the resulting image is the
inner rectangle area of the detected perspective quadrangle.
As shown in Fig. 6, test samples include many different
types. There are even some street signs and non-document
images. The fraction of these non-document images is about
20%. The “REJ” rate of our method is 26.32%, which is
mainly caused by too large distortions. For a mobile phone
with some proper interactive GUIs, users may accept the
results of HIT, HHIT, VHIT, and REJ because the
resulting image from these has a much better quality than (or
a same quality as) the originally captured image. In this way,
the acceptance rate of our method is 98.33%.
Compared with M2, our method (M1) improves the
“HIT” groups by 11.48%. This shows that character vertical
strokes are very useful to detect the vertical vanishing point
for documents without vertical boundaries. Compared with
M3, our method improves 6.94% for the “HIT” accuracy.
Our hybrid approach is more adaptive and robust for
vanishing point detection. Compared with M4, our method
improves the “HIT” accuracy by 2.39% and decreases the
processing time by 12ms, which shows that our clustering
strategy is robust and fast compared to the traditional model
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(a’)

(b)

(b’)
Fig. 6. Samples and the rectified images by our method (x’ are the
corresponding rectified images): (a) general documents, and (b)
signboards and posters.

The processing speed is shown in Table 1, where “Time”
represents the average processing time for each image
without including the time for the grayscale image
conversion and the final perspective transformation.
Experiments are run on a DELL PC with 3GHz CPU, 2G
Memory on a Windows XP OS.
Table 1. Results of the average processing time.
Time (ms)

M1
103

M2
72

M3
90

M4
115

M5
226

As shown in Table 1, the average processing time of our
method is largely less than M5, and the reduced time is
123ms. The additional time of M5 is spent in partially
rectifying. We also test the direct approach by a hierarchical
search for horizontal vanishing point detection in [2], which
is more time consuming. For one image in test samples, the
detection time is more than one second.
In conclusion, the acceptance rate of our method is more
than 98%, while the error rate is less than 2%. And the
processing time is only about 100ms. With serious or
unstable distortions, we take the rejection strategy, which
may be more acceptable for a mobile user. Furthermore,
with illusory lines derived from smeared text baselines and
character tilt orientations, our method can rectify
perspective documents without full boundaries (see Fig.
6(a)). All these show that our rectification method is fast
and robust.
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Fig. 7. Accuracy (%) of each resulting group.

6. Conclusions
Perspective rectification of MobileCam based documents
faces several challenges, such as speed, robustness,
non-boundary documents, etc. In this paper, we present a
fast and robust method to deal with these problems. In our
method, the hybrid approach for vanishing point detection
combines direct and indirect approaches with high precision
and fast speed. Furthermore, our method robustly detects
text baselines and character tilt orientations by heuristic
rules and statistical analysis, which is effective for
documents without full boundaries. The experiments on
different document images captured by mobile phone
cameras show that our method has a good performance with
an average speed of about 100ms on a regular PC.
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each interlinear space of the document. On the basis of
a set of such interlinear spaces’ approximations, the
whole approximation of the document is built in the
form of a 2-dimensional cubic Bezier patch. After all
this work is completed, we can de-warp an image
using obtained approximation of image deformation.
This work is an extension of the article [1]. In this
paper new method of automatic search for interlinear
branches of skeleton is described. Also iteration
method of image deformation approximation
adjustment is given.
To test our algorithm we compare recognition
results for a batch of images before and after the dewarping process.

Abstract
In this paper application of continuous skeletal
image representation to documents’ image de-warping
is described. A novel technique is presented that
allows to approximate deformation of interlinear
spaces of image based on elements of image’s skeleton
that lie between the text lines. A method for
approximation of whole image deformation as
combination of single interlinear spaces deformations
is proposed and representation of it in the form of 2dimensional cubic Bezier patch is suggested.
Experimental results for batch of deformed document
images are given that compare recognition quality of
images before and after de-warping process. These
results prove efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

2. Existing solutions
Algorithm of automatic image de-warping is needed
nowadays for automatic OCR systems. Plenty of
algorithms for image deformation approximation
appeared in the last several years (see for example [711]). Unfortunately, most of these algorithms have
some disadvantages that make them unusable for
commercial OCR systems.
Existing solutions can be divided to three
approaches:
x
First approach is to single out text lines by
combining close black objects and then approximating
each line shape using some characteristic points of
line’s black objects. For example, one can approximate
text lines’ shape by using middle points of black
objects’ bounding rectangles. Main disadvantage of
this approach is that it is hard to define such
characteristic points of black objects that can give a
stable approximation of line shape.
x
Second approach is to build a model of
possible deformation of an image and then try to apply
this model for a specific image. Main disadvantage of
this method is that it is almost impossible to build a
complete model of image deformation. And if such a
model describes only one type of deformation, one

1. Introduction
All the modern OCR systems assume that text lines
in a document are straight and horizontal while in real
images they are not. Image can be deformed before
recognition in various ways. For example, if a thick
book is scanned, text lines on the scan may be wrapped
near the spine of book. If a digital camera is used to
retrieve the image instead of a scanner, the text lines
may be still wrapped because of low-quality optics of
digital cameras. One important example of such
deformation is the rounding of an image on borders as
result of barrel distortion. Moreover, several types of
deformation could be applied to the same image,
making it impossible to build a precise model of image
deformation. This is how the task of image de-warping
appears.
The approach proposed in this paper is based on the
construction of outer skeletons of text images. The
main idea of the proposed algorithm is based on the
fact that it is easy to mark up long continuous branches
that define interlinear spaces of the document in outer
skeletons. We approximate such branches by cubic
Bezier curves to find a specific deformation model of
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should make sure that the used model can be applied
for processing the concrete image.
x
Finally, the third approach is to describe some
estimation of text lines’ straightness and iteratively
deform image to achieve a maximum possible
straightness of text lines. Main disadvantage of this
method is that it uses numerical computing, and
therefore is time-consuming, while the results of the
method are often unpredictable.
In our work we try to avoid described
disadvantages. So our goal is to create image dewarping algorithm that does not depend on text
symbols quality, is applicable to most of possible optic
image deformations, with predictable results and not
time-consuming.

3. Characteristics
consideration

of

images

Figure 1. Processing image example

4. Problem definition
Let us assume that we have image I

x, y , where
I is the color of image pixel with coordinates x, y .

under

Let us also assume that this image contains text block
with deformed lines. We further assume that we can
rearrange pixels in this image without changing their
colors to retrieve document image where initial lines
become straight and horizontal. So, we want to

It is necessary to describe some characteristics of
images that our algorithm works with:
x
Initial image should be black and white, with
black text and white background. It should not contain
inverted areas. It also should not contain noise or
textures. In all modern OCR systems efficient add-ons
exist that allow bringing almost every image to the
marked model. And applied binarization and noise
removal technique may be very rough because our
algorithm does not depend on text symbols quality.
x
Initial image should contain one big text
block. This is an important assumption, because the
proposed algorithm works with interlinear spaces
rather than with text lines, and therefore initial image
must contain a sufficient number of long text lines
located one under another. All modern OCR systems
can divide initial image into a set of text blocks with
high precision, even when the images are deformed.
x
Let us also assume that the deformation of
text lines in an image can be approximated by
continuous cubic curves and patches. This assumption
is also not very restrictive, since most common
deformations of images are created by cameras and
scanners. Such deformations can be approximated
even by quadratic patches and curves. As for more
complicated cases, experiments have shown that cubic
approximation is precise enough for them. In the case
if additional experiments will show that cubic
approximation is not sufficient after all, the degree of
Bezier curves and patches can be easily increased
without making considerable modifications to the
proposed algorithm.
One example of an image with which our algorithm
works is represented on figure 1.

develop a continuous vector function D x, y to
obtain a de-warped image in the form:

I c x, y

I D x x, y ; D y x, y .

This

function

D x, y will be an approximation of the whole image
deformation.
To estimate the quality of our de-warping
algorithm, we attempt to recognize the image before
and after de-warping using one of the modern OCR
systems. Recognition quality in modern OCR systems
depends heavily on the straightness of text lines in
images
under
consideration.
Therefore,
an
improvement in recognition quality after image dewarping is a good evaluation of the quality of our dewarping algorithm.

5. Continuous border representation of
binary image
In this work skeleton of polygonal figures is
exploited. Before using such skeleton with binary
images we must define representation of discrete
binary image as a set of continuous polygonal figures.
Let us assume that a scanned document is stored in
the form of a binary image represented as a Boolean
matrix (one bit per pixel). A discrete model of the
binary image is the integer lattice I in the Euclidean
2

plane R with 0 and 1 representing black and white
elements. For elements of the lattice the relation of the
4-adjacent neighborhood is given. We designate
B  I as the set of black and W  I as the set of
white nodes of the lattice. Sets ( B, W ) serve as a
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model of the discrete binary image. In the same

6. Continuous skeletal representation of an
image

2

Euclidean plane R , we define the polygonal
figure P as the set of the points formed by association
of a finite number of non-overlapping bounded closed
domains. This figure is then a model of the continuous
binary image. There is a problem consists in the
construction of the figure P that adequately describes

The choice of the polygonal figure as a continuous
model of the binary image reduces the problem of
construction of a skeleton of the image to the wellknown medial axis transform [5]. Contrary to discrete
images for which the skeleton is determined
ambiguously, the concept of a skeleton of a continuous
figure has a strict mathematical formulation. The
skeleton of a figure is the locus of points of centers of
maximal empty circles. An empty circle does not
contain any boundary points of the figure. The
maximal empty circle is a circle which is not contained
in any other empty circle, and which is not congruent
to another. Note that empty circles can be thus either
internal or external for the domains comprising the
figure. Accordingly their centers form internal and
external skeletons of the figure (see fig. 3).

properties of the discrete image B . In mathematical
terms this problem is posed as an approximation of a
discrete object with a continuous object. Natural
criteria of good approximations should satisfy the
following natural criteria:

>

@

>@

means
1) B  P , W  R \ P , where
closure of a set;
2) Let x, y  I be a pair of adjacent nodes of the
2

lattice and s xy be a segment connecting these nodes.
Then if

x, y  P , then s xy  P , and if x, y  P

then s xy  P

.

The first condition means that the figure covers all
black points of a discrete image and all white points lie
either outside of or on the boundary of the figure. The
second condition can be reduced to the condition that
the boundary of P lies in the interface between white
and black boundary points of the discrete image.
Let M be the set of all figures satisfying conditions
1 and 2. Any of them can be considered a continuous
model of a binary image with acceptable accuracy. As
we are going to build a skeleton of this figure, the most
convenient representation for us is the figure with a
piecewise linear boundary, since for such figures there
are effective algorithms for construction of a skeleton.
In this situation it is natural to choose from M a
polygonal figure (PF) with minimal perimeter (see fig.
2). First, such PF exists and it is unique. Second, the
number of its vertices is close to minimal among all PF
satisfying conditions 1 and 2.

Figure 3. Empty circles for polygonal figure and
skeleton of polygonal figure.
This definition applies to any type of shape, not just
a polygon. However there exist effective algorithms
for construction of polygonal figures [4,6]. The
algorithm used [2,3] is based on a generalization of
Delauney triangulation for a system of sites of two
types (points and segments) that comprise a PF
boundary. It builds a skeleton in time O(n log n) where
n is the number of PF vertices.
Skeleton of polygonal figure can represented as a
planar graph, where nodes are points on a plane and
bones are straight lines that connect the nodes. In such
representation of a skeleton all nodes have no less than
three nearest points on the border of the area and all
bones lie between two linear fragments of the area
border. Later in this article we will use only graph
representation of a skeleton.
Let us also define a knot in skeleton as a node with
more then two connected bones and final node as a
node with only one connected node. And let us define
a branch of skeleton as a consistent set of bones that
has final node or knot node on each end and does not
have knots in the middle of the branch. Later in this
article we will operate only with branches of the
skeleton and not with single bones.

Figure 2. Representation of raster object with
polygonal figure with minimal perimeter
The algorithm for solving this problem which
requires a single pass over a raster image, has been
described in [4].
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7. Main idea of the algorithm
Main idea of the proposed algorithm is that in outer
skeleton of text document image, one can easily find
branches that lie between adjacent text lines. Then, one
can use this separation branches to approximate
deformation of interlinear spaces in an image.
The proposed algorithm consists of the following
steps:
x
Continuous skeletal representation of an
image is built.
x
Skeleton is filtered (useless bones are
deleted).
x
Long near-horizontal branches of the skeleton
are singled out.
x
List of singled out branches is filtered to leave
only branches that lie between different text lines.
x
Cubic Bezier approximation is built for each
branch.
x
Bezier patch is built based on the obtained
curves.

Figure 4. Image skeleton after preprocessing

9. Skeleton bones clusterization
After outer skeleton of a document image was built,
we could divide branches of the skeleton into two
groups: branches that lie between objects in one text
line and branches that lie between adjacent text lines.
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is that
such clusterization can be performed automatically for
any document image.
First we sort out all skeleton branches that are
shorter then some predefined threshold. Such branches
appear when several long branches connected in one
point. Such short branches works only for connectivity
propose, the angle of such branches is unpredictable,
so they are not used during clusterization process (see
fig. 5).

8. Image and skeleton preprocessing
As was mentioned before, one of the steps of our
algorithm is the preprocessing step, on which we try to
delete all small garbage branches and branches that can
be obviously determined as non-interlinear from the
skeleton. Let us describe this step in more detail.
First of all, before building a skeleton, we flood all
white horizontal strokes with length smaller than some
predefined threshold. By doing so, we glue symbols in
words in one line, so we erase from image skeleton a
lot if intersymbol branches that are useless for our
algorithm. We set the value of the flooding parameter
equal to 0.1 inches or 30 pixels for 300 dpi images
(this value determined empirically). That value is
sufficient to glue most adjacent symbols and not to
glue adjacent curved lines.
Then we build outer skeleton of the expanded
image.
The next step is to delete branches of the skeleton
that divide different parts of the same object. Such
branches describe borders of one symbol and are not
relevant for the whole text line. We also delete
branches of skeleton that divide objects in image and
border of an image. Figure 4 shows an example of
such image preprocessing.

Figure 5. Short branch that connects several long
brances.
As a threshold value for short branches we use
empirical value of 0.05 inches or 15 pixels for 300 dpi
images (determined empirically). It is about half of
small letters height for standard font size, so we don’t
treat any of intersymbol branches as short.
To clusterize long branches we define parameter
Amax - maximal absolute value of angle of interlinear
branch (as angle of skeleton branch we use angle of
linear approximation of that branch). Experiments
show that it is possible for each image skeleton to
define this parameter in such a way that all long
vertical branches with |angle| > Amax will be only
intersymbol branches.
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This idea can be confirmed by graphic
representation, if we draw all linear approximation of
skeleton branches on one plane, so that they all begin
in one point. For a document image the obtained figure
will look like a cross, the horizontal part of which is
created by interlinear branches, while the vertical part
is created by intersymbol branches (see fig. 6).
Figure 8. Skeleton of document image after
clusterization of branches.

10. Building interlinear branches.
After all vertical branches are deleted, the
remaining branches are processed in cycle according to
the following rules:
x
If two nodes are connected by two nonintersected branches (such a problem appears when
text language includes diacritics and additional branch
goes between diacritic and symbol (see fig. 9)), we
delete most curved branch of these two.

Figure 6. Branches of skeleton from figure 4
marked on one plane.
To define parameters

Amax we use simple

automatic clusterization mechanism. Each possible
value of angle divides all branches into two classes
with angle greater and less then the given threshold.
For each class we define P as the mean value of the
angle in this class and V as the standard deviation of
the angle from the mean value. Using these two values
we can define separation factor of two classes J t
in the form:

J t

VR VL
PR  PL

Figure 9. Two skeleton branches around a
diacritic mark.
.
x
If three branches are connected in one point
(such a problem appears because some short branches
remain after all vertical branches were deleted (see fig.
10)), we delete the shortest of the these branches.

Then we iterate among the angles, looking for that
with the minimum separation factor, using one degree
as the size of the step (see fig. 7).

Figure 10. Remaining of vertical branches.
Figure 7. Histogramm of branches’ angles from
figure 6 with detected threshold

x
If two long horizontal branches are connected
near the border of an image (such a problem appears
when two interline branches merge together outside
the borders of a text block (see fig. 11)), we separate
connection node of these branches into two
independent nodes.

After clusterization we delete all long vertical
branches from the skeleton (see fig. 8).
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br ,3 t - cubic Bernstein polynomial.

12. Bezier patch adjustment
Unfortunately, when we approximate interline
spaces we cannot define clearily where each text line
begins. Because of this, vertical points of the patch
might be very randomly curved.
To avoid such an effect we use the following
adjustment procedure:
For
each
interline
curve

Figure 11. Two branches connected on the end of
text line.
After all these rules were applied, only long
horizontal branches that lie between adjacent text lines
remain in the skeleton. We approximate them with
cubic Bezier curves using method of least-square
approximation.

3

¦ A *b
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j

Ci x

x

j ,3

we search for nearest

j 0

11. Approximation of image deformation

curve in Bezier patch. Define obtained curve as

After we get approximation of each interlinear
space in the image, we must approximate deformation
of whole image.
Define control points of interlinear curves as I ki ,

C i ( x)

3

Define

^ `
ki

x * b j ,3 yi .
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D

and

D
°
®
°E
¯

(control points from
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all interline curves with same index) we build
approximation with vertical Bezier curve. Let us define
control points of obtained curves as Pij , where i is the

E

as parameters of points on the

C i nearest to begin and end points of curve Ci .

curve

n

*I

ij

i 0 j 0

where k is the index of a curve and i is the index of a
control point on this curve.
For each set of points

3

¦¦ P * b

D x, yi

arg min U C i t , Ci 0
t

arg min U C i t , Ci 1
t

Then we build curve

Cic that identical to Ci , but

differs in parameterization (has shifted parameters), so
that Cic

index of initial control points and j is the index of new
control points on created curve (see fig. 12).

Ci 0 and Cic E

D

Ci 1 . In other

words,

Cic t
3

¦ A *b
i
j

j 0

j ,3

Ci t  D
t D

E D
3

E D

¦B

i
j

* b j ,3 t

j 0

Then we calculate mean deviation

d between

Cic and C i . If this deviation is greater than
some predefined threshold, the original curve Ci must

curves

be excluded from patch creation, otherwise original
curve Ci must be replaced with Cic .

Figure 12. Definition of control points of Bezier
patch

After the processing of all initial curves is
completed we build a new Bezier patch using updated
set of curves.
We repeat this procedure until deviations of all
initial curves from curves from Bezier patch reach
some predefined threshold.
This adjustment procedure allows to approximate
vertical borders of text block and improves
deformation approximation of whole page because of
exclusion of erroneously created curves (see fig. 13).

After we get the set of points Pij , we can build
whole image deformation using Bezier patch. In other
words, our approximation may be described by the
following formula:
3

D x, y

3

¦¦ P

ij

* bi ,3 x * b j ,3 y

i 0 j 0
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Figure 13. Image deformation approximation
before and after Bezier patch adjustment.

Figure 14. Initial deformed image

13. Experimental results
To test efficiency of our algorithm we take a set of
31 images. All images from this set satisfy the
conditions described in section 3 – they are black-andwhite images without noise, which contain one big text
blocks with deformed lines. We recognize all these
images with one modern OCR system before and after
the de-warping process.
For deformed images there were 2721 recognition
errors on all pages (4.92% of all). For de-warped
images there were 830 recognition errors on all pages
(1.50% of all symbols). Therefore, after the dewarping process 1891 errors were corrected (69.5% of
original errors). In addition, 14 lines were not found on
initial images, because of their high deformation, and
after de-warping all text lines were defined correctly.
The attained results show high efficiency of the
proposed algorithm, but its quality is not maximal yet.
Recognition quality for straight images is higher than
99,5% in modern OCR systems. And for de-warped
images we obtain the quality of only 98,5%. The main
reason for this gap is that our algorithm deforms
symbols a little during de-warping and that in turn
causes errors in symbols’ recognition.
On figures 14-16 an example of image de-warping
for one of the images from our test set is given.
Also our algorithm was tested during Document
Image De-warping Contest that was held in CBDAR
2007 [12]. On the contest de-warping algorithms were
applied to test base of 100 images (test set available for
download here - http://www.iupr.org/downloads/data).
Experiments shown that mean edit distance for images
de-warped by our algorithm was less then 1% on
contest data set. Those results are statistically the same
for the other two participants of the contest. And on
quarter of test images our algorithm shown lowest edit
distance.

Figure 15. Image deformation approximated with
Bezier patch.

Figure 16. De-warped image.

14. Future works
The main direction of feature work is to develop a
better de-warping algorithm based on obtained image
deformation approximation. De-warping algorithm that
we use is very naïve, which heads to some additional
recognition mistakes on the de-warped images.
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More accurate approximation of deformation of
vertical borders of text blocks is also one of our prior
tasks.
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Abstract

(i.e., rotation) estimation problem, which will be a reasonable problem to observe the basic performance of the proposed method.
The proposed method possesses two novel properties.
First, the proposed method estimates the skew angles at individual connected components. (Note that each connected
component may be a character). Those skew angles are then
voted to determine the skew angle of the entire document.
This fact implies that the proposed method does not rely on
the straightness of text lines, whereas the conventional skew
estimation methods totally rely on the straightness. Thus,
the proposed method can be applied to documents whose
component characters are laid out irregularly. This property
is very favorable for camera-based OCR whose targets will
often be short words and/or characters laid out freely.
Second, the proposed method employs instance-based
learning for estimating the skew angle by referring stored
instances. The simplest realization of instance-based skew
estimation will be done by using font images as instances;
the skew angle of each connected component is estimated
by rotating and matching the font image to the connected
component. The rotation angle giving the best match is the
estimated skew angle. This simple realization, however, is
very naive and requires huge computations. Specifically, it
requires
    image matchings, where  is the
number of connected components in the target document,
 is the number of instances (i.e., the number of assumed
character categories), and  is the number of quantized angles (e.g., 360 for the estimation of 1 Æ resolution). The proposed method avoids this problem by using a rotation invariant and a rotation variant as the instances and therefore
requires only   (or less) computations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After a
brief review of the conventional methods in Section 2, the
proposed method is described in Section 3. The role of the
variant and the invariant is also detailed. Through these de-

A novel technique for estimating geometric deformations
is proposed and applied to document skew (i.e., rotation) estimation. The proposed method possesses two novel properties. First, the proposed method estimates the skew angles
at individual connected components. Those skew angles are
then voted to determine the skew angle of the entire document. Second, the proposed method is based on instancebased learning. Specifically, a rotation variant and a rotation invariant are learned, i.e., stored as instances for each
character category, and referred for estimating the skew
angle very efficiently. The result of a skew estimation experiment on 55 document images has shown that the skew
angles of 54 document images were successfully estimated
with errors smaller than 2.0 degree. The extension for estimating perspective deformation is also discussed for the
application to camera-based OCR.

1. Introduction
For document image processing, the estimation of geometric deformations is an important problem. For example,
many researchers have widely investigated the estimation of
skew deformation, which severely degrades performance of
OCR. Recently, the estimation of perspective deformation
also becomes important problem toward the realization of
camera-based OCR [1].
In this paper, a novel deformation estimation method
is proposed and its performance is evaluated qualitatively
and quantitatively via several experiments. In principle, the
proposed method can estimate various geometric deformations such as perspective deformation and affine deformation. In this paper, we will focus on the document skew
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3. Instance-Based Skew Estimation

scriptions, it will be clarified that the proposed method does
not rely on the straightness of text lines. In Section 4, the
performance of the proposed method is observed via a skew
estimation experiment of several document images. After
remarking the extensibility of the proposed method for estimating deformations other than rotation in Section 5, a conclusion is drawn in Section 6 with a list of future work.

  

  

The proposed method estimates the skew angle of each
connected component in the target document by referring
stored instances. The detail of the estimation will be discussed in Section 3.2. This section describes how to learn
the instances, i.e., how to prepare the instances.
The instances are comprised of a rotation variant  
and a rotation invariant  where   
  denotes the
character category 1 and  denotes the skew angle. They are
prepared according to the following steps:

2. Related Work

1. Define the  character categories which will be included in target documents.

Thee skew estimation strategies of the conventional
methods are classified into two types, global estimation and
local estimation. The global estimation strategy utilizes
global features such as projection histogram, whereas the
local estimation strategy utilizes local features such as the
principal axis of adjacent connected components. In the latter strategy, local skew angles are estimated first by the local
features and then combined to determine the skew angle of
the entire document. Although the local estimation strategy is minority, it possesses several good properties. Especially, its robustness to irregular layouts (such as short
or scattered text lines, figures, mathematical notations, and
multi-column layouts). It also has the extensibility to nonuniform skew estimation problems such as document image
dewarping and multi-skew detection [2].

2. For each category ,
(a) prepare the font image

,

(b) measure the value of the rotation invariant  , and
(c) measure the value of the rotation variant 
rotating
by .

 by

While any rotation variant and invariant can be used, the
following simple variant and invariant are used as   and
 in this paper:

 


In Ishitani [3], a local skew angle is estimated within a
circular window on a document. This local skew estimation
is done by searching for the direction which gives the most
intensity transitions. Among the estimated skew angles at
different windows, the most reliable one is chosen as the
global skew angle. Jiang et al. [4] have employed a least
mean square fitting for estimating local skew angles. They
choose the global skew angle by voting those local skew angles. Lu and Tan [5] have determined a group of connected
components (called a nearest-neighbor chain) which comprise a word (or a sub-word) by a region growing technique
and then its skew angle is estimated. The global skew angle
is chosen as the medium or the mean of the local skew angles. Lu and Tan [6] have proposed an interesting method
which utilizes the straight strokes of individual characters
for estimating local skew angles.




area of bounding box of
area of black pixels of
area of convex hull of
area of black pixels of

at 

(1)
(2)

Fig. 1 shows the bounding box and the convex hull of
a character. The area of the bounding box depends on the
rotation angle , whereas the area of the convex hull does
not. Fig. 2 shows the variant   of “y”(Times-Roman)
as a function of . This function is stored as an instance
together with  .
The rotation variant of (1) becomes a periodic function
of Æ Æ . Thus, the variant cannot distinguish, for
example, Æ and  Æ. If necessary, it is possible to avoid
this periodic property by using a variant other than (1).
Note that both   and  are scale and shift invariants.
(Thus,  is an invariant to similarity transformation.) This
scale and shift invariance implies that the proposed method
can estimate the correct skew angle regardless of the character size and position.
Although we should define the categories at the learning
step, this definition need not to be strict; that is, the proposed method can estimate correct skew angle even if the

All of those conventional methods rely on the local
straightness of the text lines and/or character strokes. The
proposed method does not assume any straightness and thus
possesses far more robustness to irregular layouts than the
conventional methods. As noted in Section 1, this property
is favorable for camera-based OCR.

1 Different

fonts and styles belong to different categories. Thus,

   , when we assume three styles (e.g., “upright”, “italic”,
and “bold”) and two fonts (e.g., “Times-Roman” and “Sans Serif”) for 52
categories of “A”“Z” and “a”“z.”
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target document includes the characters whose instances are
not learned. As discussed later, this robustness comes from
the voting strategy for determining the skew angle of the
entire document. In Section 4, the robustness will be experimentally shown through the skew estimation result of
a mathematical document which includes several undefined
characters (i.e., mathematical symbols).

  

Figure 4. The range of the skew angle for variant  .



of . Since  and  are rotation invariants, this estimated
category will not change under any skew angle.

     



The estimation of the skew angle of a binarized document image is done by a three-step manner: (i) the estimation of the category of each connected component by the
invariant  (3.2.1), (ii) the estimation of the skew angle of the connected component by the estimated category
 and the variant   (3.2.2), and (iii) the estimation of
the skew angle of the entire document by voting (3.2.3).

In practice, the connected component
may be contaminated by noises at image acquisition and thus   will
be changed from its original value. Thus, all the categories
satisfying    
 are considered as the estimated
categories, where  is a non-negative constant. In the example of Fig. 3, we will obtain two estimated categories 
and  because   ½  ¿ , whereas   ¾ .

The category candidate  which satisfies    

can be found very efficiently by a look-up table which is
indexed by the invariant value   . This efficiency is especially useful when a large number of categories are defined
for dealing with various fonts, mathematical symbols, multilingual documents, and so on.

3.2.1 Category estimation by invariant



εp
εp

px

 of “y.”

Let denote a connected component ( a character) of the
target document image. The category of can be estimated
by comparing its invariant value   to the stored instances
   
 . If    ,  is the estimated category
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according to  and the range becomes narrow.

3.2.2 Local skew estimation by variant



For each estimated category , the skew angle of
can be
estimated by comparing its variant value   to the stored
variance  . The angle  satisfying     is a
candidate of the skew angle of
and therefore a candidate of the document skew angle. (Precisely speaking, we
will use the relaxed condition     
 instead of
    , where  is a non-negative constant. This will
be discussed in 3.2.3.)
Consequently, multiple skew angle candidates will be
obtained from a single connected component . This is because a single connected component
will have multiple
category candidates and, furthermore, each category candidate  will provide multiple skew angle candidates satisfying     . In the example of Fig. 3, two candidates
  are obtained from  ½  and two candidates  
are from  ¿ . In other words, four candidates are obtained from a single connected component.
Like the above category estimation step, the angle 
which satisfies     can be found very efficiently
by a look-up table indexed by the variant value. This table
is considered as the inverse function      .

3.2.4 Computational feasibility





The proposed method has a strong computational feasibility. This strength is emphasized not only by the use of the
invariant and the variant but also by the look-up tables. The
proposed method does not perform any try-and-error skew
estimation step, unlike the global estimation methods based
on the projection histogram and the local estimation methods like [3]. Furthermore, the proposed method requires
neither line fitting nor image processing to search neighborhoods of each connected component. The proposed method,
of course, does not require any costly image matching procedure, unlike the simple realization of the instance-based
skew estimation outlined in Section 1.
The computational feasibility of the proposed method
may be further improved by using a limited number of connected components. In fact, it is not necessary to use all the
connected components in the document as experimentally
shown later. This is because all the connected components,
in principle, will show the same skew angle and thus the
voting result will show the peak at the correct skew angle
even with a limited number of votes.



3.2.3 Global skew estimation by voting

4. Experimental Results

A voting strategy is employed for estimating the skew angle
of the entire document. Roughly speaking, the purpose of
the voting is to find the most frequent skew angle among all
the candidates obtained by the above (local) skew estimation step. The voting strategy makes the proposed method
tolerant to the false category candidates and the false skew
angle candidates. Another merit is the tolerance to undefined categories. The bad effect of the undefined categories
can be minimized by voting far more candidates representing the correct skew angle.
The skew angle of the entire document is estimated by
voting the “range” specified by each skew angle candidate.
As shown in Fig. 4, the range is determined as    
    by assuming that the true value of the
 
variant  lies within      . (This range is come
from the relaxed condition     
 .) The skew
angle is finally obtained as the angle where the most ranges
are overlapped.
It is noteworthy that the width of the range is negatively
proportional to the reliability of the skew angle candidate.
This fact can be understood from the following example:
Consider an “o”-shaped character. The reliability of the
skew angle estimated at the character will be low because
the character does not change its shape by any skew. In this
case, its skew variant   will change subtly according to
 and the range determined by the variant becomes wide. In
contrast, the variant of an “I”-shaped character, which will
provide a highly reliable skew angle, will change drastically

     
Five document images were created by LATEX with a single font and style (Times-Roman, upright) and used for the
evaluation of the skew estimation accuracy. Their resolution was 600 dpi. Fig. 5 shows those images, D1 D5. The
number of the defined categories were    (“A” “Z”,
“a” “z”, ). It is noteworthy that the two documents D3
and D4 include mathematical expressions and thus include
several undefined categories, such as italic fonts and mathematical symbols. The document D5, where characters were
freely laid out, was prepared to emphasize the robustness of
the proposed method to irregular layouts.
Æ
Æ  Æ
Each document image was rotated
Æ
Æ
Æ

and thus 55 test images were prepared in total. Fig. 6 shows several rotated images of D1. For every
connected component in the document image, its category
and skew angle were estimated and voted to determine the
skew angle of the entire document image.

  

  

For each of the 52 categories, the instances, i.e., the variant   and the invariant  , were measured by using the
original font image of Times-Roman as
and stored. The
resolution of the font image was 1440 dpi. Both the variant
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Figure 5. Five document images used in the experiment. D3 and D4 include mathematical expressions.
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Figure 6. Skewed document images (D1).
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Figure 7. Examples of variant and invariant.
every Æ
and the invariant were measured by rotating
Æ
Æ
from  to  . As noted before, the italic fonts and the
mathematical symbols included in D3 and D4 did not have
their own instances.
Fig. 7 (a) shows the variants of several categories. The
variants   of “I” and “L” change drastically according to
 whereas the variant of “v” only changes subtly. As noted
in 3.2.3, the variants changing drastically are favorable for
the reliable skew estimation. In the experiment, however,

the variants changing subtly were also used for observing
the basic performance of the proposed method.
Fig. 7 (b) shows the invariants of several categories. The
invariants, in principle, will not change according to . This
figure, however, reveals that the invariant fluctuates due to
noise at image acquisition. In the experiment, the invariant
value was averaged from  Æ to Æ and then stored as the
instance.
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Figure 8. Estimation result. (a) Voting result and estimated skew angle as the peak of the voting
result. (b) Change of estimation result according to the number of characters ( connected components).

      

Table 1. Statistics of absolute errors of estimated skew angles.

Æ



20/55
(36%)



Æ

45/55
(82%)

Æ

Æ

49/55
(89%)

54/55
(98%)



Table 1 summarizes the absolute errors of the skew angles estimated for the 55 test document images. For 98%
(=54/55) of the test images, the absolute error was less than
Æ. Table 2 shows the absolute error for each of 55 test
images. This table indicates that the estimation accuracy
does not depend on the skew angles. The table also indicates that the estimation accuracy is not degraded by the existence of mathematical expressions, that is, the undefined
categories. The skew of only one test image (“D3 rotated
Æ”) was poorly estimated. The reason of this failure

will be discussed later.
It is noteworthy that the skew angles of D5 were also
estimated successfully. This success emphasizes the usefulness of the proposed method since the conventional methods assuming straight text lines will fail to estimate the skew
angles of D5.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the histogram of the skew angle candidates, i.e., the voting result. The first and the second histograms have their peaks at the correct skew angles. Consequently, the correct skew angles were estimated. The third
histogram is of the failure result (“D3 rotated  Æ ”); the
histogram has two rivaling peaks and the false peak won by
a slight difference.
Fig. 8 (b) shows the change of the peak according to the
increase of connected components. The first and the second

Table 2. Absolute estimation error (degree) at
each document image.
skew (Æ )
-30
-20
-10
-5
-2
0
2
5
10
20
30
average

D1
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.1
1.7
0.6
0.3
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.7

D2
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.9
1.7
0.6
0.3
1.4
0.7
0.7
0.9

D3
0.7
29
0.9
1.5
0.2
1.7
0.4
0.9
2.0
0.9
1.0
3.6

D4
0.7
0.7
0.2
0.0
0.2
1.7
0.3
0.9
1.4
0.7
1.2
0.7

D5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.3

    

average
0.6
6.3
0.6
0.6
0.3
1.4
0.4
0.5
1.2
0.7
0.8
1.2
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computation time (ms)

600

In this case, for estimating the shear , we will use an affine
invariant  for estimating the category and an affine variant
  which is a similarity invariant but a shear variant.
The estimation of perspective deformation, which is the
most important deformation for camera-based OCR, can
also be tackled by the proposed method. This can be realized by the fact that the perspective deformation can be
decomposed into affine transformation (6 degrees of freedom) and the perspective component that controls the line
at infinity (2 degrees of freedom) [7]. Let and  denote
two parameters specifying the perspective component. In
this case, we can estimate and compensate the perspective
deformation according to the following steps:

500
400
300
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100
0

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

# connected components

Figure 9. Computation time.

1. Estimate the category  of each connected component
by using a perspective invariant  .



results, i.e., successful results, show quick convergence to
the correct peak by 
connected components. The
third result, i.e., the failure result, also shows the convergence to the correct peak by
connected components; the peak, however, has moved to false one by 600 or
more connected components.

and  by using a perspective variant
 which is an affine invariant and a variant to
and  . The voting for this estimation is performed
on the two-dimensional
-plane.

2. Estimate



3. Compensate the perspective component by using the
estimated and  . The resulting document image will
only undergo an affine transformation.

   
One of the main reasons of having the false peak in “D3
rotated  Æ” was the error of the invariant. The invariants of several categories were very sensitive to the noise at
the image acquisition. Especially, the invariant sometimes
shows a drastic difference from the stored one by the disappearance of thin “serifs” by the low resolution. (As noted
above, the resolution of 600 dpi was used on preparing the
test images, whereas 1440 dpi was used on preparing the
instances.) Since a false invariant always leads to false category estimation, it consequently leads to absolutely false
skew estimation.

4. Estimate and compensate the shear by the procedure
described at the beginning of this section.
5. Finally, estimate and compensate the rotation  by the
procedure of Section 3.
Note that if we use another variant
steps can be unified into one step.



, the last two

6. Conclusion and Future Work
A novel technique for estimating document skew (i.e.,
rotation) has been proposed and its performance has been
evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively via several experiments. The proposed method estimates the skew angle of
each connected component very efficiently by using a rotation invariant and a rotation variant. The skew angles estimated at individual connected components are subjected
to a voting procedure to find the most reliable skew angle
as the entire document skew. The experimental result on
55 document images has shown that the skew angles of 54
document images were successfully estimated with errors
smaller than 2.0 Æ . The computational feasibility was also
certified experimentally.
Future work will focus on the following points:

  !   
Fig. 9 shows the computation time (CPU: Intel Pentium
D) as a function of the number of connected components
used for estimating the skew angle. From this graph, it is
shown that the proposed method requires 100 200 ms for
each document; this is because the proposed method could
reach the correct skew angle with about 100 300 connected
components (Fig. 8(b)).

5. Estimation of other deformations
Although we have focused on the skew estimation problem in this paper, the proposed method can estimate other
geometric deformations by using different invariant and
variant. For example, it is possible to estimate the shear deformation of objects which undergo affine transformation.

Improvement of invariant. As analyzed in 4.4, the proposed method fails mainly due to the error of the invariant. Erroneous invariants always lead to false category candidates and thus lead to absolutely false skew
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estimation. A more stable and distinguishable invariant will be necessary. A combinatorial use of multiple
invariants is a possible remedy.
Removal of less reliable instances. In this paper, the
instance of the variant was prepared for every categories. Several instances, however, were less reliable
as pointed in Section 3.2.3; for example, the variants
of “o”-shaped characters do not change drastically by
rotation and thus not express the skew angle clearly. In
addition, the invariants of several categories are sensitive to noise. Removal of those invariants and variants
will exclude false category candidates and skew angle
candidates.
Estimation of deformations other than rotation. As
noted in Section 5, the proposed method can be extended to estimate various deformations by using suitable combinations of variants and invariants. Especially, perspective deformation will be the most important one for camera-based OCR.
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perspective document image. In [5], Ulges propose a
line-by-line dewarping approach and In [6], Lu uses a
document image segmentation algorithm. Both the two
methods are sensitive to the resolution and language in
a document image. In [7], Cao models the book surface
as a cylinder, and requires the camera lens parallel to
the generatrix of the book surface. This constraint
makes the approach inconvenient in practice. In [8],
Liang makes use of the concept of developable surface
to model the warped surface, and use text information
to estimate the surface, although this approach can
handle complex warping situation, such as page
curling at the corner, it is time consuming and needs to
get the text lines precisely. In [9], Ezaki uses a group
of cubic splines to model the warped text lines and
proposes a global optimization algorithm to find the
proper cubic splines, their approach is novel and can
lessen the curl degree, but they did not show satisfied
rectification results in their paper.
In this paper, we propose a transform model to
stretch a cylinder surface into a flat one. This model is
further applied to solve the problem of restoring
document images, which suffer from perspective and
page curling distortion. Comparing with Cao’s
approach [7], our model does not require the camera
lens to be parallel to the book page surface’s generatrix;
therefore it imposes fewer restrictions on the input
image, so it is more widely applicable.
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections.
Section 2 introduces our dewarping model. Section 3
focuses on the rectification process. We present our
experimental results in Section 4, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a book dewarping model
based on the assumption that the book surface is
warped as a cylinder. This model extends the model
proposed by Cao and makes Cao’s model a special
case of our model. This extension removes the
constraint of Cao’s model that the camera lens must be
strictly parallel to the book surface, which is hard to
make in practice, therefore enables a user to take a
picture from different point of views conveniently. The
main idea of the model is to build up the
correspondence between a rectangle region on a flat
surface and its curved region on the distorted book
image and the dewarping task is to flatten the curved
region to its original rectangle shape. The
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed book dewarping approach.

1. Introduction
A number of camera document image restoration
techniques have been reported in the literature.
According to whether auxiliary hardware is required,
the proposed techniques can be classified into two
different categories. Approaches [1-2] with auxiliary
hardware can solve the dewarping problem well;
however, the costly equipment makes the “hard”
approaches unattractive. Approaches without auxiliary
hardware can be further classified into two classes
according to the problem it is oriented. Approaches [34] focus on the problem of removing the perspective
distortion in images of flat documents. Approaches [5 10] focus on a more complex situation: Page warping
adds a non-linear, non-parametric distortion on the
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2. The Transform Model
Assume we have a rectanglar area on a page surface
as shown in Figure 1. The existence of bookbinding
often causes the distortion of the book image. The
projection of the book image is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 is the distorted image of the book with its
rectangle area.
Before the transformation, we make the following
assumptions:
(1) The borders of the rectangle are paralleled to the
borders of the page.
(2) The page surface is warped as a cylinder.
(3) A cylinder is a surface generated by a straight line
intersecting and moving along a closed planar curve.
The straight line is called the generatrix, and the closed
planar curve is called the directrix.
(4)The left and right borders of the page are parallel to
the generatrix of the cylinder.
(5) Because the left and right borders of the rectangle
are parallel to the left and right borders of the page,
they are therefore parallel to the generatrix. In this case,
the images of the left and right borders of the rectangle
are straight line segments.

Figure 3. The distorted image of the page surface with its
rectangle area

Our goal is to generate a transformation to flatten the
image in Figure 3 to its original image in Figure 1. The
transformation is a mapping from the curved
coordinate system to a Cartesian coordinate system.
Once curved coordinate net is set up on the distortion
image in Figure 4, the transformation can be done in
two steps: First, the curve net is stretched to a straight
one (Figure 5) and then adjusted to a wellproportioned square net (Figure 6).

Figure 4. An example of a warp document page with
Figure 1. A rectangle area on a page surface

its curved coordinate net

Figure 5. The square net generated by stretching the
curved coordinate net in Figure 4.

2.1 Stretched the Curve Coordinate Net
In this step, our goal is to transform a picture like
Figure 4 into a picture like Figure 5. We may also view
the transform process from the other direction. That is,
given the matrix on Figure 5, calculate each

Figure2. The projection of the page surface
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image plane and P(x)Q(x) is its inverse image on the
page surface. S is the lens. O is the intersection of the
optical axis and the image plane. Here the image plane
may not be parallel to the page surface due to the
variation of direction of the lens. Figure 8 shows the
yOz plane of Figure 7. The z axis meets the page
surface at R(x). I(x) and H(x) are the foot points of
Q(x) and P(x) on the z axis.
By geometry, we get the following equations:
SO
P ' ( x)O , SO
Q' ( x)O ,
SH ( x )

Figure 6. The final result square net generated by

P ( x ) H ( x)

SI ( x)

Q( x) I ( x)

P( x)H ( x)  SO P( x)R( x) sinP( x)R( x)H ( x)  SO
SH( x)
SR( x)  R( x)H ( x)
SO P( x)R( x) sinP( x)R( x)H ( x)
SR( x)  cosP( x)R( x)H ( x)  P( x)R( x)

adjusting the width in Figure 5 according to the
curvature of the page surface.

P' ( x)O

cell’s correspondence point on Figure 4 and fill each
cell with the content of its correspondence point. We
fill the matrix of Figure 5 in two steps: 1) let the page
lower boundary in Figure 4 map with the bottom line
in Figure 5; 2) one by one line up the page lower
boundary point in Figure 4 and the vanish point
(transform center). The line intersects the page upper
boundary in Figure 4 at a point and then we get a line
segment on Figure 4. Map this line segment with the
correspondence column in Figure 5. In step 2, we
cannot evenly distribute the points on the line segment
in Figure 4 to match with the column in Figure 5 due
to their different distances to the lens. In the following
section, we explain how to match the line segment in
Figure 4 to a column in Figure 5.

Let D

P( x) R( x) H ( x), f
y ' P ( x) P' ( x)O, y P ( x)

Let

yP

SO, d ( x) SR( x), , we get
P ( x) R( x )

fy P ( x) sin D
d ( x)  y P ( x) cos D

y ' P ( x)

a

y P ( x), y ' P ( x)

d ( x)
,b
f sin D

y 'Q

yQ

(2)
cos D
f sin D

,

y ' P , then

yP
a  by P
Analogously, let y 'Q Q' ( x)O, y Q
the equation:
y' P

(1)

(3)
Q ( x) R( x) , we have

(4)

a  by Q

Now we consider P0 , P1 , }, Pn aV a series of
equidistant points on P(x)Q(x), which have the y

i
ni
y P  y Q , we can get the y
n
n
coordinates of the image points P0 ' , P1 ' , }, Pn ' :
coordinates: y i

y 'i

yi
a  by i

(5)

y ' P , y 'Q are the y coordinates of the points P(x) and
Q(x) which are on the edge of the page. They can be
detected by page extraction in the next section. In
practice, we let y P y Q k , where k is a constant
value obtained by experience.
Thus, with the
knowledge of y ' P , y ' Q and y P , y Q , we can calculate
the parameters a and b with the equations (3) and (4).
Using (5), the line segment P’Q’ is divided into n
pieces. Dividing all the line segment along the y
coordinate, the coordinate net in Figure2 is set up.
Thus, the coordinate net in Figure3 is generated by a
one-to-one mapping.

Figure 7. The details of the projection between an
arbitrary line segment P’(x)Q’(x) which across the transform
center and its inversimage P(x)Q(x)
In Figure 7. P’(x)Q’(x) is a line segment (its x
coordinate is x) which along the y coordinate in the
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x adjust

³

x

0

1  b' ( x) 2 dt

(12)

Figure 9. The curve b(x) of the page surface

Figure 8. The yOz plane of figure 5

2.2 Adjust the Width of the Square Net
Consider the surface of the page as a cylinder whose
curve equation is b(x) (Figure 9). In order to adjust the
x coordinate to become well-proportioned, for each
point we adjust its x coordinate x adjust into its curve
distance j(x) from the book spine.
x adjust

j ( x)

³

x

0

( db( x)) 2  ( dx) 2

³

x

0

1  b' ( x) 2 dx

(6)
Figure 10. The yOz plane of Figure 5.

In Figure 7, P(0)Q(0) is the book spine, their x
coordinate is 0. P’(0), Q’(0) is the image of P(0),Q(0).
We can get b(x) by the y coordinate of P’(x),P’(0) (that
is y ' P ( x), y ' P (0) ). Figure 10 shows the yOz plane
of Figure 7.
In Figure 10,
(7)
b( x )
SR ( x)

SR (0)  R (0) R ( x)

SR (0) 

3. The Proposed Approach
According to the transform model described in
Section 2, we need two line segments and two curves
to dewarp a cylinder image, so our task is to find the
left and right boundaries and top and bottom curves in
book images for the rectification as shown in Figure 11:

sin P (0) R (0) R( x )

Thus,

b( x)
(8)
sin D
In equation (2), ignoring the variety of y P (x) ,
let y P y P (x) ,
(9)
d ( x)

d (0) 

fy P sin D
bx
d (0) 
 y P cos D
sin D
fy P sin D
fy P sin D

y' P ( x)  y' P (0)
bx
d (0)  y P cosD
d (0)  y P cosD 
sin D
fy P b( x)
bx
(d (0)  y P cosD )(d (0)  y P cosD 
)
sin D
y ' P ( x)

(10)

(a)
(b)
Figure 11. The illustration of document image before and
after rectification (a) Original book image; (b) Dewarped
book image.

Assuming that b(x) << d (0)  y P cos D ,
y ' P ( x )  y ' P ( 0)

fy P b( x )
(d (0)  y P cos D ) 2

Cb( x)

The rectification process involves three steps: 1) the
text line detection, 2) left and right boundary
estimation and top and bottom curves extraction, and 3)
document rectification. The flowchart of our
rectification process is illustrated in Figure 12:

(11)

where C is a constant and in practice we used an
experience number for it.
Using (11) we get b(x). Assuming b’(x) is the
derivative of b(x), the square net can be adjusted to be
a well-proportioned one (Figure 6) with the following
equation:
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Step 1: detect points on the left of Point(xi, yi) at the
same text line, as is illustrated in Figure 14. We use a
step of L pixels and a detection height of H pixels (In
our experiment, L = 10, while H = 6), the detection
skew is set to Kt.
Let (xt-1, yt-1) be the point detected in the previous step,
and (xt-2, yt-2) be the point detected before (xt-1, yt-1).
The skew of line direction can be calculated using the
following formula ( K0 is set to be 0 ) :
(15)
Kt = Kt-1 + (yt-1 - yt-2) / (xt-1 –xt-2) / 10

Figure 12. The flowchart of the proposed approach.
Figure 14. Text line collection step.

3.1 Text Line Detection
Step 2: a similar trace process as step 1 is used to collect all
points on the right side of the mid point and the direction is
to the right of the mid point of text line.
Step3: combine point sets got in step1 and step2 into SetPi,
this point set is then the point set of text linei.

The text line detection process includes two steps.
The first step makes characters on one text line
connected to each other and the second step classifies
the pixels on different text lines into different
collection for further curve fitting.

After Text line collection, all points belong to a
same text line are collected. Using a polynomial curve
fitting algorithm, we can get a set of polynomial curves
which represent the text lines. Figure 15 illustrates the
result of text line detection algorithm.

3.1.1 Text line enhancement. S This step uses a
method similar to the method proposed by Ching-Tang
Hsieh in [10]. Figure 13 shows the character
connection results.

(a)
(b)
Figure 15. Example of (a) Part of original book image, (b)
Text line curve extracted using our proposed method - the
curves across the characters are extracted text lines.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Character connection result (a) Original book
image (b) Result image.

3.2 Feather curves and lines extracting
3.1.2 Pixel classification. In this step, we first detect
the mid points of all text lines, and then with each mid
point, we trace all the pixels belong to the same text
line as it. Algorithm 1 gives the details of the pixel
classification process.
Algorithm 1: Text line point collection with
automatic line direction adjustment:
Input: Thinned image: Tmun ’ , Text line mid point set:

Once we get all the text lines, we estimate the left
and right boundaries of the text lines and choose two
text lines as the basis for transformation.
3.2.1 Left and right boundary estimation. The
algorithm for estimating the left and right boundaries
can be formalized as follows:
Algorithm 2: left and right boundary estimation
Input: End point set (xi,yi) of text lines
Output: Boundaries of columns.

Setmidpoint
Output: Point set of each text line SetPi
For each Point (xi, yi) in Setmidpoint, the algorithm
detects points in both left and right directions.
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Step 1: For all the end points on the left sides of all
text lines, least square estimate (LSE) method is used
to get a straight line L.
Step 2: Calculate the distance between (xi,yi) and L as
D(i). Eliminate (xi,yi) if D(i) > Ta and (xi,yi) is at the
right of L. (Ta is a threshold for eliminate the end
points of text lines which are indent text lines or short
text lines)
Step 3: do step 1 and step 2, until each D(i) < Tb. (Tb is
a threshold to make sure L be close to each end point
of text lines)
Then L is considered the left boundary of this page.
A similarly iterative process is used for right boundary
estimation.
The result of boundary estimation is illustrated in
Figure 16:

segment generated by the top curve cut by the left and
right boundaries, and curve2 denotes the bottom curve
cut by the left and right boundaries.
Algorithm 4: Document Rectification
Input: Original Image – I mun , Curve1, Curve2
Output: Output Image - O mun
Step 1: Calculate b(x) from Curve1,Curve2 according
to equation (11)
Step 2: For each point P on Curve1, Q on Curve2, PQ
is paralleled to the directrix.
1. Calculate a, b according to equation (3) and (4).
2. For each point on line segment PQ,
a. Calculate its new y coordinate with (5) and x
coordinate with (12)
b. Get its color from I mun and set it to O mun on
its new coordinate
After algorithm 4, the original image is rectified. The
rectification result is illustrated in Figure 17.

(a)
(b)
Figure 17. The transform result of a book image. (a) is the

Figure 16. Left and right boundaries.

original image, (b) is the transformed result.

3.2.2 Top and bottom curves selection algorithm.
The algorithm for selecting top and bottom curves can
be formalized as follows:
Algorithm 3: Top and bottom curve selection
algorithm
Let Dli represents the distance between the left end
point of text line i and the left boundary of text lines.
Dri represents the distance between the right end point
of text line i and the right boundary. Nline be the
amount of text lines.
Top text line is the line with the smallest i which
following the formula (Dl +Dr) * i / Nline < Td, and
bottom text line is the line with the largest i which
following the formula (Dl +Dr) * (Nline - i) / Nline < Td.
These formulas guarantee that the two lines selected
are not too close to each other, and their end points are
not too far from the left and right boundaries.

4. Experimental results and analysis
We implemented the algorithms in C# and run it on
a personal computer equipped with Windows XP, and
AMD 3600+ AM2 CPU, 1G Memory. An image
database of 100 distorted book images that contain
different languages is used for the testing. We captured
the 100 book images according to the following input
requirements:
1) The distance between the camera lens and page
surface is about 50 - 100cm.
2) The angle between the camera lens and the book
surface is less than 30 degree.
3) Book image should contain enough long text
lines.
4) Book image need not contain the whole page but
the text area of interest.
A Kodak DX7630 digital camera with a capture
resolution of 2856 x 2142 - 6 Mega pixel is used, and
images are taken under day light with dark background.
Six books with different contents are involved, one
book is in Chinese, four are books in English, and one

3.3 Document Rectification Algorithm
After estimating the left and right boundary and top
and bottom curves, Rectification algorithm is applied
to dewarp book image. Let curve1 denotes the curve
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is bilingual. Among the 100 images, ten percent
contain pictures.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method
based on whether the text lines of a book image are
straight or not and the sizes of characters on the same
text line are uniform. Results are labeled as “A+”, “A”,
“B”, or “C”. “A+” means the text lines in the dewarped
result do not have any wave and looks exactly like
generated by a scanner. “A” means the text lines have
little waves, but still comfortable for reading. “B”
means the dewarping result have waves and affect the
feeling. “C” means the dewarping result has large
waves or is hard for reading. Figure 18 illustrates the
classifications.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(c)

(d)

Figure 18. Sample images from each category (a) “A+” (b)
“A” (c) “B” (d) “C”.

The experimental results are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Test result
Classification

Percentage

A+

55%

A

35%

B

9%

C

1%

(d)
Figure 19. Transformation results.

Some results are illustrated in Figure 19. Figure 20
provides a closer view of 19(a):

(a)
(b)
Figure 20. (a) is Figure 21(a) with a rectangle on
it; (b) is a close view of (a) .
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We also use the OCR software Tsinghua TH-OCR
9.0 to make a comparison of OCR qualities between
before and after rectification of 20 book images. 10
books are in English and 10 books in Chinese. There
are totally 9212 English words on English books. And
7102 Chinese characters on Chinese books. 5923
English words are correctly recognized before
rectification, while 8788 words recognized after
rectification. 305 Chinese characters are correctly
recognized before rectification, while 6726 characters
recognized after rectification.
Table 2 illustrates the OCR rates before and after
rectification.
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Table 2. OCR Test result
Book
Language
English

Before
Rectification
(OCR rate)
64.3%

Chinese

4.3%

After
Rectification
(OCRrate)
95.4%
94.7%

Our experimental results reveal that the coordinate
transform model and document rectification approach
proposed in this paper can rectify both perspective
distortion and warping well. It ensures effective layout
analysis and word segmentation, hence bringing about
higher reading performance and less recognition errors.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a model for dewarping a
cylinder image into a flat one. This model is applied to
the problem of rectifying document image taken by a
digital camera, which suffers from perspective
distortion and document surface warping. Our
experimental results show that our approach can
dewarp the curved surface well, and it is efficient on
warped document images of different languages.
Further improvement in the processing speed and
de-blurring of the shade area will be explored. As
digital camera is developed rapidly, the proposed
document restoration technique may open a new
channel for document capture and digitalization.
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Abstract
When capturing a document using a digital camera,
the resulting document image is often framed by a
noisy black border or includes noisy text regions from
neighbouring pages. In this paper, we present a novel
technique for enhancing the document images
captured by a digital camera by automatically
detecting the document borders and cutting out noisy
black borders as well as noisy text regions appearing
from neighbouring pages. Our methodology is based
on projection profiles combined with a connected
component labelling process. Signal cross-correlation
is also used in order to verify the detected noisy text
areas. Experimental results on several camera
document images, mainly historical, documents
indicate the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

(a)

1. Introduction
Document images are often framed by a noisy black
border or include noisy text regions from neighbouring
pages when captured by a digital camera. Approaches
proposed for document segmentation and character
recognition usually consider ideal images without
noise. However, there are many factors that may
generate imperfect document images. When a page of
a book is captured by a camera, text from an adjacent
page may also be captured into the current page image.
These unwanted regions are called “noisy text
regions”. Additionally, there will usually be black
borders in the image. These unwanted regions are
called “noisy black borders”. Figure 1 shows an
example of an image having noisy black borders as
well as noisy text regions. All these problems influence
the performance of segmentation and recognition
processes.
There are only few techniques in the bibliography
for page borders detection. Most of them detect only
noisy black borders and not noisy text regions. Fan et
al. [1] proposes a scheme to remove the black borders

(b)
Figure 1. Example of an image with noisy black
border, noisy text region and text region. (a)
Original camera document image (b) Binary
document image
of scanned documents by reducing the resolution of the
document image and by marginal noise detection and
removal. Le and Thoma [2] propose a method for
border removal which is based on classification of
blank/textual/non-textual rows and columns, location
of border objects, and an analysis of projection profiles
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and crossing counts of textual squares. Avila and Lins
[3] propose the invading and non-invading border
algorithms which work as “flood–fill” algorithms. The
invading algorithm, in contrast with non-invading,
assumes that the noisy black border does not invade
the black areas of the document. Finally, Avila and
Lins [4] propose an algorithm based on “flood-fill”
component labelling and region adjacency graphs for
removing noisy black borders.
In this paper, a new and efficient algorithm for
detecting and removing noisy black borders as well as
noisy text regions is presented. This algorithm uses
projection profiles and a connected component
labelling process to detect page borders. Additionally,
signal cross-correlation is used in order to verify the
detected noisy text areas. The experimental results on
several camera document images, mainly historical,
documents indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
technique. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In section 2 the proposed technique is
presented while experimental results are discussed in
Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

Figure 2. Flowchart for noisy black border
detection and removal.
RLSA: Horizontal and vertical smoothing with the
use of the Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA)
[6]. RLSA examines the white runs existing in the
horizontal and vertical direction. For each direction,
white runs with length less than a threshold are
eliminated. The empirical value of horizontal and
vertical length threshold is 4 pixels. The resulting
image is I s ( x, y ) .

2. Proposed method
Before the noisy borders detection and removal
takes place, we first proceed to image binarization
using the efficient technique proposed in [5]. This
technique does not require any parameter tuning by the
user and can deal with degradations which occur due
to shadows, non-uniform illumination, low contrast,
large signal-dependent noise, smear and strain.

CCL
(Connected
Component
Labeling):
Calculate the connected components of the image
I s ( x, y ) based on the approach described in [7]. The
image consists of CS connected components Ci and
the resulting labeled image is given by I l :

2.1. Noisy black border detection and removal
I l ( x, y )

In this stage we detect and remove noisy black
borders (vertical and horizontal) of the image. The
proposed algorithm which is mainly based on
horizontal and vertical profiles is described in the
flowchart of Fig. 2. Our aim is to calculate the limits,
XB1, XB2, YB1 and YB2, of text regions as shown in
Fig. 3. In order to achieve this, we first proceed to an
image smoothing, then calculate the starting and
ending offsets of borders and text regions and then
calculate the borders limits. The final clean image
without the noisy black borders is calculated by using
the connected components of the image.
Consider a binary image:
I ( x, y ) ^0,1` 0 d x<I x , 0 d y  I y

i if ( x, y )  Ci , 0  i <CS
®
¯0 othewise

(2)

Figure 3. Limits XB1, XB2, YB1 and YB2 of text
regions after noisy black border detection.

(1)

The main modules of the proposed technique are as
follows.
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After we have located the black border we search
for the start ( x2 ) of the text region (see Fig. 4) and
calculate it as follows:
x2

min( x) : H v ( x)  L1 AND H v ( x) ! L3 , x1  x  I x / 2

(6)

f these is no x2 satisfying Eq. (6) we set x2 1 .
After experimentations, the values of L1 , L2 and L3
are
set
to:
L1 (2 / 3) I y ,
L2 (1/ 50) I y ,
L3

(1/ 20) I y .

Calculate XB1: Calculate left limit (XB1) of text
regions (see Fig. 3) as follows:

Figure 4. Projections of image in Fig. 3 and left
limits detection.

if x0 1
0
°
XB1 ® x0  ( x1  x0 ) / 2 if x2 1
° x  ( x  x ) / 2 if x z 1
2
1
2
¯ 1

Vertical Histogram: Calculate vertical histogram
H v , which is the sum of black pixels in each column.
Iy 1

H v ( x)

¦ I ( x, y) where 0 d x  I
s

x

(7)

A similar process is applied in order to detect the
vertical noisy black border of the right side of the
image as well as the right limit XB2 of text regions.

(3)

y 0

Detect left limits: Detect vertical noisy black
borders in the left side of the image (see Fig. 4).
Initially we search for the start and the end ( x0 , x1 )
of the left vertical black border. Calculate x0 as
follows:

Horizontal Histogram: Calculate horizontal
histogram H h , which is the sum of black pixels in
each row at XB1 and XB2 limits.
XB 2

H h ( y)

¦

I s ( x, y ) where 0 d y  I y

(8)

x XB1

x0

min( x) : ( H v ( x) ! L1 ) or ( H v ( x)  L2 )
where 0 d x  I x / 5

A similar process as for the vertical noisy black
borders is applied in order to detect the horizontal
noisy black borders as well as the upper (YB1) and
bottom (YB2) limits of text regions (see Fig. 3).

(4)

The first condition, ( H v ( x) ! L1 ), is satisfied when
the black border starts from the left side of the image,
which is the most usual case (see Fig. 3), while the
second condition, ( H v ( x)  L2 ), is satisfied when
white region exists before the black border. If we don’t
find any x0 that satisfies the above conditions we
set x0 1 , x1 1 , x2 1 and stop this process.
Otherwise, x1 is calculated as follows:
min(x): Hv (x)  L2 , x0  x  Ix / 2 if Hv (x0 ) ! L1
x1 ®
¯min(x): Hv (x) ! L1 , x0  x  Ix / 2 othewise

Remove Noisy Black Borders: All black pixels that
belong in a connected component Ci which includes at
least one pixel that is out of limits are transformed in
white. Finally, we get the image I C ( x, y ) as follows:
I C ( x, y )

(5)

0
°
°
®
°
°̄I(x,y)

if I l (x,y)=i and  (x1, y1) : (x1 d XB1 or
x1 t XB2 or y1 d YB1 or y1 t YB2) and
I l (x1,y1)=i

(9)

otherwise

2.2. Noisy text region detection and removal
In this stage, we detect noisy text regions of the
image I c ( x, y ) that resulted from the previous stage.
The flowchart of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
Before it, we proceed to skew correction based on [8].
Our aim is to calculate the limits, XT1 and XT2, of the
text region as shown in Fig. 6. We first proceed to an

If we don’t find any x1 that satisfies the conditions
we set x0 1 , x1 1 , x2 1 and stop this process.
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H v1 ( x) ! L4 , is greater than W

image smoothing in order to connect all pixels that
belong to the same line. Then, we calculate the vertical
histogram in order to detect text zones. Finally, we
detect noisy text regions with the help of the signal
cross-correlation function. The main modules of the
proposed technique are described in detail as follows.

(1/ 3) * I x' (where

I
XB 2  XB1 ) and calculate the number of regions
that satisfy this condition. Let suppose that two regions
have been found and let xt0 , xt1 and xt2 , xt3 denote
the regions’ limits, as shown in Fig. 7. Similarly, if one
region has been found we set xt0 , xt1 to denote the
region’s limits.
'
x

Figure 6. Limits XT1 and XT2 of text region after
noisy text region detection.

Figure 5. Flowchart for noisy text region
detection and removal.
Average Character Height: The average character
height (LettH) for the document image is calculated
based on [9].
RLSA: Horizontal and vertical smoothing with the
use of the RLSA [6] by using dynamic parameters
which depend on average character height (LettH). Our
aim is to connect all pixels that belong to the same line.
The horizontal length threshold is experimentally
defined as the LettH while the vertical length threshold
is experimentally defined as 50% of the LettH. The
resulting image is I s1 ( x, y ) .

Figure 7. Projections of image in Fig. 5 and text
regions detection.

CCL (Connected Component Labeling): Extract
the connected components of the image [7]. The image
consists of CS connected components Ci and the

Two regions-Calculate Limits: We examine if
one of these regions is a noisy text region. Calculate
signal cross-correlation for each region ( SC0 , SC1 )
[10]. First, we calculate SC y (Eq. 11) for each line of

resulting image is I l1 ( x, y ) as in Eq. (2).

Vertical
Histogram:
histogram H v1 as follows:

H v1 ( x)

¦I
y

s1

( x, y )

Calculate

vertical

the region
SC (a, y ) 1 

(10)

2
M

M

¦ (I

s1

(k , y ) XOR I s1 ( k , y  a ))

(11)

k 0

where M is the region’s width and a is the distance
between two lines. Finally, total SCi of region i, is the
middle count of all SC y .

Calculate Number of regions of width > I x' / 3 :
Check if the number of consecutive x, where
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Then, we calculate limits XT1 and XT2 as follows:
Remove Noisy Text Region: All black pixels that
belong in a connected component Ci which does not
include at least one pixel in the limits XT1and XT2 are
transformed in white. The final image I f ( x, y ) is

if ( SC 0  0.5 AND SC1  0.5) then
( XT 1 xt 0 AND XT 2
else if ( SC 0  SC1 ) then

xt 3)

( XT 1

xt 0 AND XT 2

xt1)

( XT 1

xt 2 AND XT 2

xt 3)

(12)

calculated as follows:

else

Ic ( x, y) Il1 ( x, y) i AND  ( x1, y1) :
°
I f ( x, y) ®
( x1 t XT1 or x1 d XT 2) AND Il1 ( x1, y1) i
°0
otherwise
¯

One region-Calculate Limits: We examine if the
noisy text region and the text region are very close to
each other without leaving a blank line between them.
If the width of region is less than 70% of I x' we
consider that we don’t have noisy text region, so
XT 1 xt0 and XT 2 xt1 . Otherwise, we divide it into
eight regions and calculate the signal cross-correlation
for each region ( SC1 ,..., SC8 ) using Eq. 11.
Calculate XT1 and XT2 as follows:
 If SC1  0.5 and SC8  0.5 we don’t have noisy
text region, so XT 1 xt0 and XT 2 xt1 .
 If SC1 ! 0.5 we search for the last consecutive
region i where SCi ! 0.5 and we find an x ' where
H v1 is minimum in this region.
If ( xt1  x ') t W then
XT 1 x ' and XT 2 xt1
else
XT 1 xt0 and XT 2 xt1
 If SC8 ! 0.5 we search for the last consecutive
region i where SCi ! 0.5 and we find an x ' where
H v1 is minimum in this region.

(13)

3. Experimental results
To verify the validity of the proposed method,
experiments were conducted on several camera
document images. We used 1705 document images
mainly consisting of historical documents that contain
noisy black borders as well as noisy text region
appearing from adjacent pages. After visual checking,
we found that in 1344 images (78,82% of testing set)
the noisy black borders and the noisy text region were
correctly removed. Fig. 8 depicts some examples of
document images illustrating the page borders
detection and removal processes. Difficulties arise in
two cases. First, the text region and the noisy text
region may be very close to each other without any
blank line between them. In this case, a part or even a
whole noisy text region may still remain in the
resulting image. The second, and perhaps even more
difficult case, is when the noisy black border merges
with the text region. This may lead to loss of
information.
In order to compare our approach with other stateof-the-art approaches, we implemented the methods of
Fan et al. [1], Avila and Lins [3] (invading and noninvading algorithms) and used the implementation of
the recent algorithm of Avila and Lins [4] found in
[11] (see Figs. 9,10). All these methods have been
proposed to remove only noisy black borders and not
noisy text regions. In the first example we see that only
Fan’s method and the invading algorithm can
effectively remove the noisy black border. Moreover,
in the second example, in which noisy black borders
are not continuous, none of these methods can
effectively remove it.

If ( x ' xt0 ) t W then
XT 1 xt0 and XT 2 x '
else
XT 1 xt0 and XT 2 xt1
No region-Calculate Limits: In this case, the text
region consists of two or more columns and we try to
locate and separate them from the noise text regions, if
these exist. First, we check if the number of
consecutive x, where H v1 ( x) ! L4 , is greater than
W / 4 . If two or less regions are find that satisfy the
conditions, we set XT1=XB1 and XT2=XB2. If we find
three or more regions that satisfy the conditions we
calculate the signal cross-correlation (Eq. 11) for the
left and the right region ( SC0 , SC1 ). Consider that left
region’s limits are xt0 and xt1 and the right region’s
limits are xt2 and xt3 . We calculate XT1 and XT2 as in
Eq. 12.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes an effective algorithm for the
detection and removal of noisy black borders and noisy
text regions inserted on document images that are
captured by a digital camera. The new algorithm is
based on projection profiles combined with a
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cases, when the noisy black border merges with the
text region and when the text region and the noisy text
region are very close to each other, as described in
section 3.

connected component labelling process. Additionally,
signal cross-correlation is used in order to verify the
detected noisy text areas. Experimentations in several
camera document images prove the effectiveness of the
proposed methodology. Our future research will focus
on the optimization of the proposed method in the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 8. (a)-(b)-(c) Original camera document images, (d)-(e)-(f) binary images, (g)-(h)-(i)
results of proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9: (a) Original image (b) proposed method (c) method of Fan et al. (d) invading algorithm (e) noninvading algorithm (f) an approach of the algorithm of Avila and Lins.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 10: (a) Original image (b) proposed method (c) method of Fan et al. (d) invading algorithm (e) noninvading algorithm (f) an approach of the algorithm of Avila and Lins.
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are requested. The second module is for image
processing. This module will improve the image
acquired in a number of ways involving background
removal, image segmentation, skew correction, image
enhancement, etc. The third part of the processing
environment deals with outputting the content. Three
different ways are under development: printed
handouts, webpage generation and slide production.
Each of these media receives the information of the
processed image part of the environment and makes it
suitable to its best use. This paper focuses on the image
processing parts of the environment.

Abstract
Portable digital cameras are of widespread use today
due to good image quality, low cost and portability.
Teaching-boards are the most universal classroom
equipment throughout the world. This paper presents a
software environment for processing images from
teaching-boards acquired using portable digital
cameras and cell-phones.
Keywords: Digital cameras, image
portable cameras, teaching boards.

processing,

1. Introduction

2. Image Acquisition

Portable digital cameras were developed for taking
amateur “family photos”; the recent price-performance
improvement, low weight, portability, low cost, small
dimensions, etc. widened enormously the number of
users of digital cameras giving birth to several new
applications. One of them, completely unforeseen is
using portable digital cameras for digitalizing images
from teaching-boards. Teaching boards are present in
every classroom throughout the world with small
variations: modern ones are white and written with
color felt tip markers; some others are black or green
and written with white chalk sticks. Students take notes
of what teachers write on the board for later revision.
Today, some students start to take photos of classroom
boards for later reference.
This paper describes a software environment to
process images of teaching boards acquired using
portable digital cameras operated either by students or
teachers. This simple tool provides a natural way to
generate digital content for courses, respecting
particular aspects of the group such as syllabus, class
learning speed, teacher experience, regional content,
local culture, etc.
The system consists of three parts. The first is
database formation. As soon as the images are
transferred from the camera to the PC information is
collected to generate a simple database that will
organize the images for later content formation.
Information such as teacher name, course name,
discipline, subject, class number, group number, etc.

Image acquisition is performed by taking a
photograph of the teaching board at a suitable distance,
before cleaning up the information. Whenever a photo
is taken, special care is needed to keep the readability
of the text in the inbuilt camera LCD display. The
image processing part takes the images acquired by a
portable digital camera and processes them in a number
of ways. Very often the photograph goes beyond the
board size and incorporates parts of the wall that
served as mechanical support for taking the photo of
the document. Boards often have frames either made of
wood or metal. The second problem is due to the skew
often found in the image in relation to the photograph
axes, as cameras have no fixed mechanical support
very often there is some degree of inclination in the
document image. The third problem is non-frontal
perspective, due to the same reasons that give rise to
skew. A fourth problem is caused by the distortion of
the lens of the camera. This means that the perspective
distortion is not a straight line but a convex line (in
digital camera photos) or concave line (in cell phone
photos), depending on the quality of the lens and the
relative position of the camera and the document. The
fifth difficulty in processing board images acquired
with portable cameras is due to non-uniform
illumination. White boards have a polished surface to
avoid the marker ink to be absorbed by the board
surface. This yields non uniform photo illumination as
one often finds high intensity bright areas that
correspond to reflections of room lighting. Figure 1
presents an example of a white board photographed
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with a low-cost mobile phone Nokia 6020, where one
may observe the four problems aforementioned: extra
borders, image skew, non-frontal perspective
distortion, and lens distortion. Besides those problems
one may add: uneven multiple source illumination and
non-delimited areas. One must remark that all pictures
taken for this study and presented herein were from real
classes. In the case of the board presented in Figure 1,
there is a written area in the top-leftmost area that
belonged to a “previous” board area. The lecturer did
not respect the board junction that imposes a natural
area delimiter. The pictures were taken after lectures
without previous information to the lecturer. If
informed beforehand, lecturers ought to respect area
separation to make easier board segmentation. What is
most surprising is that despite the low resolution of the
camera of the cell-phone and the non-ideal
environment, the image obtained provides readable
information.
The board image presented in Figure 2 also exhibits
the four problems already described. The photo was
taken without natural daylight interference and strobe
flash (the HP iPaq has no internal strobe flash). Room
illumination was from tube fluorescent lamps. One may
notice that the lecturer respected the board junction as
a content delimiter.

Figure 2. Part of a white-board acquired with
internal 1.2 Mpixel camera of a HP iPaq rx3700, no
strobe-flash used, image size 131KB under Jpeg
compression, board height 115cm, illumination:
natural ceiling tube fluorescent lamps.

Figure 3. Part of a white-board acquired with
portable digital camera Olympus C60, 6.0 Mpixels,
no strobe-flash used, image size 1.20MB under Jpeg
compression, board height 115cm, illumination:
natural ceiling tube fluorescent lamps.
Figure 1. Part of a white-board acquired with
internal camera of the cell-phone Nokia 6020, no
strobe-flash used, 640x480 pixels, image size 21KB
under Jpeg compression, board height 115cm,
illumination: natural daylight (indirect) and ceiling
tube fluorescent lamps.
An Olympus portable digital camera was used to
acquire the board image presented in Figure 3. Two
aspects are new in this image. The first is the presence
of some blurred areas due to imperfect board cleaning
or aging of surface of the board. The second is that the
lecturer used vertical lines to split the content of his
presentation on different board segments.

3. Boundary detection
The first step to process teaching board information
is to find the limits of the image. As already mentioned,
boards often have frames as a decorative “finishing” or
mechanical support as may be observed in figures 2
and 3, but that is not always found. Figure 1 is an
example of the latter case. Besides that, in real
classrooms a board is several meters wide. Thus, the
content of a board often claims for several photos to be
covered. Figures 2 and 3 exemplify a left section of a
board while Figure 1 presents a central slice of a board.
One should observe that the non-framed edges bring a
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higher-complexity for boundary detection, thus for
image segmentation.
Boundary detection is central for all other steps
described herein because it isolates the area of interest
from its surroundings. Besides that, the detection of the
boundaries will allow one be able to correct
perspective and skew in the image. Unfortunately,
boundary detection has shown itself a much harder task
than one may first assume. The algorithm presented in
reference [8] [9] used to remove the mechanical
background from document images acquired with
portable digital cameras is unsuitable for board images,
despite the high degree of similarity in the two
problems addressed. A new algorithm is presented
herein, performing the following steps:

Figure 4.

Letter “A”
extracted from
Figure 3

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Segmentation
considering
just one
difference

Segmentation
considering
the two
differences

The sign is such as always to subtract the outermost
value from the innermost one, according to the
matching position from the region on Table 1.

3.1 Segmentation
1. Split the input image (ORI_IMG) into 4 regions as
presented in Figure 7
2. Create a new binary image (DIF_IMG) of equal
dimensions;
3. H_DIST and V_DIST are defined as functions of
the image resolution. They correspond to the
rounding-off of the integer part of 0.91% of the
width and height in pixels of the original image,
respectively. For instance, in the case of a 640x480
pixel image, H_DIST=6 and V_DIST=4.
4. DIF_IMG(x,y) is white if one of the following
condition holds, it is black otherwise:
• The difference between each component of
ORI_IMG(X,Y) and
ORI_IMG(X±H_DIST,Y±V_DIST) is less than 10
• The componentwise gap of ORI_IMG(X,Y) and
ORI_IMG(X±2.H_DIST,Y±2.V_DIST) is < 10.
• The pixel differences are local operations, which
minimize non-uniform illumination. A difference
between non-board areas and board areas is more
likely to turn black in DIF_IMG, than if all pixels
compared belong to the board.
Two pixels differences are needed to minimize the
“double contour” around board writings. The first
contour is marked as black when ORI_IMG(X,Y) is
located on the teacher writing and the inner pixel is a
board background. The second contour is the other way
round, thus DIF_IMG is wrongly marked as black.
Such behavior may be seen in Figure 5 for the letter
“A” obtained from Figure 3. The behavior when
considered the two differences is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7. Board split into four regions. Arrows
show the direction of illumination compensation.
The result of Step 1 applied to the image presented
in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Figure 3 board image after Step 1.
Table 1. H_DIST and V_DIST offset calculation.
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X+H_DIST, Y+V_DIST

X-H_DIST, Y+V_DIST

X+H_DIST, Y-V_DIST

X-H_DIST, Y-V_DIST

3.2 Finding Control Points

3.3 Control point elimination

Points that possibly belong to the board boundaries
are called control points. This step will try to spot them
by analyzing the binary image.
For each direction, N equally spaced axes are defined
to scan the binary image looking for control points
from the centers towards the borders. Each of those
vertical axes is swept with a 7x1 pixel mask. Similarly,
each horizontal axis is scanned with a 1x7 pixel mask.
If four or more pixels under the mask are black, go to
2. For the collected images N was set up to 9.
1. Calculate colors ratio in the rectangle around
current point (X, Y). The bottom border of the
rectangle has the upper left corner located on (A,B)
and the lower right corner on (C,D), where:
ª IMG _ WIDTH 1 º
A= X −«
× »
N
2¼
¬
B = Y − IMG _ HEIGHT × INTERNAL _ CHECK

Control points can be wrongly found, due to:
• The ORI_IMG(X,Y) it is out of the boundary of the
board, as shown in Figure 9;
• When the board has added “noise” such as a sign or
advertisement;
• The board picture was taken with strobe flash, etc.
To eliminate such points the following procedures
are executed:
1. For every control point candidate, tangents of the
angles (Ĭn) with the border axis formed by the
candidate and its 2-neighborhood in both sides are
calculated. A candidate is selected if the absolute
value of at least 2 tangents is lower or equal to 0.07.
One may observe that this calculation is not relative
to the number of the neighborhood, so if the
candidate is the outermost point all tangents should
be lower or equal to 0.07. An example of a
horizontal border neighborhood is shown in Figure
10, where the candidate is in dark grey.

ª IMG _ WIDTH 1 º
C = X +«
× »
2¼
N
¬
D = Y + IMG _ HEIGHT × EXTERNAL _ CHECK

P-2

* Where INTERNAL_CHECK=0.165% and
EXTERNAL_CHECK=0.91%
2. If within the rectangle (A,B,C,D) there is more
than 65% of black pixels, then (X,Y) is marked as a
control point candidate for the bottom border.
Otherwise, the algorithm moves outwards looking
for another candidate.
For all other directions the algorithm works
similarly to the step explained above. An example of
control points found for the board image in Figure 8 is
presented in Figure 9.

H-2

P-1
Ĭ-2

P+2
P+1

W-2
tan Ĭ-2 = H-2 / W-2

Figure 10. Control point selection
1.

After executing step 1 above in all directions, the
outermost points will define a line segment as
depicted in Figure 11. Any candidate to a control
point outside the orthogonal segment defined is
excluded.

Figure 12 shows control point candidates. Figure 13
shows the image after the deletion of the wrong ones.

Figure 11. Green CP is eliminated in step one,
while red ones are eliminated in step two.
Figure 9. Board image from Figure 8 scanned in
red from the center towards the outwards exhibiting
the control points on top-bottom-left positions.
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chosen by drawing a line passing through the two
outermost points in each direction and finding their
intersections, which are named the reference points. If
no control point is found in any direction the
intersection of the lines drawn with the end of the
image is taken as a reference point. This often happens
in the three first cases above.

Figure 12. Board image showing two wrong control
points that are deleted.

(x1,y1)

(x3,y3)

(x0,y0)

(x2,y2)

Figure 14. Reference points for
perspective correction
One must remark that the technical literature
registers other perspective correction techniques in the
absence of reference points [4]. The adoption of the
choice of reference points as above was done for a
matter of uniformity and simplicity, and provided good
results as is discussed later on.
Once the four reference points are chosen their
equivalent after perspective correction are calculated
as:
d1=|x0-x2|+|y0-y2|; d2=|x1-x3|+|y1-y3|;
d3=|x0-x1|+|y0-y1|; d4=|x2-x3|+|y2-y3|;
aspect=(d1+d2)/(d3+d4); x'0=x'1=x0;
x'2=x'3=xd0+d1; y'0=y'2=y0;
y'1=y'3=y'0+(d1/aspect);

Figure 13. Board image after
control point elimination.

4. Perspective Correction and Cropping

5. Image Enhancement

The freedom allowed in acquiring board images with
portable digital cameras without mechanical support
invariably leads to perspective distortion. Perspective
transformation must be done in order to make the
image appear as a frontal vision. This process is called
rectification [1] [3] [4] [5] [6] [10]. Four edges that
delimit the original board image are needed. There are
four kinds of board images:
1. The image presents no lateral borders as presented
in Figure 1.
2. The image presents a left border on the image, as
shown in Figures 02 and 03.
3. The image presents a right border on the image.
4. The whole board image fits the photograph.

There are several algorithms in the literature for
enhancing images. Image board enhancement has to
increase the contrast between the teacher writings and
the board background, increasing information
readability.
Finding a way to cluster similar
information to widen the gap between the different
clusters is the key to image enhancement in the case of
teaching-board images.

Figure 15. Background
histogram of Figure 04

Figure 16. Histogram
of Letter of Figure 04

Figure 15 and Figure 16 present the histograms of
different selections of Figure 04. The letter “A” has a
more representative contribution of the blue

In any of the cases above four points were taken as
reference for perspective correction. Those points were
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component, and the color-histogram is widespread. The
background histogram is narrower and more uniform.
An efficient way to increase the contrast, without
affecting the feature of an image, is provided by
Rayleigh filter [7].
The images were tested against the following classes
of algorithms: global and local histogram equalizations
sharpen, and mathematical morphology techniques [7].
The
Rayleigh
filter
with
parameter
Ȝ= 0.5 consistently provided the best results. Figures
17 to 19 show images after Tableau processing.

6. Tableau in ImageJ
ImageJ [11] is an open source image processing
environment in Java developed by Wayne Rasband, is
at the Research Services Branch, National Institute of
Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.It allows the
insertion of plug-ins for special purposes. The
algorithms presented herein for processing teaching
board images was developed as an ImageJ plugin.
Figure 20 presents a screen shot of the Tableau
interface menu.

Figure 17. Tableau applied to Figure 1

Figure 20. Tableau Plug-in interface in ImageJ
The algorithm for border detection presented above
sometimes does not yield the best choice. The Tableau
plug-in in ImageJ allows the user to adjust the contour
detection for better processing.
Figure 18. Tableau applied to Figure 2

Figure 19. Tableau applied to Figure 3

Figure 21. Boundary corrected for Figure 1.
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takes longer to process than the Border detection
algorithm. This is due to the image refreshing window
needed by Rayleigh while detection only shows the
selection of board corners to the user.
Tableau was tested on 81 images from Olympus
C60, 53 from Nokia 6020 and 3 from HP iPaq rx3700.

7. Comparisons with other approaches
Tableau was compared with two document
processing web environments: Qipit®[13] and
ScanR®[14]. The former was tested with 16 Olympus
images, 3 from HP iPaq and 6 from Nokia 6020. The
latter was tested on a subset of those images, as ScanR
does not handle low-resolution images such as the ones
taken with the Nokia 6020. Typical comparative results
for the board of Figure 23 may be seen in Figures 24 to
26, working in similar circumstances.

Figure 22. Perspective corrected and
cropped image from Figure 21.
Figure 20 presents the automatic boundary selection
performed by the algorithm in the background, while
Figure 21 shows the operator driven selection for the
same image. The perspective corrected/cropped image
is in Figure 22. Image in Figure 1 has size of 27.5
Kbytes while the cropped image claims only 15Kbytes
of storage space, both compressed in JPEG. Average
times for each of the board processing phases are
showed on Table 2. They were measured considering
the end-user perspective, thus screen refresh and
progress bar updates are included in processing times.
Table 2. Average processing times in ImageJ
Tableau

6.0 Mpixel

1.2 Mpixel

300 Kpixel

Border detection

361ms

104ms

22ms

Persp. correction

42857ms

9692ms

2187ms

Image crop

589ms

224ms

79ms

Rayleigh

515ms

198ms

60ms

44322ms

10218ms

2348ms

Figure 23. Original image

( α = 0 .5 2 )
Total time

Times were measured on processor AMD Sempron
2600+ 1.83 GHz with 512Mb RAM running on
Windows XP SP2. One may see that perspective
correction in Tableau is very time consuming. This is
due to the use of the JAI (Java Advanced Imaging)
version 1.1.3 with machine native support [12] which is
not incompatible with ImageJ, demanding to-and-from
conversion of representations of the two libraries. The
development of an ImageJ plug-in for such purpose
will certainly yield more efficient code. Bicubic2
interpolation with subsampled bits equal to two was
used [1]. One may see that the Rayleigh algorithm

Figure 24. Qipit® processing
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frames. All images analyzed here were obtained from
real classrooms without any special care either from
lecturers or from the environment (illumination, special
framing or marking, etc.). Different cameras were
tested (different manufacturers, resolution, quality,
etc.). Whenever compared with Qipit® and ScanR®,
Tableau provided the best image segmentation and
cropping.
Better board image enhancement and image
binarization are currently under work in Tableau.
The Tableau code is freely available at:
http://www.telematica.ee.ufpe.br/sources/Tableau.
Figure 25. ScanR® approach
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Figure 26. Tableau approach
As Figure 24 shows, Qipit neither detected the board
border nor corrected the perspective, but binarized the
image. ScanR, as Figure 25 shows, performs a poor
border detection and crop, but a good image
enhancement. Tableau, as shown in Figure 26, presents
the best border detection and crop of the tools studied,
but image enhancement falls behind ScanR.
Performance comparison could not be done because
both Oipit and ScanR systems are on-line Internet
services.

8. Conclusions and Further Works
Portable digital cameras are a technological reality
today that opens a wide number of challenges in image
processing, including board image processing. This
paper presented the image processing part of Tableau,
an environment for assisting the layman to easily
generate digital contents from teaching-board images.
The image processing part of Tableau was
implemented in ImageJ and finds the edges of board
images, allowing perspective correction and image
cropping, thus eliminating wall background and board
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is the
f x , y I x, y R x, y , where f x , y
observed image, I x , y
is the illuminant and
R x, y is the reflectance, is commonly used [2,3]. In
practice it is further assumed that the scale of the
illumination’s fluctuation is far larger than the affected
objects and that the original document contains flat and
white background areas that cover a significant portion
of the total document area. A classic method for
removing the illuminant is homomorphic filtering [2].
In [3], Pilu and Pollard presented a method with
illuminant estimation by block averaging followed by a
direct correction of R x, y
f x, y I x, y . In an
effort to reduce the possible influence exerted by the
dark text pixels, Shih-Chang Hsia et al proposed a
more sophisticated method in which averaging is done
only on a number of maximum values within a line
section [4]. However, the performance of these
methods may be directly affected by the parameter of
block size. In general, the block size should be larger
than all text strokes such that no block will fall
completely within a stroke of text. If this were to
occur, the estimated illuminant surface may dip in this
area, adversely affecting the quality of the text or
object. On the other hand, increasing the block size
generally reduces the scale of light fluctuation that the
algorithm can cope with.
An alternative to fixed blocks is image
segmentation. One such method, proposed by
Yanowitz and Bruckstein, relies on edge detection [5].
However, edge detection has two major drawbacks: 1)
it is sensitive to noise and threshold selection, and 2) it
does not guarantee closed boundaries on all perceived
regions. These drawbacks may significantly impair the
robustness of an application’s performance. Another
commonly used tool is watershed transform [6, 7].
Watershed transform is a parameter-free segmentation
method based on mathematical morphology. Instead of
applying watershed transform directly to grayscale
images, S. Beucher applied the watershed transform to
image gradient [8]. This framework was adopted by
Wang et al for scene text extraction [9]. The main
drawback of the watershed-based segmentation

Abstract
Document images acquired with a digital camera
often exhibit various forms of degradation, with some
commonly encountered forms being uneven
illumination, color shift, and blurry text. To complicate
matters, the content of modern documents has become
increasingly complex. The potential combination of
poor image quality and complex content is very
challenging for an image processing algorithm to cope
with. Towards this end, we present an image
enhancement algorithm based on watershed
segmentation. The problem of over-segmentation is
alleviated by noise thresholding of gradient
magnitude. The segmentation is then used for
illumination and color correction, as well as for direct
text sharpening. Our results show that the watershed
segmentation is more robust to noise and accurate in
object boundaries than a direct region growing. We
also show that the proposed method works well with
both text-only documents and with mixed
text/graphical documents.

1. Introduction
Digital cameras possess several unique advantages
for document capture. Compact digital cameras,
especially camera phones, are convenient to carry
around. Professional digital cameras, with resolutions
now commonly exceeding ten million pixels, have
been widely used for various large-scale book
digitization projects, showcasing the non-destructive
nature of digital camera capture. However, document
capture with digital cameras has many inherent
limitations [1]. It is very difficult to project uniform
lighting onto a document surface, and this often results
in uneven illumination and color shift in the acquired
images. For documents captured with handheld
compact cameras, text blur is also commonplace.
These degradations are of interest to this paper.
For the purpose of correcting non-uniform
illumination, an illumination-reflectance model
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method is over-segmentation. Fundamentally, the
problem is largely due to noise. It may be alleviated by
using various noise filtering techniques and
appropriate application-specific heuristics. For scene
text extraction, Wang et al used a weighted median
filter based anisotropic diffusion (WMFAD) for noise
filtering and heuristics of background regions. Their
two-step region-clustering process utilizes heuristics of
the size, location, border length, and mean color and
intensity of the regions. In their text extraction step,
they further incorporated heuristics of the height-towidth ratios of connected components. The authors
caution that their method “is only suitable for square
character extraction” [9].
Document image enhancement differs from text
extraction and binarization in two major aspects. First,
the output of document image enhancement should
closely resemble the original hardcopy. In other words,
the integrity and appearance of pictorial regions within
a document should be preserved. Secondly, document
image enhancement should be effective for documents
of wide-ranging text alphabets, fonts, and orientations.
These two requirements rule out the use of many
heuristics derived from certain text properties for the
application.
In this paper, we apply the watershed-based
segmentation framework to the enhancement of
camera-captured document images. The block diagram
of the complete algorithm is shown in Figure 1. First, a
linear Gaussian filtering is performed. Second, a color
gradient magnitude
Color
is computed. This
Image
is followed by a
hard thresholding,
which has proved
Gaussian
very effective in
Smoothing
Color
eliminating overcorrection
segmentation in the
background
Color
regions. In the
Gradient
Illumination
fourth step, the
correction
watershed
transform is applied
Global
to the gradient Thresholding
Selective
magnitude and the
sharpening
background regions
Watershed
are
determined.
Transform
Finally,
segmentation
is
used to estimate the
Enhanced
illuminant surface Segmentation
Image
I x, y and color
correction
Figure 1. The block diagram of the
multipliers, and to proposed enhancement algorithm.
guide a spatial

selective sharpening. We shall point out that for the
enhancement application it is not necessary to have a
complete segmentation such as that for text extraction
and binarization. In particular, we do not need to
identify small background regions isolated within text
characters. Under the smoothness assumption of the
illuminant surface, a complete surface I x , y may be
reconstructed with linear interpolation from incomplete
data points. The tolerance of incomplete segmentation
simplifies the algorithm and improves its robustness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details the scheme for background
segmentation.
Section
3
describes
image
enhancements. Experimental results and comparisons
are shown in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes and
concludes the paper.

2. Background segmentation via watershed
transform
We use the watershed-based framework for the
background segmentation. Two major issues are oversegmentation and the identification of the background
regions.

2.1. Noise filtering
Since noise is the main source of oversegmentation, noise filtering is critical to the
performance of the overall algorithm. Most noisefiltering techniques can be classified as either linear or
non-linear. Gaussian filters are commonly-used linear
filters. Most edge-preserving and rank filters are nonlinear. It has been shown that Gaussian bilateral
filtering achieves very similar results as anisotropic
diffusion without the complexity of multiple iterations
[10, 11]. These filters operate in the image domain.
There are others that operate in transform domains.
Wavelet shrinkage is a simple and efficient denoising
technique in the wavelet domain [11]. For our
application, we applied a hard thresholding to gradient
magnitude by setting gradient magnitude values below
a threshold to zero. The threshold value is a critical
parameter.
Ideally, it should be determined by
background noise level. In practice, the threshold may
be set proportional to the standard deviation of the
gradient magnitudes:
k  V g , if k  V g ! thmin
thg

®
¯ thmin ,

otherwise

where V g is the standard deviation of the gradient
magnitudes, k is a real number and thmin is a predetermined minimum threshold value.
Our experiments showed that thresholding of
gradient magnitude is significantly more effective than
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bilateral filtering in reducing over-segmentation of
background regions.
(a)

2.2. Image gradient
Experiments have shown that better and more
complete region boundaries may be detected from
color gradient than from grayscale gradient. There
have been many color gradient operators proposed in
the literature [12, 13]. For this application, we
achieved very similar results with either Di Zenzo’s
color gradient or the simpler “max component
gradient.” The thresholding operation as described in
the last section is then applied to the gradient
magnitude to remove the noise component. The
denoised gradient magnitudes are then linearly mapped
onto an 8-bit grayscale image.

2.3. Background segmentation
After applying Vincent and Soille’s fast watershed
transform to the 8-bit grayscale gradient image, every
pixel is labeled either as a (catchment basin) region or
as a watershed. For our application, the watershed
pixels are simply merged with the neighboring region
possessing the largest label number such that every
pixel belongs to a region. The various steps and the
effect of gradient thresholding are illustrated in Figure
2. It can be seen that both bilateral filtering (of size
11×11, V d 1.3 and V r 35 [10]) and Gaussian

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

image may be directly computed with
Rˆ x , y 255 * f x, y Iˆ x, y .

3.2. Color correction

yi , j 255 , and select the region with the

The segmentation is also used for color correction.
Assuming that the true background color is a uniform
neutral gray and that the observed average background
color is R0 , G0 , B0 , a set of three multipliers

i , i R k

largest S sum as the background region, where

(d)

map. Assuming that the reflectivity of the document
surface is uniform, illuminant values should be
proportional to pixel luminance at background regions.
Illuminant values at non-background regions may be
interpolated from known background regions. One
way to interpolate the two-dimensional surface is
described in [5]. In practice, a separable 1-D (row and
column) linear interpolation may be sufficient.
For an observed image f x, y and the estimated
illuminant surface Iˆ x, y , the illumination-corrected

in Figure 2 (f) and (g) in that it essentially eliminated
the over-segmentation in the main background region
although the character regions are still fragmented.
To identify the background region, we compute the
sum of normalized intensity for all pixels of each
region Rk :

¦

(c)

Figure 2. An example of background segmentation with
the input image of (a). The left column shows the results
of using a bilateral filter while the right column shows
the results of a Gaussian filter. (b) and (c) are gradient
images, (d) and (e) are watershed transforms, (f) and (g)
are watershed transform using thresholded gradients, and
(h) and (i) are segmentation results.

filtering (of size 9×9 and V 1.3 ) fail to completely
remove background noise, resulting in severe oversegmentation in Figure 2 (d) and (e). The effect of
gradient thresholding ( thg 4 , in this case) is apparent

Sk

(b)

yi , j is

the pixel intensity at location i, j . For the example
of Figure 2 (a), the segmentation results are shown in
Figure 2 (h) and (i).

mR , mG , mB
Cmin R0 , Cmin G0 , Cmin B0
can be computed to convert the color R0 , G0 , B0 back
into a neutral gray, where Cmin min R0 , G0 , B0 .
Notice that we assume the R,G,B color used here to be
linear R,G,B values. The three multipliers are then
applied to the R,G,B color planes of the whole image.

3. Image enhancements
Our enhancement components include illumination
correction, color correction, and text sharpening.

3.1. Illumination correction
The illuminant surface may be estimated directly
from the input image itself using the segmentation
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segmentation with direct region growing is
significantly noisier and less accurate in identifying
boundaries.

3.3. Selective sharpening
Unsharp masking is a simple and effective method
for text sharpening. For a linear unsharp masking, the
enhanced image may be expressed as
q x, y
E  1  p x, y  E  g x, y
p x, y ,
where p x, y is an input image, g x, y is a Gaussian
lowpass kernel, E is a real number controlling the
denotes a 2D
amount of sharpening, and
convolution.
The unsharp masking may be applied to the
illumination-corrected image. However, it is not
desirable to apply the unsharp masking uniformly to all
pixels since it may also amplify background noise.
Instead, we selectively apply the unsharp masking only
to non-background pixels. To take into account the
sharpness of the input image, we adaptively determine
the size of the Gaussian kernel and the amount of
sharpening from the maximum gradient magnitude
g max :
x

 x min ,
°
®>x min g max  g L  x max g H  g max
°x ,
¯ max

@

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

if g max ! g H
g H  g L , g L d g max d g H
if g max  g L

where x is the parameter (window size or amount of
sharpening) to be determined, xmin and xmax are the
predetermined minimum and maximum values of the
parameter, and g L and g H are the predetermined low
and high reference gradient magnitude values.

(e)
Figure 3. A text-only partial document. (a) the original
image (1280×1024); (b) enhanced image with the proposed
method; (c) estimated illumination surface; (d) segmentation
map; (e) segmentation with direct region growing.

4. Experimental results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the case of a full-color magazine
page. The original image (2048×1536, not shown) was
captured using a 3MB Olympus C3000 digital camera.
Figure 4 (a) is the image after rectification and
cropping, and is the input for the enhancement
algorithm. Figure 4 (b) is the result with the proposed
method. Figure 4 (c) shows the estimated illuminant
surface. Notice that the illumination and color
correction worked well in making the background
uniformly white without damaging the graphical
regions.

In this section, we present experimental results of
applying the proposed algorithm to several
representative document images. The baseline
parameters of the algorithm for the test images are the
same: for pre-smoothing, 7×7 Gaussian kernel with
V 1.3 ; for gradient thresholding, thmin 4 and
k 0.5 ; for selective unsharp masking, g H 160 and

g H 3 , wmin 3 and wmax 7 for the window
size, and E min 0.5 and E max 3 for the amount of
gL

sharpening.
Figure 3 (a) shows a poor-quality image with textonly content captured with a camera phone. Figure 3
(b) is the result with the proposed method. Figure 3 (d)
is the segmentation result. Figure 3 (c) shows the
estimated illuminant surface. As a comparison, we also
show the segmentation result using a direct region
growing in Figure 3 (e). In this case, we simply
selected the largest connected component of pixels
with gradient magnitude equal to zero (after
thresholding). It can be seen clearly that the

Figure 5 shows a book page captured with a
professional digital camera. The image is dominated by
a very large picture region. Even though the
background area is smaller, it was identified correctly
and the enhancement result is satisfactory.
Figure 6 shows a whiteboard image with irregular
hand drawings. Even though the segmentation
algorithm missed some background areas enclosed by
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hand drawings, the illuminant surface is still estimated
quite well and a good enhancement result is achieved.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

evident. In contrast, illumination correction with the
proposed method achieved satisfactory results in both
cases.

Figure 4. A full magazine page. (a) rectified and cropped
image (1419×1878) for enhancement; (b) enhanced image
with the proposed method; (c) estimated illumination surface;
(d) segmentation map.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. A figure-only book page. (a) cropped
image (2409×3224) for enhancement; (b) enhanced
image with the proposed method; (c) estimated
illumination surface; (d) segmentation map.

For the purpose of comparison, we implemented the
block-based
illumination
correction
algorithm
proposed by Hsia et al [4]. The parameters for their
algorithm include the size C of the sections of the
raster scan-lines and the number M of maximum
values for averaging. For the comparison results
shown in Figures 7 and 8, two settings, with M = 5 and
the number N of sections equal to 5 and 10, are
included. The comparisons use the grayscale version of
the two images, and only the illumination correction
part of the proposed algorithm is applied. The results
clearly verify theoretical analysis. For a large block
size ( N 5 ), the prominent, solid “explosion” figure is
left largely intact. However, processing with the block
size did not make the background uniform, as is
evident on the right side of Figure 8 (c) and in the
bottom right corner of Figure 7 (c). On the other hand,
with smaller block size ( N 10 ), background pixels
are more uniformly white. However, damage to large
objects (the “explosion” in Figure 8 (d) and
handwritten underline in Figure 7 (d)) becomes

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. A whiteboard image. (a) rectified and
cropped image (1344×1002) for enhancement; (b)
enhanced image with the proposed method; (c)
estimated illumination surface; (d) segmentation map.
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 7. Comparison with Hsia et al’s method.
(a) grayscale version of the image of Figure 3 (a).
(b) illumination corrected using the proposed method;
(c) correction with Hsia’s method, with N = 5, (d)
correction with Hsia’s method, with N = 10.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a segmentation-based
image enhancement method and demonstrated its
advantages over a fixed-block-based method. The
segmentation is obtained using watershed transform on
gradient magnitude. Both techniques lie on a solid
mathematical foundation, and therefore their consistent
behaviors can be expected. For the targeted
enhancement task, we alleviate the over-segmentation
problem by noise thresholding and by focusing on the
background region. We demonstrated that satisfactory
results can be achieved on images of various quality
and content.
The main limitation of the current implementation
lies in the assumption that the background region
constitutes the largest catchment basin. Although this
assumption is generally true for the large majority of
documents, there are plenty of documents for which
this assumption is invalid. In these cases, cross-region
analysis is required to identify disconnected
background regions. Other areas for future research
include methods for better estimation of background
noise and image sharpness.

(c)
(d)
Figure 8. Comparison with Hsia et al’s method.
(a) grayscale version of the image of Figure 4 (a).
(b) illumination corrected using the proposed method;
(c) correction with Hsia’s method, with N = 5, (d)
correction with Hsia’s method, with N = 10.
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with their own strengths and weakness, such as
template matching, neural network, Gabor filters,
wavelet based methods etc. [3, 4, 5]. Oliveira, et. al.
developed a modular system using segmentation based
verification strategies on automatic recognition of
handwritten numerical strings for bank cheque
authentication with an accuracy rate over 99% [2].
There are different types of noises or image defects
(i.e. low contrast, blur, shading or out of focus) which
affect performance of OCR as described in [3]. In
order to improve robustness of a system to adapt wide
variety of images, proper noise removal becomes
important. Adaptive threshold algorithms can produce
a global thresholding to convert color images with less
complex background to binary images [5]. CCL has
been used to detect text in images [4, 5, 6]. It may
encounter difficulties with complex background where
touching objects exist [7]. This requires additional
contextual and structural features to be employed in
the object search. ANNs have commonly been used as
a recognition engine in OCR based systems [8]. Smagt
compared three different neural networks on OCR and
declared that ANNs with the BP learning algorithm
had its capability of nonlinear projection and flexible
network structure, and they were efficient and had a
high recognition rate when the optimum number of
layers and neurons was chosen against the number of
characters to be recognised [9].
This paper presents a robust system for automatic
digit location and recognition from real-time camera
captured images as the purpose of clean room garment
information tracking. The system employs a web
camera as a sensor to capture images containing
garment labels. The ROI consists of eight same font
digits which are required to be recognised and
recorded for garment tracking. In this paper,
methodology used for image capturing, digit location,
digit segmentation, recognition, and verification is
discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the experimental
results are demonstrated. Section 4 concludes the paper
and points out future work to optimise the system.

Abstract
Garment information tracking is required for clean
room garment management. In this paper, we present
a camera-based robust system with implementation of
Optical Character Reconition (OCR) techniques to
fulfill garment label recognition. In the system, a
camera is used for image capturing; an adaptive
thresholding algorithm is employed to generate binary
images; Connected Component Labelling (CCL) is
then adopted for object detection in the binary image
as a part of finding the ROI (Region of Interest);
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) with the BP (Back
Propagation) learning algorithm are used for digit
recognition; and finally the system is verified by a
system database. The system has been tested. The
results show that it is capable of coping with variance
of lighting, digit twisting, background complexity, and
font orientations. The system performance with
association to the digit recognition rate has met the
design requirement. It has achieved real-time and
error-free garment information tracking during the
testing.

1. Introduction
Automatic or semi-automatic optical character
recognition (OCR) has been recognised as a successful
technique and widely used in various applications for
decades [1, 2]. Although OCR for typewritten text is
considered as a solved problem generally, it is still
challenging to develop a robust, efficient, and error
free system, which not only deals with all noises and
faded prints over time, but also has to distinguish
between the target digits and other alphabetic
characters in a same image in real-time manner. A
unique system has to be designed and implemented to
meet such requirements.
To the general purpose of OCR, many efforts have
been made to solve problems of noise removal, text
detection, and character recognition. Numerous
algorithms have been developed to accomplish OCR
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Figure 1. Schematic construction of the automatic digit location and recognition system

processing is abandoned, and new capturing is
required. If the system does not find the ROI (eight
connected digits), filter 3 will stop further process of
the image and start the system from new images. When
the system completes the recognition, a verification
process is carried out with comparison of the
recognised digits with garment labels stored in the
database. If there is no match, filter 4 will trigger the
image capturing process. The four filters play an
important role in maintaining the system stability, and
improving system efficiency and recognition accuracy.

2. Methodology
The system layout is demonstrated in Figure 1. It
consists of four parts: pre-processing, search of ROI,
recognition and verification, and post-processing. In
the pre-processing phase, a captured colour image is
converted into a binary image using a proper
thresholding value. Search of ROI is dedicated to
processes of locating and segmentating the eight
connected digits. The recognition and verification
phase works with the neural network. The postprocessing phase makes a decision on whether the
processed digits should be accepted or rejected by the
system and the database is accordingly updated. There
are four filters involved in the system, which are used
to control the capturing process. The details of the
system are descibed as follows.

B. Image pre-processing to generate binary images
Image pre-processing is the essential step before the
other algorithms can be applied in the further
processing phases in the system. The purpose of the
pre-processing is to convert colour images captured by
the web-cam to binary images. Adaptively finding the
best single threshold value is vital to effectively
separate text prints and image background. There are a
number of methods to find a threshold, such as using
edge pixels, iterative selection, grey-level histograms,
entropy, fuzzy sets, minimum error thresholding etc.
[10]. Among them, an iterative selection algorithm is a
refining process on an initial guess at a threshold by
consecutively passing through the image. The system
adapted this algorithm. Starting with the initial
estimate of the threshold T0, the kth estimate of the
threshold can be written as

A. Image Capturing
The real-time image capturing process outputs
images with 640x480 pixels in a speed of 30-50 fps
(frames per second). It is controlled by a series of
system filters (filtes 1, 2, 3 and 4). Filter 1 examines
the overall grey level change between images with a
timing interval to decide whether or not the captured
image is a system targeted image, which should be
passed to the next process stage. Filter 2 checks the
number of objects produced from the CCL algorithm.
If the number is not in a designated range (too many or
too few objects are detected), the image under
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nearest neighbour algorithm was applied to find the 8
nearest connected objects. There could be more than
one object group with 8 consecutive objects in an
image. New features of objects were used to decide the
ROI. One of the features is that the expected ROI is an
eight object group which is closest to the barcode with
similar object size and similar gap between objects in
the group. In this case, the position of barcode was
used as a reference, and it has to be located firstly. The
unique feature of these bars was identified in locating
them in an image, i.e. they are a group of consecutive,
highest and paralleled objects.
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where h is the histogram of the grey levels in the
image, N is the maximum of greyscale value. When Tk
= Tk+1, then Tk as the optimum threshold is found.
In practice, some garment labels have texture grids
in the background and all printed texts are black. For
example Figure 2(a) is a 640x480 colour image of
garment barcode label captured by a web-cam. The
iterative selection ensures that background grids were
eliminated with the optimum threshold, as shown in
Figure 2(b). In this case, the foreground and
background was clearly separated with T = 89. Control
of lighting conditions could be important to support the
iterative selection algorithm in finding the optimum
threshold.

(a) Original image

C.1. CCL algorithm
The CCL aims to label all pixels belonging to a
same connected object. In the algorithm, a pixel P(x, y)
can be labelled based on its 8 neighbours, which are
defined as N8(P)  {(x+1, y), (x-1, y), (x, y+1), (x,
y+1), (x, y), (x+1, y+1), (x+1, y-1), (x-1, y+1) ,(x-1, y1)}. The pixel 8-connectivity describes the relation
among 8 neighbour pixels. Rules were followed to
determine the pixel label based on a raster scan to the 8
neighbour pixels. At the end of processing, all pixels in
the same object had a same label name. Figure 3 shows
all the detected objects with colours in the image.

(b) After pre-processing

Figure 2. Captured garment barcode label and its
pre-processing result

Due to faded prints, lighting condition change, and
inaccuracy of camera lens focus, the thresholding
value generated by the iterative selection method could
introduce problems of that the digits would be broken
into small objects in confusing ROI search. To cope
with such difficulties and increase system’s robustness,
the system takes the digit size as a feature to rule the
final decision.

Figure 3. Different objects detected in the image

C.2. Nearest neighbour algorithm
The K-nearest-neighbour searching algorithm was
employed to find the k nearest objects (in the case, the
8 consecutive digits) based on Euclidean distance from
all the detected objects in the image [12]. The ROI was
the combination of 8 nearest neighbour objects with
similar size. If there were more than one object group
with 8 consecutive objects, two further rules were
applied to decide which group is the ROI. The first
rule is that the Euclidean distance between the 8
objects must be similar; and the second rule exploited
the barcode as a reference, i.e. the ROI has the nearest
distance to the central line of the bars. Based on these
rules, the ROI was located. Meanwhile, the 8 digits in
the ROI were segmented and ready for recognition, as
shown in Figure 4.

C. Detection of the ROI
As stated before, the ROI is 8 consecutive same font
digits in an image outstanding of other prints (e.g.
characters and barcode) in the same image. The
process of ROI search operates at two steps: connected
component labelling and object grouping based on the
binary image generated in the pre-processing. Initially
the CCL algorithm was used to search for all objects
including all barcode, texts, digits, and other
independent connected marks in the image, and then a
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D. Image rotation
The ROI found in images may have various
orientations. Since the ANN recognition engine
requires all digits in the horizontal to generate an array
as inputs to the multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural
network, the process of rotating the ROI is added into
the system. The formula used is shown in Equation (2).
ª x'º
« y '»
¬ ¼

Figure 4. The ROI in the bounding boxes

C.3. Linear regression: a non-CCL method
The CCL based method can detect objects
efficiently when the background is less complex.
However it may fail when touching objects exist [13].
The background noises (e.g. embedded grids), image
distortion (e.g. skew angles of fibres), lighting and
shading condition, and faded prints cause the CCL
based method failure in locating the ROI and
segmenting digits. Under these circumstances, a
complementary solution was used to reduce system
errors and ensure that it is reliable and robust. Previous
research has shown techniques to deal with such
problems, for example a method treated texts as
distinctive texture and used unsupervised clustering to
classify each pixel as text or non text [14]. In our case,
the special relationship (structural and contextual
features) between the expected ROI and the barcode
was taken into account. A simple geometrical method
was designed, which is called the non-CCL method. A
linear regression algorithm created a line through the
centres of all bars. Moving the central line along the
barcode in both dimensions, the gap between the digits
and bars can be found as a unique feature to locate the
ROI. The regression line also indicates the image
orientation, with which the ROI can be rotated into the
horizontal position. Figure 5 shows a line through the
centres of bars. Image orientation was measured
through the gradient of the line as 79.82 degree against
the vertical coordinate axis in Figure 5. Eight digits
were detected as shown in bounding boxes.

ª cos w
« sin w
¬

 sin w º ª x º
cos w »¼ «¬ y »¼

(2)

where  is the rotation angle when pixel P(x,y) is
rotated to P(x’, y’) as the horizontal orientation. The
example in Figure 6(a) is an original image captured
by the camera. The orientation is random. After the
rotation process, it is shown in Figure 6(b).

(a) Orginal Image

(b) after rotation

Figure 6 Image rotation

With all eight digits are well segmented and refined,
it is ready to be processed by the ANN recognition
engine.
E. ANNs for digit recognition
ANNs have been applied for document analysis and
recognition with a high recognition rate [15]. They
process data by learning from training samples and
have remarkable ability of coping with complicated
and imprecise data with noises [16].
Our system adapted a one hidden layer fully
connected MLP Neural Network with the BP learning
algorithm. The MLP structure was configured with
6×8 input neurons and 10 output neurons which stand
for 10 digits. To meet the input requirement for the
MLP network, the bilinear interpolation algorithm was
used to re-scale all digits in the size of 6x8 pixels to
match the number of input neurons. The elements of
resized 6×8 matrix were taken as 48 input neurons.
The input values were bipolar (either 0s or 1s) which
prepresent black and white in images, respectively. As
one important factor for the whole training process, a
training set which includes 10 groups of digits in
various fonts was used. Among these training samples,
digit twisting and distortion were taken into account.

Figure 5. A line through centres of bars
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Another vital parameter which could influence the
training time and recognition accuracy is the number
of hidden neurons in the hidden layer. Too many
hidden neurons might exceed the optimal ANNs size
due to the overfitting, which can lower the recognition
ability, while too few hidden neurons may introduce
large training errors [17]. Ideally, the least number of
hidden neurons should be used, as it would be
computational cost-effective, whilst still give the
required performance. To find the optimum number,
the network was trained and tested in turn by different
numbers of hidden neurons, starting with five and
adding another five each time.

3. Experimental Evaluation
The system was designed to work in a commercial
environment. It is not only required to be reliable,
robust, and real-time, but more importantly is errorfree. Therefore training and testing samples were
carefully selected. Large amount of images captured
from a variety of garments by a web camera (Logitech
QuickCam Pro 4000, 1.3 Megapixel photo resolution,
640x480 digital video capture resolution) were used in
testing. We present the testing results in three parts:
detecting ROI (including detected by CCL and nonCCL), digit recognition, and verification. A variety of
samples includes all orientations (0o-360o), different
fonts, skewed images, embedded grids in the
background, different colours of garments, lighting
and shading, and faded prints. The recognition rate is
defined as
number of correctly recognised digits
Recognition Rate
number of all testing digits

Table 1 shows that the detection of the ROI by the
CCL was affected by sample skewing angles,
embedded grids, lighting & shading, and faded prints.
The non-CCL method was complementarily used in
detecting the ROI where the CCL failed. The
verification was performed to guarantee that all digit
sequences output from the recognition system match
those in the database. The error free for the system was
achieved during the testing.

Figure 7. Epochs trend and testing errors against

number of hidden neurons
The average training epoch values and testing error
rates are demonstrated in Figure 7 based on 100 testing
samples. It can be seen that circles which stand for
training epochs converge to 160 when the number of
hidden neurons was configured above 35. However,
the error rate of recognition plotted by stars would not
reduce to zero until 50 hidden neurons were used.
Thus, to achieve both high recognition accuracy and
fast training process, 50 hidden neurons were selected
to construct the ANNs for the digit recognition
purpose.

Table 1. System Performance Evaluation
Samples with No. Detecting ROI Recognition Verified
variance of
Rate
Rate
CCL Non%
%
% CCL %
0
100
100
Orientations 450 100
(00-3600)
Fonts
250 100
0
100
100
Skew Angles 150 84
16
100
100
Emb. Grids 150 64
36
97.4
100
Light.& Shad. 150 76
24
98.2
100
Faded Print 150 64
36
99.6
100

F. Verification
A verification mechanism was taken to ensure that
the recognised digit sequence belongs to the unique
counterpart in the system database. The system
compares the recognition results with those strictly
categorised in the database. If the database does not
validate the recognised digit sequence, the system has
to adjust its parameters to redo the whole process from
the beginning until the digit sequence is accepted.
Otherwise, an operator is involved in the process. It
guarantees that the system is reliable and error free.

4. Conclusion
The camera-based automatic digit location and
recognition system presented in this paper has been
designed and developed specifically for the clean room
garment management purpose. A web-camera is used
for image capturing with consideration of costeffective. The experimental tests have shown that the
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camera quality is satisfactory to the system usage.
Various algorithms are adapted in the system for image
pre-processing, object detection, segmentation, as well
as digit recognition. The testing results have
demonstrated the robustness of the system. Since the
project is in its mid-stage, there are time spaces for
further investigation of image pre-processing, object
segmentation, etc.. More algorithms may be developed
to complement the current algorithms used in the
system to cope with more complex situations.
Hardware support will also be taken into account in
future development. Optical filters would be exploited
to remove majority of visible lights to improve
performance under light reflection caused by plastic
covers of garment. Control of environmental lighting
condition can be achieved by using an enclosed
operating box with a fixed setup for a camera and
lighting or more ‘adaptive’ thresholding algorithms.
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Abstract
This paper presents an automatic recognition method for
color text characters extracted from scene images, which is
robust to strong distortions, complex background, low resolution and non uniform lightning. Based on a speciﬁc architecture of convolutional neural networks, the proposed
system automatically learns how to recognize characters
without making any assumptions, without applying any preprocessing or post-processing and without using tunable
parameters. For this purpose, we use a training set of scene
text images extracted from the ICDAR 2003 public training
database. The proposed method is compared to recent character recognition techniques for scene images based on the
ICDAR 2003 public samples dataset in order to contribute
to the state-of-the-art method comparison efforts initiated
in ICDAR 2003. Experimental results show an encouraging
average recognition rate of 84.53%, ranging from 93.47%
for clear images to 67.86% for seriously distorted images.

1. Introduction
Natural text scene images contain important semantic information such as names of streets, institutes, shops, road
signs, trafﬁc information, etc.
While for printed document, optical character recognition (OCR) systems have already reached high recognition
rates, and are widely commercialized, recognition of characters in natural scene images is still the subject of active
research. In fact, this task is a challenging problem because
of low resolution, complex background, non uniform lightning or blurring effects.
Most of the state of the art text image recognition methods are based on template matching which is also the case of
most available commercial OCR systems mainly designed
for printed text. This is an old principle that was proposed for OCR in 1929 by Tausheck. It reﬂects the technology at that time, which used optical and mechanical tem-

plate matching. Light passed through mechanical masks is
captured by a photo-detector and is scanned mechanically.
When an exact match occurs, light fails to reach the detector and so the machine recognizes the characters printed on
the paper. Nowadays, the idea of template matching is still
used but with more sophisticated techniques. A database
of models is created and matching is performed based on a
distance measure. The models are generally composed of
speciﬁc features that depend on the properties of the pattern
to be recognized.
Chen at al [1] proposed a method based on character
side proﬁles, in videos. First, a database is constructed
with left, right, top and bottom side-proﬁles of sample
characters. Then the candidate characters are recognized
by matching their side-proﬁles against the database. This
method requires of course a ‘cleaned’ binary text image.
Therefore, they apply various pre-processing techniques before the recognition step, namely: shot boundary detection,
edge-based text segmentation, multiple frame integration,
gray-scale ﬁltering, entropy-based thresholding, and noise
removal using line adjacency graphs (LAGs). The authors
reported a character recognition rate varying from 74.6% to
86.5% according to the video type (sport video, news, commercial videos).
Another template matching method was proposed by
kopf et al. [3]. They have chosen to analyze the contour
of a character and derive features extracted from the curvature scale space (CSS). This technique which is based on
the idea of curve evolution, requires also binary text images.
A CSS image is deﬁned by the set of points where the curvature is null. In many cases, the peaks in the CSS image
provide a robust and compact representation of a contour
with concave segments. For characters without concave
segments (e.g. ‘I’ and ‘O’), the authors proposed the extended CSS method, where the original contour is mapped
to a new contour with an inverted curvature, thus, convex
segments become concave and the problem is solved.
The matching process is done by comparing the feature
vectors (CSS peaks) of an unknown character to those of
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the characters that are stored in a database. It might be necessary to slightly rotate one of the CSS images to best align
the peaks. In fact, shifting the CSS image left or right corresponds to a rotation of the original object in the image.
Each character is stored only once in the database, and for
instance, the horizontal moves compensate small rotations
of italic character.
If a matching peak is found, the Euclidean distance of
the height and position of each peak is calculated and added
to the difference between the CSS images. Otherwise, the
height of the peak in the ﬁrst image is multiplied by a
penalty factor and is added to the total difference. If a
matching is not possible, the two objects are signiﬁcantly
different. This rejection helps to improve the overall results
because noise or incorrectly segmented characters are rejected in the matching step. A recognition rate of 75.6% is
reported for a test set of 2986 characters extracted from 20
artiﬁcial text images with complex background.
Yokobayashi et al [8, 9] proposed two systems for character recognition in natural scene images. Both of them rely
on two steps: the ﬁrst one is the binarization step and the
second one is the recognition step based on an improved
version of GAT correlation technique for grayscale character images.
In [8], the authors proposed a local binarization method
applied to one of the Cyan/Magenta/Yellow color planes
using the maximum breadth of histogram. This idea is
based on the hypothesis that the more information entropy
of grayscale occurrence a given image has the more effectively and easily a threshold value of binarization for the image can be determined, given that the breadth of grayscale
histogram is closely related to the information entropy contained in the color plane. Therefore, they apply local binarization to the selected color plane. They compute the mean
value of gray levels of all pixels in the selected color plane.
Then, if a majority of nine pixels in a 3x3 local window
have smaller gray levels than this mean, the pixel is considered as a character pixel, otherwise it is considered as a
background pixel.
Once a binary image is obtained, an improved GAT correlation method [7] is applied for recognition. This is a
matching measure between the binary character image and
a template image. As templates, the authors use a singlefont set of binary images of alphabets and numerals, which
explains the need for the previously mentioned binarization
step.
To obtain a measure robust to scale change, rotation,
and possible distortion in general, the correlation should be
computed on transformed images. Therefore, the authors
search for optimal afﬁne transformation components, which
maximize the value of normalized cross-correlation, by using an objective function based on a Gaussian kernel. Once
these parameters are determined, they compute the corre-

lation between the transformed input image and a template
image. Then, they compute the correlation between the input image and the transformed template image, and ﬁnally
the average of these two values is used as the match score.
The authors report an average recognition rate of 70.3%,
ranging from 95.5% for clear images to 24.3% for little
contrast images, from the ICDAR 2003 robust OCR sample dataset.
In [9], the authors proposed a binarization method based
on three steps. Firstly, color vectors of all pixels in an input
image are projected onto different arbitrarily chosen axis.
Secondly, they calculate a maximum between-class separability by setting an optimal threshold according to the
Otsu’s binarization technique [6]. Thirdly, they select the
axis that gives the largest between-class separability and the
corresponding threshold for binarization of the input image.
Then, they decide which class corresponds to characters or
background according to the ratio of black pixels to white
ones on the border of the binarized image. As in their previous work [8], once the binary image is obtained, an improved GAT correlation method is applied for recognition.
The authors report an average recognition rate of 81.4%,
ranging from 94.5% for clear images to 39.3% for seriously
distorted images, from the ICDAR 2003 robust OCR sample dataset.
One can notice that in all the works mentioned above,
there is a need for a pre-processing steps (i.e. binarization)
and for ﬁnding optimal tunable parameters.
In this paper, we propose a novel automatic recognition
scheme for natural color scene text images, based on supervised learning, without applying any pre-processing like
binarization, without making any assumptions and without
using tunable parameters. Moreover, our system makes a
direct use of color information and insures robustness to
noise, to complex backgrounds and to luminance variations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the architecture of the proposed
neural network. It explains also the training process. Experimental results are reported in Section 3. Conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.

2. The proposed recognition method
2.1. Architecture of the neural network
The proposed neural architecture is based on convolutional neural network architecture (CNN) [2, 4]. CNNs
are hierarchical multilayered neural networks that combine
three architectural ideas to ensure some degree of shift,
scale, and distortion invariance:
• local receptive ﬁelds, to extract elementary features in
the image
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Network
• shared weights, to extract the same set of elementary
features from the whole input image and to reduce the
computational cost
• spatial sub-sampling, to reduce the resolution of the
extracted feature maps.
As shown in Fig.1, the proposed network consists of
seven different heterogeneous layers. Each layer contains
feature maps which are the results of convolution, subsampling, or neuron unit operations. Applying and combining these automatically learnt operations ensure the extraction of robust features, leading to the automatic recognition
of characters in natural images.
The ﬁrst layer is the input layer E; it consists of NE = 3
input maps, each of them corresponding to one color
channel of the image, depending on the color space (RGB,
YUV, CMY, etc.). Their pixel values are normalized to the
range [-1, 1]. The RGB color space has been chosen in our
experiments. We can distinguish three main levels:
L EVEL 1: Feature extraction level, relying on the C1 and
S1 layers.

The layer C1 extracts some speciﬁc features (oriented
edges, corners, end points) directly from the three color
channels. In fact, this layer is composed of N C1 maps.
Each unit in each map is connected to a M1 × M1 neighborhood (biological local receptive ﬁeld) in each of the
color channels of the input layer. Furthermore, the trainable
weights (convolutional mask) forming the receptive ﬁeld,
are forced to be equal for the entire map (weight sharing).
A trainable bias is added to the results of each convolutional
mask. Thus, each map can be considered as a feature map
that has a learnt ﬁxed feature extractor that corresponds to
a pure convolution with a trainable mask, applied over the
channels in the input layer. Multiple maps lead to the extraction of multiple features.
Once a feature is extracted its exact position is no longer
important; only its relative position to other feature is
relevant. Therefore, each map of the third layer S1 results
from local averaging and sub-sampling operations on a
corresponding map in the previous layer C1 . So, the layer
S1 is composed of N S1 = N C1 feature maps. We use this
sub-sampling layer to reduce by two the spatial resolution
which reduces the sensitivity to shifts, distortions and
variations in scale and rotation.
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L EVEL 2: Feature combination level, relying on the C2
and S2 layers.
Layer C2 allows extracting more complex information;
outputs of different feature maps of layer S1 are fused in
order to combine different features. There are many possible combination schemes, the scheme used here will be
explained later in section 2.3.
As in the ﬁrst level, in this second level also, we consider
a sub-sampling layer S2 , where each map results from
local averaging and sub-sampling operations applied on a
corresponding map in the previous layer C2 . Indeed, this
progressive reduction of spatial resolution compensated by
a progressive increase of the richness of the representation,
which corresponds to the number of feature maps, enables
a large degree of invariance to geometric transformations
of the input.
L EVEL 3: Classiﬁcation level, relying on the N1 and
N2 layers. Each of them is a fully connected layer and
contains classical neural units. The choice of the number
of units in N1 is empirical; whereas the number of units
in N2 depends on the number of classes to be recognized.
If we consider the alphanumerical patterns, we will get 62
classes (26 lower case characters, 26 upper case characters
and 10 digits). In order to reduce the number of output
classes and consequently the number of neural weights to
be learnt in between layers N1 and N2 , we propose to use
only 36 classes, where corresponding upper case and lower
case characters are fused. This is made possible thanks to
the strong generalization abilities of the proposed network.

2.2. The Database
We believe that using a public database is important to contribute to the clear understanding of the current state of the art. Therefore, we choose to use the
ICDAR 2003 database, which can be downloaded from
“http://algoval.essex.ac.uk/icdar/Datasets.html”.
ICDAR 2003 proposed a competition named robust reading [5] to refer to text images that are beyond the capabilities of current commercial OCR packages. They chose
to break down the robust reading problem into three subproblems, and run competitions for each of them, and also a
competition for the best overall system. The sub-problems
are text locating, character recognition and word recognition. Due to the complexity of the database, contestants
participated only to the text locating contest.
In this paper, we propose to perform character recognition on the ICDAR 2003 single character database. This
database is divided into three subsets: a train subset
(containing 6185 images), a test subset (containing 5430
images), and a sample subset (containing 854 images).

These character images are of different size (5x12, 36x47,
206x223), different fonts, different colors, and present different kinds of distortion.
We used the train and the test subsets (a total of 11615
images) for training our network. Moreover, to enhance the
robustness of the system, we increased the number of images in the training set by adding the corresponding negative
images, and corresponding noisy images (we add Gaussian
noise) of the original dataset to the ﬁnal training set. Therefore, the ﬁnal training set contains 34845 images.
We tested the performance of our system on the sample
subset of 854 images.

Figure 2. Examples of images of the training
set

2.3. Training the network
We choose to normalize the size of all the images to 48
lines by 48 columns in RGB color space.
As mentioned before, we use 34845 color character
scene images, Nt = 30000 in the training set and Nv =
4845 in the validation set. In fact, to avoid overﬁtting the
training data and to increase the generalization ability of
the system, a part of the whole training set is kept as validation set. This validation set is used to evaluate the network
performance through iterations, as explained later on.
We choose to build N C1 = N S1 = 6 maps in layers C1 ,
and S1 ; N C2 = N S2 = 16 maps in layers C2 , and S2 ; 120
units in N1 ; and NClass = 36 units in layer N2 .
The combination scheme used is the following (ﬁgure
3): The ﬁrst six C2 feature maps take inputs from every
contiguous subset of three feature maps in S1 . The next
six take input from every contiguous subset of four feature
maps in S1 . The next three take input from some discontinuous subsets of four feature maps in S1 . Finally, the last
one takes input from all S1 feature maps.
The convolution window size M1 ×M1 =M2 ×M2 =5×5
for both convolution layers C1 and C2 . The sub-sampling
factor is two in each direction for both sub-sampling layers
S1 and S2 .
We use linear activation functions in C1 and C2 and sigmoid activations fonctions in S1 , S2 , N1 and N2 . The different parameters governing the proposed architecture, i.e.,
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given color input character image. The index corresponding
to the highest component of this vector is considered as the
recognized class.
After 40 training iterations, the proposed network
achieves an average recognition rate of 91.77% on the
whole training set.
Figure 3. Feature Maps Combination Scheme

the number of layers, the number of maps, as well as the
size of the receptive ﬁelds, have been experimentally chosen.
The training phase was performed using the classical
back-propagation algorithm with momentum modiﬁed for
being used in convolutional networks as described in [4]
and it consists of the following steps:

3. Experimental results
To assess the performance of the proposed method,
we use the sample subset of the ICDAR 2003 character
database.
Table 1. Classiﬁcation of images in ICDAR
2003 robust OCR Sample dataset.
Group
Clear
Background design
Multi-color character
Nonuniform lightning
Little contrast
Blurring
Serious distorsion
Total

1. Construct the desired output vector {Dh }h=1..NClass :
for a given character image, belonging to class h, this
desired output vector is constructed by setting its hth
element to 1, and setting the remaining elements to -1.
2. Compute the actual output vector {Oh }h=1..NClass :
the character image is presented to the network as input, the last layer output vector represents the actual
output vector.

Number of Images
199
130
54
40
37
210
28
698

3. Update weights: the weights are updated by backpropagation of the error between the actual output vector
and the desired output vector.
4. Repeat step 1 until 3 for the Nt character images of the
training set.
5. Compute the MSE (Mean Square Error) over the validation set: for every charater images of the validation set, repeat step 1 and 2, and then compute the MSE between the actual output vectors
{Oh,k }h=1..NClass ,k=1..Nv and the desired output vectors {Dh,k }h=1..NClass ,k=1..Nv as follow:
M SE =

Nv N
Class

1
(Oh,k − Dh,k )2
Nv × NClass
k=1 h=1
(1)

6. Save the weights values if MSE is decreasing.
Figure 4. Examples of images in robust OCR
Sample dataset classiﬁed into seven groups.
(a) Clear. (b) Background design. (c) Multicolor character. (d) Nonuniform lightning. (e)
Little contrast. (f) Blurring. (g) Shape distortion.

7. Repeat steps 1 until 6, until the desired number of iterations is reached.
After training, the system is ready to recognize automatically and rapidely color character images, without the need
of any binarization preprocessing. In fact, the system is able
to produce directly an output vector {Oh }h=1..NClass for a
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Given the wide range of variability contained in this
database, and in order to compare our system to the recent
works of Yokobayashi et al [8, 9], we consider the classiﬁcation proposed in [8, 9] of 698 selected images from the
above mentioned dataset, into seven groups according to
the degree of image degradations and/or background complexity. Table 1 shows the number of images in each group
and ﬁgure 4 shows examples of images in each of the seven
groups.
Once training has been performed, the system is now
ready to be used. We present the image to be recognized
to the network after having resized it to the system retina
size. Then we take the highest output of the network last
layer and we consider the corresponding class as the recognized character class.
Processing the entire test set (698 images) takes about 26
seconds.
Figure 5 shows the results of our method compared to [8]
and [9]. The performance of our system reaches a recognition rate of 84.53% which outperforms the methods [8] and
[9]: it ranges from 67.86% for seriously distorted images to
93.47% for clear images. Compared to the methods [8] and
[9], the performance of our system is less affected by the
categorization of the test set, especially in the case of nonuniform lighting condition and serious distorsion, which is
due to the good generalization ability of convolutional neural networks.

[9]. Furthermore, we notice that the cumulative recognition
rate of the ﬁrst two candidates is above 90%, showing the
efﬁciency and the robustness of the proposed neural system.

Figure 6. Cumulative recognition rates

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an automatic recognition system for complex color scene text image recognition,
based on a speciﬁc convolution neural network architecture.
Thanks to supervised learning, our system does not require
any tunable parameter and takes into account both color distributions and the geometrical properties of characters.
Only two state of the art methods have been tested on the
public and actually challenging ICDAR 2003 robust reading
data set. In this paper, we contribute to the state-of-the-art
comparison efforts initiated in ICDAR 2003, and we show
that our system outperforms these existing methods.
As future work, we plan to consider words recognition
by including statistical language modeling in a more general
network, using the proposed system has a building block.
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Abstract
This paper introduces PhotoDoc a software toolbox
designed to process document images acquired with
portable digital cameras. PhotoDoc was developed as
an ImageJ plug-in. It performs border removal,
perspective and skew correction, and image
binarization. PhotoDoc interfaces with Tesseract, an
open source Optical Character Recognizer originally
developed by HP and distributed by Google.

1. Introduction
Portable digital cameras are omnipresent in many ways
of life today. They are not only an electronic device on
their own right but have been embedded into many
other devices such as portable phones and palmtops.
Such availability has widened the range of
applications, some of them originally unforeseen by
their developers. One of such applications is using
portable digital cameras to acquire images of
documents as a practical and portable way to digitize
documents saving time and the burden of having either
to scan or photocopy documents. Figures 01 to 04
present different documents digitized using different
camera models.

This new use of portable digital cameras gave birth to
a new research area [1][2] that is evolving fast in many
different directions.

Figure 01 – Document image acquired
with the camera of a LG cell phone KE-970 –
(1600x1200 pixels) 409KB, without strobe flash

Figure 03 - Document image acquired
with camera Sony DSC-P40 (4.1 Mpixels)

Figure 02 - Document image acquired with the camera
of HP iPaq rx3700 (1280x960 pixels)
162KB, without strobe flash
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2. The PhotoDoc Environment
PhotoDoc was conceived as a device independent
software tool to run on PCs. Whenever the user
unloads his photos he will be able to run the tool prior
to storing, printing or sending through networks the
document images. The algorithms and the basic
functionality of PhotoDoc may be incorporated to run
on a device such as a PDA or even a camera itself.
Such a possibility is not considered further herein. Due
to implementation simplicity and portability the current
version of PhotoDoc was implemented as an ImageJ
[20] Plug-in. ImageJ is an open source image
processing environment in Java developed by Wayne
Rasband, is at the Research Services Branch, National
Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
Figure 05 shows a screen shot of PhotoDoc being
activated from ImageJ.

Figure 04 - Document image acquired
with camera Sony DSC-P52 (3.2 Mpixels)
New algorithms, tools and processing environments
are needed to provide users in general with simple
ways
of
visualizing,
printing,
transcribing,
compressing, storing and transmitting through
networks such images. PhotoDoc is a processing
environment developed to meet such needs.
The test documents used here were obtained in truecolor, under different illumination conditions, with and
without the inbuilt camera strobe flash, using a
portable cell phone manufactured by LG KE-970 –
(1600x1200 pixels) 409KB without strobe flash, a HP
iPaq rx3700 (1280x960 pixels) 162KB without strobe
flash, and two different models of portable cameras
manufactured by Sony Corp. (models DSC-P52 and
DSC-P40) of 3.2 and 4.1 Mega pixels, respectively.
All cameras were set into “auto-focus” mode, i.e. the
user leaves to the device the automatic setting of the
focus.
Several specific problems arise in this digitalization
process and must be addressed to provide a more
readable document image, which also claims less toner
to print, less storage space and consumes less
bandwidth whenever transmitted through networks.
The first of all is background removal as document
photograph goes beyond the document size and
incorporates parts of the area that surrounds it. The
absence of mechanical support for taking the photo
yields a non-frontal perspective that distorts and skews
the document image. The distortion of the lenses of the
cameras makes the perspective distortion not being a
straight but a convex line, depending on the quality of
the lens and the relative position of the camera and the
document. Non-uniform illumination of the
environment and strobe flash, whenever available in
the device adds difficulties in image enhancement and
binarization.

Figure 05 – PhotoDoc plugin in ImageJ
As one may observe in Figure 05, the present version
of the PhotoDoc plug-in offers five different filters,
which appear in alphabetical order:
• Binarization
• Edge Detection
• Image Enhancement
• OCR, and
• Perspective Correction and Crop
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The fact that PhotoDoc is now in ImageJ also allows
the user to experiment with the different filters and
other plug-ins already present in ImageJ. It is
important to stress, however, that ImageJ as an open
code library allows the developer to extract from it
only the needed functionality in such a way that the
developer may provide to ordinary user a PhotoDoc
interface that looks independent from ImageJ. At
present, the authors of this paper consider such
possibility premature. Such tool particularization
seems to be more adequate is coupled with a particular
device, which allows also a better fine tuning of the
algorithms developed for and implemented in
PhotoDoc. In what follows the PhotoDoc filter
operations are described.

3. A New Border Detection Algorithm

Figure 06 – Step by step filtering of image for border
edge detection using ImageJ

The very first step to perform in processing a
document image in PhotoDoc is to detect the actual
physical limits of the original document [3]. The
algorithm presented in reference [7] was developed
based on images acquired by 3 and 4 Mpixel cameras.
Unfortunately, its performance in lower resolution
cameras has shown to be inadequate.
A new edge detection algorithm, based on ImageJ
filters, was developed and is presented herein. This
new algorithm behaved suitably on a wide range of
images with different kinds of paper, including glossy
ones. The new algorithm was obtained by composing
existing filters in ImageJ. The steps of the new border
removal algorithm are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The result of the activation of button “Edge Detection”
on a document in PhotoDoc yields an image such as
the one presented on Figure 07.

Process + Enhance Contrast.
Process + Find Edges.
Image Type 8 bits.
Image Adjust Threshold – Black and White
value 122.
Process Binary + Erode.

Figure 07 - Document image with
edges (in yellow) automatically detected by PhotoDoc

At this point the resulting image provides well defined
borders that allow finding the document edges. Figure
06 presents the result of applying the steps of the
algorithm above to the document image presented in
Figure 01, which appears in the top-left corner, until
reaching the resulting image in the bottom-right one.

Although the algorithm presented correctly detected
edges for all the tested documents, the Edge Detection
filter in PhotoDoc allows the user to adjust the edges
by dragging along the four corners of the document
image. This may also be of help whenever the
document photo is not completely surrounded by a
border of whenever strong uneven illumination causes
edges not to be detected.
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4. Perspective Correction and Crop
PhotoDoc incorporates a filter to correct the distortion
and skew of the image introduced by the non-frontal
position of the camera in relation to the document. A
pinhole model for the camera was adopted [5, 6, 9] and
provides a simple way to solve the problem at first.
The experiments reported in [8] point at, narrowing
edges and using bi-cubic interpolation as the rule-ofthumb to yield images more pleasant for the human
reader and also with less transcription errors in OCR
response. The difficulty inherent to such
transformation is finding the four corners of the
original image that will be taken as the basis for the
correction. Edge or border detection, as explained
above, is the first step the image should undergo. Once
the document edges are determined as shown in Figure
07 the “Perspective Correction” filter in PhotoDoc may
be called as shown in Figure 08.

Figure 09 – Cropped document after perspective,
skew and orientation correction by PhotoDoc
The perspective correction algorithm in PhotoDoc was
implemented using the JAI (Java Advanced Imaging)
library [23].

5. Image Enhancement
There is a paramount number of possibilities to
improve the quality of document images depending of
the features of the camera, such as its resolution, lens
distortion, the quality of embedded algorithms,
environment illumination, quality and color of the
paper, etc. Devices have many different technical
characteristics, thus it is impossible to find a general
solution that would suit all of them, overall with their
fast technological evolution pace. However, in the case
of devices with embedded flash, if it was not used the
resulting document photograph “looked” slightly
blurred (out-of-focus). Most possibly, this is related
with the fact that the diaphragm of the objective stayed
open for much longer to compensate the loss in
illumination. As no mechanical support was used to
stabilize the camera, chances are that the photographer
moved briefly during the shot. Some other times, a
slight inclination of the camera in a clear environment
may be enough to the luminosity sensor to assume that
there is no need for the camera to provide extra

Figure 08 – Activating Perspective Correction in edge
detected image from Figure 07 in PhotoDoc
PhotoDoc will automatically perform a perspective,
skew, and orientation correction and then crop the
resulting image, yielding a document as the one shown
in Figure 09. One should observe that the cropped
document whenever visualized in a screen display
provides a far better image to the human reader, if
printed saves toner and yields a more readable
document, and whenever stored or transmitted through
computer networks saves on average 25% of space [7].
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for most documents with no iconographic or artistic
value saving storage space and bandwidth in network
transmission. Most OCR tools pre-process their input
images into grayscale or binary before character
recognition. Reference [8] reports on the binarization
of documents acquired with portable digital cameras.
Fifty test images obtained with 3.2 and 4.1 Mpixel
cameras (Sony DSC-P52 and DSC-P40, respectively)
had their borders removed and were perspective and
skew corrected before binarization, both globally and
also splitting the images into 3, 6, 9 and 18 regions
[16]. The following algorithms were tested:
1. Algorithm 1 – da Silva et al. [10];
2. Algorithm 2 – Mello et al [10];
3. Algorithm 3 – Pun [11];
4. Algorithm 4 – Kapur-Sahoo-Wong [12];
5. Algorithm 5 – Wu-Songde-Hanqing [13];
6. Algorithm 6 – Otsu [14];
7. Algorithm 7 – Yen-Chang-Chang [15];
8. Algorithm 8 – Johannsen-Bille [16].
According to [8], the global algorithm that yielded
the best results both for visual inspection and in OCR
response was the entropy based algorithm by da_Silva
et al [10] (Figure 11). The best results obtained by
applying the binarization algorithms in regions of the
documents were provided by the algorithm by KapurSahoo-Wong [12] with 18 regions (Figure 12).

illumination, canceling the flash activation. Thus, in
order to minimize these factors one may recommend
that document photos are:
1. Taken with the embedded flash of the camera
set as “on”, forcing its activation regardless of
the luminosity of the environment.
2. Obtained indoors.
Several of the ImageJ image enhancement algorithms
were tested. Non-uniform illumination brings a high
degree of difficulty to the problem. A general
algorithm that provided gains in all the images studied
weakening the illumination problem was provided by
the “Enhance Contrast” filter in ImageJ, as may be
observed in the image presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10 – PhotoDoc enhanced version of Figure 09.
The “Enhance Contrast” filter in ImageJ performs
histogram stretching. The Saturated Pixels value
determines the number of pixels in the image that are
allowed to become saturated. Increasing this value will
increase contrast. This value should be greater than
zero to prevent a few outlying pixels from causing the
histogram stretch to not work as intended. For the case
of PhotoDoc the best results were obtained with 0.5%
of saturated pixels.

Figure 11. Binarized with da Silva et al.(global)
Some new algorithms were tested herein including
Sauvola [18], Niblack [17] and MROtsu [14]. The
results obtained may be found in Figures 13 to 15.
Unfortunately, the results obtained for binarizing
images captured by the devices without embedded
strobe flash were unsatisfactory. Further analysis and
pre-processing must be studied for such images.

6. Document Binarization
Monochromatic images are the alternative of choice
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Figure 12. Image binarized through the
Kapur-Sahoo-Wong algorithm (18 regions).

Figure 15.Binarized with MROtsu
PhotoDoc provides to the user two different ways of
performing image binarization. The first one is
“Automatic” and the second one opens a menu with all
the algorithms above that may work either in global or
image segmented mode with 2, 4, 8 and 16 regions.
Local algorithm such as Niblack allows the user to
define the parameters. The current implementation of
“Binarization + Automatic” is set to run the algorithm
by da Silva et al.(global) [10]. Later implementations
may encompass a statistical analysis of images to
choose the most suitable filter to a given image.

7. OCR
Optical Character Recognition is one of the key
functionalities in any modern document processing
environment [4]. Even when the recognition output is
poor it may provide enough information for document
indexing end keyword search. Reference [8] assesses
the quality of the transcription of document images
acquired with portable digital cameras with Omnipage
Professional Edition version 15.0 [21]. It shows that
the performance of the transcription of 50 of such
documents obtained with the same models of Sony
cameras used herein is close to the performance of the
100 dpi scanned counterparts.

Figure 13.Binarized with Sauvola (global).

ImageJ allows the call of executable code from within.
The Tesseract [22] is an OCR Engine developed at HP
Labs between 1985 and 1995. It was one of the top 3
engines in the 1995 UNLV Accuracy test. Since then,
it has had little work done on it, but it is probably one
of the most accurate open source OCR engines
available today. The source code reads a binary, grey
or color image and output text. PhotoDoc OCR
whenever chosen activates the Tesseract OCR Engine.
Preliminary tests such as the one made by submitting

Figure 14. Binarized with Niblack
(local, window_size = 50, k = -0.02)
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the image in the top part of Figure 15 provided as
output the text in the bottom part of Figure 15.

the case of cameras with embedded strobe flash this
may be simpler because the light source emanates from
a specific point. In the case of devices that have no
embedded flash illumination is provided by the
environment and may come from different sources in
position and power, increasing the complexity of its
compensation. On the OCR front, much may be done
ranging from providing dictionary help to Tesseract to
performing post-processing in the textual output. This
feature is already part of the newest (Jul/2007) version
of Tesseract. Other open source OCR´s may also be
analyzed, tested and incorporated to PhotoDoc.
Preliminary testing with the open-source OCR engine
OCRopus [24] showed that it was outperformed by the
Tesseract OCR. For conclusive results, further testing
is needed.

Sandrinha, onde E que voce vai? Voce val fazer o que? Amar: penso, mas nao digo. Pars. que?
Os adultos sin tao complicados, sempre imaginanFigure 15 – Top: segment of textual image
Bottom: Transcribed text by Tesseract OCR
One should remark that better transcription could
possibly be obtained if a Portuguese dictionary were
used in conjunction with the Tesseract OCR.
According to the measure of OCR performance
presented in [19] the transcription above reached the
figures presented on Table I.

The PhotoDoc code is freely available at:
http://www.telematica.ee.ufpe.br/sources/PhotoDoc

TABLE I
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1
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9
0
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In this paper, we propose a new processing method:
extracting edge features first and reconstructing the
high-resolution feature images. We test this method
against the most ordinary method; reconstructing the
high-resolution image by the use of sub-pixels first and
extracting feature images from high-resolution image.
We show that our proposed method gives higher
accuracy than the alternative recognition method for
image sequence of low-resolution.

Abstract
When character recognition is made from lowresolution characters of motion image, it is the general
idea to restructure high-resolution image first by using
sequence of the low-resolution images and then extract
features from constructed high-resolution image. In
this paper, we propose a new method in which the
direct extraction of features from the low-resolution
images is made first, and then reconstructing high
accuracy feature from sequence of feature. We show
the advantage of our proposed method for ordinary
method in comparative recognition experiment both
for ideal database images.

2. Linear problem between two methods
In this section, we explain processes of our
proposed method and the ordinary method. Processes
of two methods have difference of the stage for
extracting features. Figure 1 is shown our proposed
method process and the ordinary method process.
Input images of the actual experiment are used twodimensional images. It is difficult to explain the
different phenomenon of each method by the twodimensional image. The phenomenon on each method
appears with the one-dimensional model image. In this
paper, these methods are explained for easily by the
one-dimensional model images. Figure 2 is an example
one-dimensional model of input images consisted of
5×1 resolution. In each image A and C, the center of
gravity shifted by 0.5 pixels from the center image B.
For example, image A shifted to the left by 0.5
pixels from image B. By superposing and summing up
these images of 0.5 pixels shifted, it can reconstruct a
double resolution image. To extract features from these
images that have sub-pixel shift, the general idea
reconstructs the high-resolution image from these lowresolution images and extracts the four directional
feature fields.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the digital video camera has
penetrated to the general people. Images taken by
digital video cameras often suffer from a lack of
sufficient resolution. Therefore, it is difficult to extract
features effectively for the character recognition from
these images. There are two competing approaches to
solving this problem.
In the first approach, the feature image is extracted
from the high-resolution image that is reconstructed
from the low-resolution images. The method of the
reconstructed high-resolution image has been proposed
by many researchers [1]~[4]. The correspondence
information (rotation, shift, magnification etc.)
between each image is necessary to reconstruct the
high-resolution image. However, the method of using
the correspondence information to recognize by using
reconstructed image is not researched so much.
In the second approach, the feature images are
extracted directly from the low-resolution images
[5],[6].
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Low resolution images

Low resolution images

Magnification image for

Extraction feature images

sequence of images

from low resolution image

Reconstruction high

Magnification feature for

resolution image

sequence for features

Extraction feature image
Reconstruction high
from high resolution
resolution feature image
image
(a) The ordinary method on feature

(b) Propose method on feature extraction

extraction from low resolution images

from low resolution images

Figure 1. The process of feature extraction from sequence for low resolution images

Image A
A1

A2

A3

Image B
A4

A5

B1

B2

B3

0.5 pixels

Image C
B4

B5

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

0.5 pixels

Figure 2. One dimensional model of input images

In the 5×1 image of figure 2, “A1, A2, A3 …”, “B1,
B2, B3 …”, and “C1, C2, C3 …” mean each pixel
value. Each image is magnified double size by using
nearest neighbourhood method as shown in figure 3.
By superposing and summing up each image of figure
3, the high-resolution image of 12×1 is reconstructed
as shown in figure 4. An equation inside of each
frame means the pixel value. For example when x=5,
y=0, value of (x, y) is A2+B3+C3, it is calculated from
pixel values of figure 2.
By using this reconstructed image, the existing
method extracts the feature through the filter as shown
in figure 5. In figure 4, a edge feature in a frame
indicated by position (x, y)=(5,0) is expressed by the
absolute values of subtraction of pixel values “(x,
y)=(4,0) and (x, y)=(6,0)”. It is shown by eq.(1).
| ( A2+B2+C3 ) – ( A3+B3+C4 ) |

6. After each extracted feature images is magnified
double size by using nearest neighbourhood as shown
in figure 7. The high resolution feature image is
created by superposed these edge features. Here, the
summed up equation in the frame indicated by dashed
line is expressed by eq.(2).
| A2-A3 | + | B2-B3 | + | C3-C4 |

(2)

When compare between eq.(1) and eq.(2), there is
difference about the stage of the calculation of absolute
value. The edge feature is affected by its difference.
The edge feature to extract from the reconstructed high
resolution image is smoothed to add the pixel value of
each low resolution image in equal condition.
Therefore, the influence of the edge feature to exist on
each low resolution image is reduced in some cases. In
the ordinary method, the existence of the edge feature
is caused degeneration. The proposed method is
constructed only summed up the edge feature that is
extracted each low resolution image. The existence of
the edge feature isn't caused degeneration.

(1)

On the other hand, in our proposed method, first,
the features are extracted from figure 2 images under
the low-resolution through the filter as show in figure
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The influence by these differences is shown to the
recognition object of the complex shape, because the
degeneration is shown around the pixel of the edge
feature. Therefore, our proposed method can create
A1

A1

A2

more effective edge feature image which is effective
for the recognition than the ordinary method.

A2

A3

A3

A4

A4

A5

B4

B4

B5

B5

C4

C5

C5

A5

(a) Magnifying image A
B1

B1

B2

B2

B3

B3

Sum up

(b) Magnifying image B
C1

C1

C2

C2

C3

C3

C4

(c) Magnifying image C

Figure 3. Each magnifying images
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Figure 4. Reconstructed high resolution image
1

0

1

-1

Figure 5. The filter of feature extraction for
high resolution image

|A1-A2|

|A1-A2|

-1

Figure 6. The filter of feature extraction for low
resolution image
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(a) Magnifying feature image A
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(b) Magnifying feature image B
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|C3-C4|

|C3-C4|

|C4-C5|

|C4-C5|

(c) Magnifying feature image C

Figure 7. Each magnifying feature images

down) from the input image. In this paper, the
extracted feature from the low resolution image is used
2x2 size filter as shown in figure 8. And, the extracted
feature from the high resolution image is used 3x3 size
filter as shown in figure 9.

3. Features extraction method
3-1. Four directional features field
The feature in this paper is used four direction
features field [7]. This feature is characterized by four
direction edges (horizontal, right-up, vertical and right-
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Figure 8. The feature extraction filters through the low resolution image
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Figure 9. The feature extraction filters through the high resolution image

3-2. Feature extraction
proposed method

method

of

For the ordinary experiment, we made a basis image
by scanning as shown in figure 10. And then, we made
eight ideal images from the basis image by shifting 1
pixel and reducing to half-resolution theoretically.
Thus we made images that shifted 0.5 pixels in eight
directions, as shown in figure 11. Figure 12 shows the
four directional features field by using our proposed
method.

our

Our proposed method uses a different order of
operations compared to the ordinary method. Our
method extracts features from low-resolution input
images first, and creates the high-resolution feature. To
use this method it is necessary that an input image
sequence has sub-pixel shift of the center of gravity.

Figure 10. Scanning high resolution

Figure 11. Ideal low resolution images to shift
by sub-pixels on eight directions

Horizontal

Upper-right

Vertical

Lower-right

Figure 12. Example of the feature image by using our propose method
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Reconstructed

Figure 13. Reconstructed high resolution image from ideal low resolution images

Horizontal

Upper-right

Vertical

Lower-right

Figure 14. Example of the feature images by using ordinary method

Figure 15. Example of scanning image ( 8pt, 100dpi )
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3-3. Feature extraction method of the ordinary
method

4-3. Experimental result
We experimented comparing between our proposed
and the ordinary method. Results of recognition rate
are shown in table 1 and figure 17.

T In the ordinary method, we reconstructed the
high-resolution image as shown in figure 13 with
superimposing the sub-pixel shift of the center of
gravity of each images from ideal low-resolution
images as shown figure 11. Then, four directional
features field as shown in figure 14 is extracted from
the high-resolution image.
When compare between figure 12 and figure 14,
there is difference, but difficult to find out exact
advantage of our method. Then we need comparative
recognition experiment.

Table 1. Experiment result
Font size
12pt

10pt

8pt

Ordinary method (%)

96.08

92.00

87.83

Proposed method (%)

96.94

95.47

90.75

Ordinary method

100
Recognition rate (%)

4. Comparative recognition experiment on
database images
4-1. Database images and creating dictionary
The database consisted of 36 characters (0 through
9 and A through Z in the MS Gothic typeface). These
were printed on A4 plain paper with an inkjet printer.
We took 200 sets of basis images at three font sizes (8
pt., 10 pt., and 12 pt.) with a scanner in 100dpi. Figure
15 show the example of the scanning image. After
reducing to low-resolution and making input images,
100 sets were used for making the dictionary, and
other 100 sets were used as unknown input images.
Then, we made dictionaries by each method (horizon,
upper right, vertical and lower right). These are taken
average each direction feature of 100 sets. Figure 16
shows examples of database images.

[B] (5x8 pixels)

[D] (6x7 pixels)

Proposed method

98
96
94
92
90
88
86
12pt

10pt
Font size

8pt

Figure 17. Experiment result on data-base
As show in table 1, our proposed method gives
higher accuracy than the ordinary method. That reason
why the ordinary method was influenced by the
degeneration of the directional vector component by
taking the absolute value. In the ordinary method the
information in the direction of input images is lost
when the high-resolution image is reconstructed.
Directional vector component is not extracted from the
high-resolution image. On the other hand, the feature
of our proposed method is not influenced by taking the
absolute value, because edge feature is made extracting
from low-resolution and superimposing these images.
Therefore the proposed method gives higher accuracy
and the edge directional feature extracted is better than
that in the ordinary method.

[T] (5x7 pixels)

Figure 16. Example of database images
( 8pt, 100dpi )

4-2. Process of experiment

5. Conclusion

Input images were subjected to some pre-processing,
removal of back ground, noise reduction and
segmentation. After extracting features by several
methods, dictionaries were created by normalization
using the Gaussian filter. The four directional features
field are extracted by same process, and characters
were extracted.

We proposed new method of the feature extraction
that is effective with low resolution image. It was
shown that there is nonlinearity between two methods
which inverse order of procedure of derivation and
integration. The proposed method is more effective
than ordinary method for low resolution character
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recognition through experiment for the database
images. Our proposed method is less influence of
degeneration by using the original value until
extracting the feature. We showed the performance of
our proposed method for database images. Future
works is experiment that increases the number of
database and category.
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The need of textual information for blind and
visually impaired persons is obvious. While taking into
account this need, we have added an extra module to
visual perception step of the above said system that
will detect, localize and recognize the text in captured
images and all this textual information will be
displayed on the tactile surface.
Text detection, localization and recognition in
images are regarded as basic operations in processing
the captured images and are a necessary part of any
application of camera based document analysis. In
these recent years, they have gained a lot of attention.
In general, the domain is divided into two parts based
on the type of text appearing in images – one deal with
super-imposed text appearing in images and videos
called graphic text and other deal with the text
appearing in the captured scene called scene text.

Abstract
In this paper, we present a texture-based text
detection scheme for detecting text in natural scene
images. This is a preliminary work towards a complete
system of text detection, localization and recognition in
order to help visually impaired persons. We have
employed spatial histograms computed from gray-level
co-occurrence matrices for texture coding and three
classifiers have been evaluated. Moreover, one feature
selection mechanism is employed to select those
histogram components that exhibit high discrimination
power. The texture coding scheme is simple and can
readily differentiate between text and non-text. The
proposed scheme is evaluated on 50 images taken from
ICDAR 2003 robust reading and text locating
database. The results are encouraging with a text
detection rate of 66% and a false alarms rate of 22% .

1. Introduction
This work is a part of the project called “Intelligent
Glasses” [1] (Figure 1). The aim of the project is to
help blind and visually impaired persons to know their
environment in a better way. The Intelligent Glasses
are a man-machine interface which translates visual
data (such as 3D global information) onto its tactile
representation. It has three parts, a bank of
stereovision, a processing unit for visual perception
and a handheld tactile of braille surface type. The
visual data are acquired and processed by the vision
system, while its tactile representation is displayed on
a touch stimulating surface. In its original form, this
system is able to provide information about different
types of obstacles and their position with respect to
user. Also, it can represent different geometrical
shapes (square, rectangle, circle, arcs, curves….) on its
tactile interface as well as braille symbols.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 1. Intelligent Glasses: (a) concept
(b) scene (c) environment perception
(d) representation
This paper addresses the problem of scene text
detection in gray-level images and presents
preliminary works in this domain. Our algorithm is
simple and generates potential/candidate text regions
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that can later be verified by a validation/verification
scheme. We follow a general framework of candidate
regions generation and validation as employed by
various researchers [3][5][6]. We have not proposed
any localization or recognition algorithm. Our
detection method is based on spatial histograms
computed from gray-level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) [2]. These spatial histograms capture texture
information present in the image. Based on the fact
that text is a distinct texture, we can distinguish
between text and non-text regions. Our classification
scheme classifies image pixels as text or non-text.
Furthermore, connected components can be extracted
and each of them can be verified by the
validation/verification scheme. In this paper, we have
employed three different classifiers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains overview of existing texture based
text detection methods. Section 3 describes the
construction of GLCM and computation of spatial
histograms along with different classifiers used for
classification. In section 4, natural scene image
database and text detection results are described.
Section 5 concludes this paper. Various prospects are
also discussed in the section.

text pixels. A sliding window scans the whole image
and serves as the input to neural network. Each center
pixel of the window is classified as text or non-text
pixel. The output image serves as a probability map
where high probability areas are regarded as candidate
text regions.
In [5], Crandell et al. have used a sophisticated
approach to select those DCT coefficients that can
distinguish text and non-text regions. They proposed
text detection, localization, binarization and text
tracking schemes to detect caption text from color
video sequences of television channels. The scheme is
claimed to work also on high contrast scene text. Text
detection is based on text energy defined as sum of
absolute of DCT coefficients. A subset of 19 DCT
coefficients is chosen empirically by selecting
coefficients with high discrimination power.
Gllavata et al. [6] used wavelet transform to
perform texture analysis for text detection. A filter
bank is used to extract low and high frequency subbands. These high frequency sub-bands are used in
classification step to detect text. They have used kmeans algorithm to cluster text and non-text regions.
An enhanced version of previous method is applied
to color images by Saoi et al. [7] for text detection in
natural scene images. In this technique, a color image
is decomposed into R, G and B channels. Next wavelet
transform is applied to all channels separately. High
frequency sub-bands are considered for feature vector
generation and k-means algorithm is employed for
clustering. Contrary to previous method, this clustering
is applied in a combined space.
As said earlier, texture is believed to be a rich
source of visual information and it is easily perceived
by humans. Thus texture methods are strong
candidates to be adopted for text detection task.
However, these methods are often computationally
expensive and are greatly dependant on contrast of the
text in an image, but lead to good results.

2. Overview of existing methods
Existing methods for text detection, localization and
extraction can broadly be classified as gradient
features based, color segmentation based and texture
features based [8]. Here, we will concentrate on texture
methods. Text is viewed as a unique texture that
exhibits a certain regularity that is distinguishable from
background. Humans can identify text of foreign
languages even when they do not understand them
largely due to its distinct texture. Various researchers
have exploited this fact to detect text in images. The
texture methods are largely used for text detection.
Texture features can be extracted directly from the
pixel’s spatial relationships or from frequency data.
Wu et al.[3] proposed a texture segmentation
method based on linear filtering using nine second
derivatives of Gaussians filters at different scales to
generate candidate text regions. The output of each
filter is passed through a sigmoid transfer function. For
each pixel location, local energy serves as feature
vector for the pixel. The set of feature vectors is
clustered using K-means algorithm. A verification
algorithm is proposed by the authors to filter text-like
regions.
Jung et al. [4] employed a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) classifier to discriminate between text and non-

3. Proposed method
3.1. Texture coding scheme
We have proposed a simple texture coding method
to detect scene text in gray-level natural scene images.
We have used spatial histograms computed from graylevel co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) for texture
coding. Gray level co-occurrence matrix M(x, y)(d, T) or
second order histogram (which consider the
relationship between groups of two pixels in the
original image) was initially defined by Haralick [2].
Since then, GLCM has been widely used in remote-
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sensing and analyzing satellite images. In most of the
cases, this method is used in texture segmentation.
By simple definition, GLCM is a tabulation of how
often different combinations of pixel values (gray
levels) occur in an image. When divided by the total
number of neighboring pixels R (x, y)(d, ) in the image,
this matrix becomes the estimate of the joint
probability p(d, , x, y)(i,j) or p(i,j) of two pixels, a
distance d apart along a given direction  having
particular (co-occurring) gray values i and j. Moreover,
x and y represent the spatial position of matrix. The
dimension of GLCM is GxG where G is the number of
gray-levels used to construct the matrix.
Generally, GLCM is computed over a small square
window of size N centered at a certain pixel (x, y) and
then window is moved by one pixel in the same
manner like convolution kernel. Fine texture
description requires small values of d and/or small
window size, whereas coarse texture requires large
values of d and/or large window size. An average over
all orientations is taken so that these matrices are
rotation invariant.
Figure 2 shows an example of construction of graylevel co-occurrence matrix for d = 1 and  = {0°,
180°} and {90°, 270°}. The matrix M(0, 0) (1, 180°) is
just the transpose of M(0, 0) (1, 0°). So to cover all
orientations (8 in this case), we need only to compute
first four orientations.

However, in present work, we do not consider these
features. As stated earlier, the GLCM represent a joint
distribution p(i,j) of pixels, so we can also take into
account the marginal probabilities p(i) or p(j) of this
joint distribution. Moreover, the GLCM is computed in
various directions and distances and it also cover
spatial relationship between the pixels, so the marginal
distributions must contain information about texture,
shape and spatial relationship between the pixels and
represent useful information about the nature of the
pixels in the image. As text and non text regions differ
in their texture, shape and spatial relationships, so
these probabilities are useful for the classification task.
Another usefulness of marginal probabilities is their
compactness as GLCM contains G² entries and most of
them are zeros. On the other hand, marginal
probability contains only G elements. Due to
symmetric nature of GLCM, both probabilities p(i) and
p(j) are equal, so we take only one of them into
account. From now onward, these marginal
probabilities will be called spatial histograms.

3.3. Classification
Three types of classifiers have been employed. Two
of them are discriminative and third one is generative.
The objective is to find a classifier that gives low false
alarms and high text detection rate.
3.3.1. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) classifier. A
likelihood estimate is computed based on the
assumption that the posterior probability of the data
(spatial histograms) is a uni-modal multivariate
gaussian. Gaussian parameters i.e. mean and
covariance matrix for each class are estimated on a
training database by using maximum likelihood
estimator. Mathematically, discriminant function based
on log likelihood can be written as:
T
gi (x)  1 (xμi ) i1(xμi ) G log(2S) 1 log( i )log P(Ci )
2
2
2
for i = 1( text), 2( non-text)

Figure 2. Construction of co-occurrence
matrix[2]

where Pi mean of ith class, 6i = covariance matrix of
ith class, P(Ci) is the prior probability of ith class
(equally distributed on both classes) and G is the
dimension of spatial histogram (x)

3.2. Spatial Histograms
It is known that feature based algorithms are
generally more stable than raw data (gray levels) based
algorithms so a number of features can be calculated
using the co-occurrence matrix (containing G2
elements) for texture discrimination. Haralick defined
14 such features. Among these 14 features, contrast,
entropy, homogeneity, energy are commonly used for
image classification purpose.

In MAP classifier, for a test example, we simply
find the class that maximizes the posterior probability.

( argmax gi(x) )
i
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TrialTest. However, in our experimentation, we have
used a total of 100 images taken from TrialTrain part.
These images contain text with various font sizes,
word lengths, orientations and colors. The size of
images varies from 640x480 to 1024x768. There are
433 text segments in the images and font size varies
from 10 pixels to 300 pixels. Out of these 100, 50
images are used for training and other 50 for test. For
training different classifiers, 100,000 text examples
and 100,000 non-text examples are taken randomly
from 50 images. As a preprocessing step, images are
converted to gray scale. No other preprocessing is
employed.

3.3.2. Neural classifier. Next, we employed a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier. Spatial histograms
from training database are fed to neural classifier as
input and the desired outputs are example labels: 1 for
text, -1 for non-text. Cross-validation is used as a
stopping criterion. The number of neurons in hidden
cells is optimized during experimentation.
3.3.3. Text class generative model. Finally, we
employed a generative model. Text class is modeled by
the mean spatial histogram (MSH) estimated on the
training database. A spatial histogram corresponding to
a arbitrary pixel is compared to MSH through a
similarity measure or distance. If that arbitrary pixel is
a text pixel, then similarity measure (distance) gives a
value close to 1(0), if not, the similarity (distance)
value will be closer to 0(1). A simple threshold on the
similarity measure will determine example’s class.
However, the selection of threshold is not trivial.
Furthermore, we have observed that spatial
histograms do contain some zero elements so we can
employ a dimensionality reduction scheme. For
dimensionality reduction, we employ principal
component analysis. We can see from principal
components’ cumulative energy curve (Figure 3) that
13 components are required to preserve 90% of
energy. However, we don’t want to reconstruct
original data from these components. The goal is to
find those components that can help in classification
i.e. have high discrimination power. So retaining 13
components having 90% cumulative energy might not
be the correct choice.
Hence, we have to adapt a procedure that selects an
optimal threshold and optimal number of principal
components in order to maximize the text detection
rate and minimize false alarm rate. For this task, we
employ a feature selection mechanism; more precisely
it is a wrapper method for feature selection. During
training, number of principal components and
threshold value are found by exhaustive searching in
which the similarity measure acts as part of the
classifier. The percentage of false alarms is kept fixed
and text detection rate is maximized on the training
database by varying the number of principal
components and threshold value.

4.2. Computation of gray-level co-occurrence
matrices and spatial histograms
We compute GLCMs over a small square window
of size N centered at a certain pixel (x, y) and then
window is moved by one pixel in convolution kernel
manner. GLCMs are computed in 8 directions (E, NE,
N, NW, W, SW, S, SE) or (d = 1,  = 0°, 45°, 90°,
135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°) and an average is taken
so that these features are rotation invariant. In actual
implementation only four orientation matrices are
needed to be calculated and the other four orientations
can be computed using transpose of these matrices.
Moreover, five different square windows with size N =
5x5, 7x7, 9x9, 11x11, 13x13, 17x17 are used.
Due to intensive nature of computations, reduction
of number of intensity levels (quantizing the image to a
few levels of intensity) helps increase the speed of
computation with negligible loss of textural
information. The gray-levels are uniformly quantized
to G levels between minimum and maximum gray
levels of a window. We choose 32 gray-levels in our
implementation. Once GLCMs are computed, spatial
histograms can readily be computed by summing up
rows or columns.

4.3. Text detector evaluation method
To evaluate the performance of a certain text
detector, we adopt a pixel based evaluation
mechanism. The target images (binary in nature) in
ICDAR 2003 database contains one or more black
(pixel values = 0) rectangular areas representing text
regions. The pixel value for non-text pixels is 1. The
database is designed for text localization. However, in
our scheme, due to absence of localization step which
generates rectangles around text strings, we have to
evaluate performance of text detector with the given

4. Experimental results
4.1. Database
We have used ICDAR 2003 robust reading and text
locating database [10] in our experimentation. The trial
database is divided into two parts: TrialTrain and
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target images where text regions are represented by
rectangular regions and figure-ground data is missing.
The text detector generates either 0 (for text) or 1
(for non text) for each pixel of the input image. In
pixel based evaluation mechanism, the output of text
detector is compared with the target and a confusion
matrix is created. For evaluation, two quantities, text
detection rate and false alarm rate are computed.

4.4. Text detector results
In this section, we explain the training strategy and/or
parameter tuning mechanism of each text detector as
well as the results. Connected components can be
extracted from the output binary image of the text
detector in a post-processing step. Each connected
component can be verified by a validation/verification
scheme.

Figure 3. PCA components’ cumulative
energy curve
cited in literature, are used to measure similarity
between two spatial histograms - say X = {x1, x2, …,
xG} - a test example and MSH = {m1,m2,…, mG}.
These measures are:

4.4.1. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) classifier.
During parameter estimation of gaussian distribution, it
has been observed that covariance matrices are illconditioned so only variances are considered (i.e.
covariance matrices in the discriminant function are
diagonal). However, variances are not equal. The text
detector based on MAP gives a text detection rate of
72.5% and false alarm rate is 37%. The best window
size is 17x17. The problem with this text detector is
the high false alarms rate.

x Cosine of the angle between two vectors
S1: HSM(X,MSH) = XTMSH/(||X||*||MSH||)
where ||.|| is the euclidean norm
x Histogram intersection
S2: HSM(X,MSH) = i (min(xi,mi))/( i xi)
x Bhattacharya distance measure
S3: HSM(X,MSH) = i ( (xi * mi) )

4.4.2. Neural classifier. The best neural classifier after
experimentation has 32 inputs, 5 hidden cells and 2
outputs. The network was trained for 10000 epochs
with cross-validation stopping. One-fourth of the
training database is used in cross-validation while the
rest is used for training. This text detector gives 66%
text detection rate and 22% false alarm rate. The best
window size is 17x17. In terms of false alarm rate, we
can say that this text detector is better but text
detection rate is dropped by 6%.

x Quadratic distance
S4: HSM(X,MSH) =  (X - MSH)T -1 (X - MSH)
where  = covariance matrix of spatial histograms
for text class
The selection of similarity measure is done on the
training database. The performance criterion is the
discrimination power - the ratio of between-clustersvariance and within-cluster-variance. It is observed
that the similarity measures S1, S2 and S3 give good
results with discrimination power of 67%, 48% and
45% respectively. Quadratic distance performs worse
and has a discrimination power of 36%. Histogram
Intersection and Bhattacharya distance measures are
designed for complete histograms, so after
dimensionality reduction, we can’t use them. Finally,
we use S1 as a measure in feature selection due to its
high discrimination power.
We want to compare the performance of this text
detector with the neural classifier. So false alarm rate
of neural classifier is used in this feature selection

4.4.3. Text class generative model. As stated in
§3.3.3, PCA is used for dimensionality reduction of
spatial histograms. Figure 3 shows the principal
components’ cumulative energy curve obtained on
training database for N = 17x17. It is clear that to
retain 90% energy, 13 principal components are
required. However as argued earlier, this may not be
the correct choice for classification task.
Next we choose one similarity measure (distance)
that will act as a part of the generative model. Four
different similarity measures (distance), commonly
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method. Table 1. shows the number of principal
components selected during feature selection method.

is 25%. On comparing, we can see that text detectors
based on spatial histograms perform better than the
GLCM features ones – an increase of 2% in text
detection rate and a decrease of 3% in false alarms.
Spatial histograms are fast to compute as the
number of operations required is less than that
associated with GLCM features. The average time to
calculate GLCM features on an image of 480x640
pixels using 17x17 window is 196 seconds while it is
135 seconds for the calculation of spatial histograms.

Table 1. Number of principal components
chosen by feature selection method for
different window size
Window
Size

5x5

7x7

9x9

11x11

13x13

17x17

Number of
principal
components

32

2

2

2

2

4

5. Conclusions and future work

The text detector gives 64.3% text detection rate
and 22% false alarms on window size 17x17.
Although, this text detector performs slightly poorer
than the neural one but it is much simpler i.e. has few
parameters. Only 4 components are used along with a
simple histogram similarity criterion.
The text detection performance of above detectors
is shown in figure 4. There is a slight difference in
performance between neural classifier and generative
model. On the other hand, maximum a posteriori
classifier does not perform good due to high
percentage of false alarms. The influence of window
size on text detection is shown in figure 5. Characters
are gradually detected as window size increases.
Finally, some of the text detection results are shown in
figure 6.

In this paper, we have employed a simple texture
coding scheme for text detection in natural scene
images. We observe that spatial histograms computed
from GLCM are better candidates for text detection
task than GLCM features. Although, the performance
is evaluated on a small test database of 50 images but
the results are encouraging and we hope that
performance evaluation of these text detectors on a
larger database will validate these results and
conclusions. We have shown that a simple generative
model works equally well when compared to a neural
classifier and the number of histogram’s components
required for effective classification is far less than the
histogram dimension.
We are also working on a combination of these
classifiers and hope the overall performance will
improve. Currently, we have not filtered any detected
text region by applying validation methods e.g.
geometrical and spatial constraints, baseline detection,
character alignment etc. We believe that such
validation schemes will lower the false alarm rate.
Furthermore, we are exploring gradient methods as
they can differentiate text and non-text regions.
Gradient methods are rapid in calculation so one such
method can be used to generate candidate text regions
which can further be processed by our proposed
texture scheme, thus making overall process fast.

4.4.3. Comparison of spatial histograms with
GLCM features
In this section, we will compare the performance of
proposed text detectors with our previous work [9].
In our earlier work, we have used 6 features namely
contrast, homogeneity, dissimilarity, entropy, energy
and correlation proposed by Haralick [2], for text
detection task. We employed maximum likelihood
classifiers assuming mono & multi gaussian
distributions for text and non-text classes and a neural
classifier as text detectors. The maximum likelihood
classifiers are: mono gaussian for text and non-text
class (TNTSG), mono gaussian for text class (TSG),
two gaussians for text and non-text class (TNTMG),
two-gaussians for text class (TMG). Mahalanobis
distance is used to compute likelihood estimate. The
neural classifier (NC) is a two layer perceptron with 6
inputs, 20 hidden cells and 2 outputs. We have
observed that two class model (TNTSG or TNTMG) is
better than the single class model (TSG or TMG).
Moreover, mono gaussian works better than two
gaussians model. The neural classifier gives the best
results: text detection rate is 64% and false alarm rate
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Figure 4. Performance of text detectors
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Figure 5. Effect of window size on text detection
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Figure 6. Text detection examples (test database)
Text detector: neural classifier with window size 17x17
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Abstract
Engraved characters are usually a limitation for character recognition, as their extraction is difﬁcult due to the
small contrast with the background. Nevertheless, they are
present in several industrial applications and their handling
may be convenient for special tasks such as traceability or
quality control. We propose here an entire system from acquisition to character recognition by considering two different and mobile acquisition devices, a pen-scanner close
to traditional acquisition and a digital camera in order to
appreciate performance and differences. In some industrial
applications such as the ones including engraved characters, it may be difﬁcult and awkward to properly build a
large training database for recognition. Hence, we also
propose a novel method to increase automatically the size
of the training dataset without loosing representativeness
by using image analogies. Results are ﬁnally presented
in terms of Precision and Recall for character extraction
quality and recognition rates for character recognition with
comparison with a commercial OCR.

1. Introduction
Machine vision and image processing algorithms have
attempted for several years to be used in industrial applications. With the drastic expansion of digital cameras with
reasonable prices, the particular domain of pattern recognition offers promising applications for industry. A gap needs
to be ﬁlled in order to make image-based methods more efﬁcient and versatile. One of the existing limits, nowadays,
is for engraved character recognition. As stated in [13],
camera-based techniques for character understanding give
lower recognition rates for engraved characters. In industry, those patterns are quite present, especially on metallic
objects with registration numbers, for example. Hence additionally to the engraved issue, these surfaces are reﬂective,
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which is still a topic in research in order to build robust algorithms against uneven lighting. The challenge is double:
efﬁcient understanding of engraved characters on reﬂective
surfaces and training database constitution. Both points will
be addressed in this paper.
For the ﬁrst issue, a convenient mobile acquisition is
needed. For several reasons of portability, robust and light
devices are often required. Moreover, engraved characters
are part of objects, which are very rarely ﬂat. Hence, usual
scanner-based acquisition can not be a solution. Contrarily to traditional scanners, pen-scanners offer mobility, handling of non-paper objects in every context and may constitute a real choice for industrial applications. Similarly,
digital cameras give the same beneﬁts and have been extensively used in several industrial applications such as tourist
dedicated translation systems [25] or reading devices for
visually impaired [14]. Video-based systems have been
tested in this context and are not competitive in terms of
results quality for acceptable prices. Heavy processing using super-resolution algorithms is required and leads to lowquality results compared to pen-scanners and still cameras.
For these reasons, a comparison between these two devices
will be addressed in the following sections.
The second issue of training database constitution for
character recognition is a common problem in all pattern
recognition algorithms. However, it is even more highlighted with engraved characters present in industrial situations. It is difﬁcult to acquire large databases with various
examples. No dedicated training for engraved characters
lead to poor results. Hence a solution for the artiﬁcial increase of training database is absolutely needed.
Character extraction and recognition in the context of engraved character present several applications, such as quality control or traceability. Numbers need to be clearly engraved without ambiguity for end-users, especially in the
case of use-before date on cans or for inspection at different
creation times for risky objects, such as weapons (Figure 1).
Character recognition is an interesting alternative for unalterable objects. Several other situations may also be listed.
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Figure 1. A registration number on a weapon
butt (Copyright FN Herstal, Belgium, 2007).

Section 2 will be referred to the state-of-the-art of character extraction, useful for engraved characters. Section 3
will be presented our methods in terms of character extraction and uneven lighting removal for both mobile acquisition devices. In Section 4, our training database constitution and artiﬁcial increase will be presented with our inhouse character recognition. Section 5 will be addressed to
detailed results in terms of character extraction and recognition. Comparisons with existing algorithms will also be
mentioned. Finally, in Section 6, a discussion will conclude
this paper along with presentation of our future works.

2. State-of-the-Art
As far as we know, no systems have been dedicated to
engraved or embossed characters, mainly due to the recent work on camera-based systems and their analysis complexity. Recent color-based text extraction can not efﬁciently use color information [13] for this kind of characters, present in a metallic environment. The main point
is the close similarity between color foreground and background. Moreover, due to the metallic environment, colors
are close to the main RGB diagonal, meaning they mostly
represent variations of gray. Hence, these methods compete
with binarization systems from gray-level images.
Natural scene character extraction algorithms are classiﬁed into several categories, from the simplest ones to the
most difﬁcult ones:
Thresholding-based methods deﬁne a threshold globally
(for the whole image) or locally (for some given regions)
to separate text from background. Histogram-based thresholding is one of the most widely used techniques for
monochrome image segmentation. The threshold is chosen as the value corresponding to the valley between two
peaks. The most referenced method is the one described by
Otsu [17] and used for a visually impaired-driven application in [3, 21] . These methods work well with low computational resources and are applied mostly on gray-scale

images. Adaptive or local binarization techniques deﬁne
several thresholds T (i, j) for different image parts depending upon the local image characteristics. Several papers
[11, 24] for video text extraction used the Niblack’s method
[16] where the threshold depends on local mean and standard deviation over a square window of size to deﬁne. An
extension is the method of Sauvola and Pietikäinen [19].
This adaptive technique is in use in Mobile ReaderTM [9],
a mobile phone reading text from Inzisoft. Adaptive binarizations may handle more degradations (uneven lighting,
varying colors) than global ones but suffer to be too parametric which is not versatile. Moreover, these techniques
still consider gray-scale images only and were mainly used
for video caption text with clean backgrounds.
Entropy-based methods use the entropy of the gray levels distribution in a scene. Li and Doermann [11] minimized
the cross-entropy between the input video gray-scale frame
and the output binary image. The maximization of the entropy in the thresholded image means that a maximum of information was transferred. Du et al. [2] compared Otsu’s binarization and different entropy-based methods such as Pal
and Pal [18]’s local entropy, joint entropy and the joint relative entropy which performs best on RGB channels independently for video caption text. Entropy-based techniques
have been little referenced in natural scene (NS) context and
applied only on gray-scale images or separate channels of a
particular color space.
Clustering-based approaches group color pixels into
several classes assuming that colors tend to form clusters
in the chosen color space. Clustering-based algorithms are
the most renowned and efﬁcient methods for scene images.
They are often considered as the multidimensional extension of thresholding methods. Nevertheless, in NS analysis,
colors are mostly used in different color spaces to handle
color properties. However, in the context of engraved characters where gray-levels values are more appropriate to use,
clustering-based methods may be more accurately deﬁned
by the gray-level clustering into two parts as background
and foreground (characters). The most popular method is
k-means, which aims at minimizing an objective function,
which is the sum-of-squared error criterion, to build representative clusters, meaning that points inside a cluster are
more similar than those inside another cluster. Its generalization, Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM), is more and
more exploited. K-means clustering in NS text extraction
has been extensively used under various forms, either performed in the RGB color space [10], in HSI [22], in YCbCr
[4] or in a dynamically uncorrelated color space using principal components analysis [1]. As main drawbacks, clustering methods suffer from the need to previously set up
the number of clusters and initialization variation leading
to different segmentations. Problems of initialization are
traditionally solved by multiple computations based on ran-
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dom initialization to reduce this effect towards convergent
results. For the number of clusters to set, it is either preﬁxed or dynamically computed, with 3D histogram analysis
in [10], for example.
Reviews of binarization/text extraction methods have already been done, hence the reader is referred to one of the
excellent surveys, the one of Sankur and Sezgin [18]. Related to this survey, an educational software has been delivered and have been tested for results comparison.
About pen-scanners images, similar algorithms may be
applied. Usually pen-scanners come with off-the-shelf optical character recognition (OCR) from various companies.
However, even if degradations are less numerous in penscanner acquisition than in camera-based one, these commercial OCRs fail faced to engraved characters, mainly due
to low contrast, dirtiness in engravings and so on. In the
following section, we will present our system to handle engraved character extraction on reﬂective surfaces for both
acquisitions.
Industry-driven systems present an additional issue,
which is the building of the training database for recognition. A few samples are available for analysis in a short
given period. Hence, text database for a particular application is awkward and difﬁcult to achieve. To circumvent
this effect, Section 4 will deal with this problem. However, some works have been done related to the training
database increase. Traditional database increasers are based
on geometrical deformations such as afﬁne transformations
or on the reproduction of a degradation model such as [20]
to mimic NS issues. Other alternatives using ensembles of
classiﬁers based on either a unique and extended dataset or
different recognizers or by adding multiple preprocessing
are also possible. Nevertheless, results are rarely as good
as the use of a dedicated database for an exotic application,
hence we chose the ﬁrst solution and we automatically built
a large training database.

3. From Acquisition to Character Extraction

Figure 2. Samples of acquisition. Top: using
a pen-scanner, bottom: using a digital camera.

Even if pen-scanner based acquisition may seem to overpass results done with a digital camera, intensive works

have been done on camera based acquisition during these
previous years and it is interesting to compare both performances in order to have real choices for industrial applications.

3.1. Mobile acquisition
Acquisition done with a mobile pen-scanner is obviously
easy, quite intuitive for non-expert people. The idea is to
scan the characters to be recognized by an horizontal motion (for Latin words). Stabilization of pen-scanners is quite
robust; hence, even if translation speed is not uniform, the
image has a good quality as shown in Figure 2. However,
some points may be real obstacles for some applications,
such as the low contrast for engraved characters because
lighting induced by the pen is quite low. Additionally, a ﬂat
surface of about 2-3 cm is needed to properly acquire characters. If this assumption is not checked, the acquisition
may end without having acquired all characters. Hence, it
may be not the case when the surface is curved or characters close to another object. Regarding this point, some
characters may be very difﬁcult to take as they need to be in
contact with the scanner, which may difﬁcult in some applications. For example, on a line for quality control of cans, a
pen-scanner needs intervention of a user when digital camera may be turned ‘ON’ automatically. Digital cameras are
also mobile devices with the main beneﬁt for use that everybody (or almost) has ever used one. Connection with a
computer may be direct or not and prices are now equivalent to those of pen-scanners. All issues of pen-scanners are
avoided with an acquisition through a still camera. Hence, it
is more versatile. Nevertheless, main disadvantages are due
to inherent degradations of natural scenes, such as uneven
lighting, blur, surface reﬂections or perspective. Usually, in
natural scenes, more problems may be cited such as complex background, large diversity of fonts and sizes but in
the case of industrial applications, these points do not exist. Samples are shown in Figure 2. Finally, the additional
step needed for camera-based images compared to those of
pen-scanners is the text localization. Several researchers
[23, 26] have been working on this step and in a constraint
environment with simple background, it is easier. It will not
be mentioned in this paper as we compare text extraction
and recognition for engraved characters and we assume textual areas are available. Nevertheless, for some trials, some
text locaters are available online1 and issued from the ICDAR 2003 Competition.

3.2. Engraved character extraction
Due to difference between number of degradations for
both acquisition, either pen-scanner or digital camera, the
1 http://algoval.essex.ac.uk:8080/textloc/
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character extraction is obviously not the same. Pen-scanner
based images need only a global processing, an Otsu
grayscale thresholding [17], as assessed in Section 5 while
camera-based ones require dedicated processing. Different
analyzes are described in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Result (bottom) of our preprocessing applied on an original image (top).

Figure 3. Different character extraction for
both acquisition types: top: using a still camera, bottom: using a pen-scanner.

Based on this robust contrast enhancement, a clusteringbased segmentation C is then applied, leading to Ibinarized :
m
)
Ibinarized = C(Ienhanced

To circumvent lighting and blur effects, which are the
main damageable degradations for camera-based images I,
the dedicated character extraction is composed of a preprocessing and a clustering-based segmentation. A contrast
enhancement [12] is applied as a pre-processing, which is
issued from visual system properties and more particularly
on retina features and leads to Ienhanced :
Ienhanced = I ∗HgangON −(I ∗ HgangOF F )∗Hamac (1)
with
⎞
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These three previous ﬁlters assess eye retina behavior
and correspond to the action of ON and OFF ganglion cells
(HgangON , HgangOF F ) and of the retina amacrine cells
(Hamac ). The output is a band-pass contrast enhancement
ﬁlter which is more robust to noise than most of the simple
enhancement ﬁlters. Meaningful structures within the images are better enhanced than by using classical high-pass
ﬁltering which provides more ﬂexibility to this method. Afterwards the information from this enhancement technique
may be integrated in order to quantify the interest of some
regions in an image [12], but we only use here the image
enhancement results.
Following this contrast enhancement, a median ﬁltering is
applied to remove texture of metal and spurious parts of enm
, as shown in Figure 4.
graving and leads to Ienhanced

(2)

We exploit color information to handle varying colors inside textual areas, especially those induced by uneven lighting or ﬂash effect when needed. In order to segment similar
colors together, we use an unsupervised segmentation algorithm with a ﬁxed number of clusters. In this paper, the
focus is done on how natural scene text can be extracted to
increase recognition results; we consider here only already
detected text areas. As areas are constrained, we use a 3means clustering. The identiﬁcation of clusters is a textual
foreground, a background and a noisy cluster which consists either in noise in badly illuminated images or in edges
of characters, which are always slightly different, in clear
images.
First, a color reduction is applied. Considering properties of human vision, there is a large amount of redundancy
in the 24-bit RGB representation of color images. We decided to represent each of the RGB channels with only 4
bits, which introduce very few perceptible visual degradation. Hence the dimensionality of the color space C is
16 × 16 × 16 and it represents the maximum number of
colors.
Following this initial step, we use the 3-means clustering to segment C into three colored regions. The three
dominant colors (C1 , C2 , C3 ) are extracted based on the
centroid value of each cluster. Finally, each pixel in the
image receives the value of one of these colors depending
on the cluster it has been assigned to. Among the three
clusters, one represents obviously background. The background color is selected very easily and efﬁciently as being
the color with the biggest rate of occurrences on the image
borders. Only two pictures left which correspond depending on the initial image to either two foreground pictures or
one foreground picture and one noise picture.
A new measure M is introduced to ﬁnd the most textual
foreground cluster over the two remaining clusters. Based
on properties of connected components of each cluster, spa-
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Figure 5. Character extraction results. 1st column: original images, 2nd column: Otsu thresholding
[17], 3rd column: our human vision-based pre-processing followed by 3-means clustering.

tial information is added at this point to ﬁnd the main textual
cluster. M is based on a larger regularity of connected components of text than the one of noise and background and is
deﬁned as below:
M=

N

i

Figure 6. Sample of badly illuminated images
with absolute luminance variation.

N

1 
areai )|
|areai − (
N i

(3)

where N is the number of connected components and
areai , the area of the component i. This measure enables to
compute the variation in candidate areas. The main textual
cluster is identiﬁed as the one having the smallest M . If the
last cluster belongs to text, both clusters need to be merged.
A new computation of M is done considering the merging
of both clusters. If M decreases, the merge is processed.
Some results are displayed in Figure 5 where comparison
is done with a classical global thresholding, method which
performs better on constrained grayscale areas [13]. Additionally, a connected component analysis is then performed
and small ones are removed. Moreover, our solution, presented in Section 4, enables to allow for such degradations.
Some images still fail due to absolute luminance variation, meaning that textual areas are separated into two
clusters in very badly illuminated images and sometimes
also due to curved surfaces. Actually, characters are darker
than background in some partial areas of the image and inversely in some other parts, as shown in Figure 6. Local
thresholding-based extraction do not perform better for this
kind of images and other pre-processings such as uneven
lighting removal [5] have also been tested without success.
Nevertheless image analogies, used in Section 4, may be
a smart solution to this issue or the use of region-growing
methods by taking into account the “engraved” property of
characters.

4. Training Database Constitution and Character Recognition
In order to get better results, supervised classiﬁcation
is traditionally used for character recognition and needs
representative and large training database, which is sometimes difﬁcult to build properly. In our system, we choose
in-house character recognition, which will be described in
Subsection 4.2 and propose an innovative algorithm for constitution of the training database. This novel method enables to support pattern recognition for particular applications, such as the one of engraved or embossed characters,
present in several industrial contexts.

4.1. Artiﬁcial increase of databases
Our training database increase algorithm is based on the
image analogies of Hertzmann et al. [8], with the particular
method of texture-by-numbers.
Given a pair of images A and A’, with A’ being the binarized version of A, the textured image in our algorithm,
and B’ the black and white image to transfer texture, the
texture-by-numbers technique applies texture of A into B’
to create B. Binary versions are composed of pixels having
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values of 0 or 1; texture of A corresponding to areas of 0 of
A’ will be transferred to areas of 0 of B’ and similarly for 1.
Multiscale representations through Gaussian pyramids are
computed for A, A’ and B’ and at each level, statistics for
every pixel in the target pair (B, B’) are compared to every
pixel in the source pair (A, A’) and the best match is found.
The number of resolution levels and the neighborhood size
to ﬁnd the best similarity is previously deﬁned. The similarity is based on the traditional Euclidean distance and the
neighborhood search to ﬁnd the best pixels for texture transfer is based on approximate nearest neighborhood (ANN)
and tree-structured vector quantization (TSVQ). Additional
mathematical information may be found in [7]. The result
of texture transfer is displayed in Figure 7.
Hence the main idea is to create several binary characters
(B’) and to apply texture of a small set of natural scenes
images (A) upon these characters. The binary versions of
A are computed with the character extraction of Section 3.
We then get a large dataset of automatically rendered characters (B) with all degradations of natural scenes. This new
and artiﬁcially created database may be then binarized and
obviously leads to a very representative database for future
tested characters.
We ﬁrst need to build several character-templates to enlarge the training database and to apply the texture-bynumbers method. Based on a given set with a particular
font, lines and curves of characters are modeled with cubic
splines thanks to ﬁve anchors per character maximum. To
build templates as various and realistic as possible, several
parameters may be then deﬁned to add degradations based
on the deﬁned anchors. Variations induce different global
and local thicknesses, perspective, rotation of characters or
modify the contour (squared or curved) or the ends with
some artistic display such as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Texture-by-numbers for database
increase: A represents the segmented character, A’ its binary version, B’ are charactertemplates for texture to transfer onto B.

Based on the ﬁnite steps of variation for each of the precited parameters, for one extracted character and one given
texture, 33480 samples may be created. Hence, the power
of increasing database of this method is very large (almost
inﬁnite depending on the parameter variation and the number of textures).
One limitation of this method is when no representative
contours are available in the A samples. For example, if A
represents a ‘0’ and we wish to transfer a texture upon the
character ‘N’ with no curved contours, similar as ‘0’. Moreover ‘0’ has no strict lines, similar as ‘N’. Hence, to perform realistic transfers it is needed to use several A samples
in order to build representative patches to apply the textureby-numbers algorithm and we build new textured characters
with several A samples (‘0’, ‘2’, ‘5’, ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘E’, ‘N’).

4.2. In-house character recognition
We use an extended version of classiﬁer from Gosselin
[6], based on geometrical features and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). In order to recognize many variations of
the same character, features need to be robust against noise,
distortions, translation, rotation or shear. Invariants are features which have approximately the same value for samples
of the same character, deformed or not. To be as invariant as
possible, our input-characters are normalized into an N*N
size with N=16. However, not all variations among characters such as noise or degradations can be modeled by invariants, and the database used to train the neural network must
have different variations of a same character, with representativeness of issues. The previous algorithm of training
database increase fulﬁlls this requirement.
In our experiments, we use a feature extraction based on
contour proﬁles. The feature vector is based on the edges
of characters and a probe is sent in each direction (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) and to get the information of
holes like in the ‘B’ character, some interior probes are sent
from the center. Moreover, another feature is added: the
ratio between original height and original width in order to
very easily discriminate an ‘i’ from an ‘m’. Experimentally,
in order to lead to high recognition rates, we complete this
feature set with Tchebychev moments, which are orthogonal moments. Moment functions of a 2D image are used
as descriptors of shape. They are invariant with respect to
scale, translation and rotation. According to Mukundan et
al. [15], we use Tchebychev moments of order 2 for their
robustness to noise.
No feature selection is deﬁned and the feature set is a
vector of 63 values provided to an MLP with one hidden
layer of 120 neurons and an output layer of variable size,
depending on applications (36 for Latin letters and digits or
10 for digits only, for example). The total number of training samples is divided into 80% for training only and 20%
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for cross-validation purpose in order to avoid overtraining.
Table 1. Recognition rates for engraved characters with comparison with a commercial
OCR, either for pen-scanner (PS) or digital
camera (DC) acquisition.

5. Results
To assess quality of our proposition of algorithms, results
are given for character extraction and recognition independently and are based on a database of natural scene images,
acquired in situ either with a pen-scanner (“Iris pen executive”) or a digital camera (with a resolution of 4 Megapixels). A small database of 30 images is available. As stated
previously, large databases may be difﬁcult to get. However,
this database has been carefully built with several types of
reﬂective surfaces (anodized, phosphated, etc) with characters engraved at different places in the object.
For character extraction, some comparisons done with
the global Otsu thresholding [17] have already been displayed in Figure 5 but other algorithms in the domain
of gray-scale character binarization have been tested.
Sankur and Sezgin [18] implemented a comparison software OTIMEC of 38 extraction methods (version 4.1) and
we ran it to compare results with our proposition. The description of all algorithms is out of focus of this paper and
the reader may refer to their excellent survey [18].
Results are given in terms of Precision and Recall. Precision measures the quality of extraction while Recall measures the quantity of high quality extraction. “Correctly
extracted characters” means characters which are extracted
without noise or missing important parts of the character.
When differences between methods are small (a few negligible pixels), identical rates are considered. Most differences are (very) large with the absence of character parts or
even image areas due to uneven illumination. Hence visual
assessment is easy to handle and not damageable for results.
Precision =
Recall =

Correctly extracted characters
Total extracted characters

Correctly extracted characters
Total number of characters

(4)

(5)

Best results are obtained for the Otsu thresholding in the
case of pen-scanner images with a Precision of 0.74 and a
Recall of 0.70. For still camera-based images, our proposition outperforms the 38 algorithms of OTIMEC and we got
a Precision of 0.83 and a Recall of 0.74.
To give ﬁgures in terms of recognition rates, we compare
with a commercial OCR (ABBYY FineReader 8.0 Professional Edition Try&Buy 2 ) in order to apprehend also image
quality, which is not obvious with some thumbnails samples only. Results are given in Table 1. Recognition rates
2 http://france.abbyy.com/download/?param=46440

PS
DC

Comm. OCR
26.92%
21.13%

Our method
80.77%
76.06%

are not sufﬁcient for an industrial application. Nevertheless, a correction of recognition errors may be applied regarding a particular application. Moreover, acquisition may
still be more accurately tuned to get better results. Synthesized data slightly improved recognition rates (around
2%) when compared with a generic NS training database.
Nevertheless, image analogies enable an easy building of
large databases (if none is available) and give also a strong
solution to imperfect text extraction by embedding usual
degradations. One point is important to mention: the comparison of recognition rates between both acquisition. The
pen-scanner based one is better by its simplicity and uniform quality of images even if the contrast may still be poor.
Nevertheless, the difference between recognition rates is not
very large and camera-based acquisition may now be considered as a competitive alternative acquisition mode, even
for industrial applications.

6. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we presented a character recognition system for engraved characters on reﬂective surfaces by considering two different acquisition devices. The main aim
was to compare results in order to understand the gap
between these both acquisition devices. Degradations of
camera-based images are more numerous and the one leading to more errors is uneven lighting with absolute luminance variation. We proposed two different character extractions for both acquisition modes and assessed the performance of these methods by comparing them with other
grayscale thresolding methods. In order to build an efﬁcient
recognizer, the quality and representativeness of the training
database is fundamental. For some industrial applications,
which is often the case for engraved characters, it is sometimes difﬁcult to get large datasets. Hence, we presented a
novel method for training database increase based on character templates constitution through cubic splines and image analogies with the texture-by-numbers algorithm. Results are satisfying and degradations of natural scene images
are well rendered, enabling the building of a large and realistic training database. This method is versatile and may
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be applied for any kinds of training database to be built and
is very convenient for all sets of natural scene images or for
applications requiring various datasets. Results for camerabased acquisition have to be mitigated with performance of
the text detection step, which is, according to us, not a real
problem but which may slightly lower results. As the difference between recognition rates is not very large, camerabased acquisition may now be considered as an interesting
alternative for industrial applications and especially when
requirements of pen-scanner acquisition are not met. Several future works may be formulated. Tests on a larger
database for character extraction are needed among different industrial applications. Moreover, image analogies applied in the context we described may be used for several
other steps of image processing such as uneven lighting removal, thresholding and so on.
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Abstract

are suitable to capture an image easily and quickly. This
can bring us a new application of document analysis and
character recognition.
Though camera-based approach has a chance to yield
excellent applications, the realization is not easy. A reason is that most existing document analysis techniques are
for scanner-captured images. That is, processing a cameracaptured image preliminarily requires a rectiﬁcation of image to obtain a scanner-captured like image. There exists
many rectiﬁcation methods, however, they require strong
restriction on layout and way of capturing. For example,
they are not applicable to the document image shown in
Fig. 1. Thus. in this paper, we propose a novel rectifying
method of perspective distortion of a document image. The
proposed method estimates relative depth of each region of
a document without any prior knowledge by employing an
area of a character as a variant and an area ratio as an invariant. Since the proposed method does not use strong
restriction on layout and way of capturing, it is applicable
to document images of wide variety including the document
image shown in Fig. 1. The comparison with existing methods is discussed in Sec. 4.

For user convenience, document image processing captured with a digital camera instead of a scanner has been
researched. However, existing methods of document image
processing are not usable for a perspective document image captured by a digital camera because most of them are
designed for the one captured by a scanner. Thus, we have
to rectify the perspective of the document image and obtain
the frontal image as if it was captured by a scanner. In this
paper, for eliminating perspective distortion from a planar
paper without any prior knowledge, we propose a new rectiﬁcation method of a document image introducing variants
which change according to the gradient of the paper and invariants which do not change against it. Since the proposed
method does not use strong assumptions, it is widely applicable to many document images unlike other methods. We
conﬁrmed the proposed method rectiﬁes a document image
suffering from perspective distortion and acquires the one
with afﬁne distortion.

1. Introduction
2. Proposed method
Recently, camera-based document analysis and character
recognition have been researched [3, 6]. Camera-based approach is known to be more difﬁcult than scanner-based approach since a captured image can be degraded by nonuniform lighting, out of focus, perspective distortion and so
on. Despite the difﬁculty, the camera-based approach has
advantages of portability and ease to use. For example,
scanners are not easy to carry, not able to scan a very big
poster and an immovable object 1 . To the contrary, cameras
1 A portable scanner can be easily carried.
scannable paper is constrained.

In this section, we explain the proposed rectifying
method of perspective distortion. For the sake of the explanation, we begin with explaining the relationship between
3D and 2D coordinate systems.

2.1.

Central
perspective
model [1, 7]

projection

To begin with, we mention how a 2D image of a 3D object is obtained with a camera. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the

However, the size of
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Figure 2. Central perspective projection model.
dinate system. A point (X, Y, Z) T in the camera-centered
image coordinate system is projected into the point (x, y) T
in the 2D image coordinate system. The transformation is
written as
x
y

=

f
Z

X
.
Y

(1)

2.2. Relationship between area and depth
Imagine a document image suffering from perspective
distortion, slanted in a certain angle. There usually exists
the same characters, say “a,” printed in the same size. Due
to the perspective distortion, the observed sizes of the characters vary by their positions; a character near the camera is
large and that far from the camera is small. We estimate the
slant angle from the changes of character sizes.
Here, we derive the relationship between the observed
area and depth of a character 2. Fig. 3(a) illustrates two same
characters in different positions on a document. The Z coordinates of them in the center are Z 1 and Z2 , respectively.
Say, Z1 > Z2 .
First of all, we consider a simpliﬁed problem handling
a length (e.g., height or width) of a character instead of an
area of it. Let L be the inherent length of the character. Let
l1 and l2 be the projection lengths of the characters in the
positions of Z1 and Z2 , respectively. To make the following calculation easier, we use an approximation as shown
in Fig. 3(b). The approximation makes the slant characters
standing. Let L  be their approximated length determined
as

Figure 1. A document with difﬁculty to rectify
for existing methods.

pinhole imaging model is often used. A point C is a pinhole at the optical center. Light rays passing through the
pinhole C form an image of an object on the image plane
I at a distance f from the optical center. An axis which
passes through the pinhole C and is perpendicular to the
image plane is called optical axis. Let c be the image center
which is the intersection point between the image plane and
the optical axis. In this model, parallel lines do not always
be transformed into parallel lines. This transformation is
called perspective projection. The distortion caused by the
perspective projection is called perspective distortion.
In general, the image plane is rearranged as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The image coordinate system is a 2D coordinate
system which employs the image center c as the origin, and
x- and y-axes as shown in Fig. 2(b). The camera-centered
image coordinate system is the coordinate system which
employs the focal point C as the origin, the optical axis as
Z-axes, X- and Y -axes as x- and y-axes of the image coor-

L = L cos α,
2 Note

(2)

that the area of a character means the number of pixels in foreground colors. Actually, “area of a connected component” may be more
precise expression since there exists separated characters such as “i” and
“j”.
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Figure 3. The relationship between the inherent length L and the projection lengths l 1 and l2 .
character (Xj , Yj , Zj )T in the camera-centered coordinate
system is denoted as
⎛ ⎞ ⎛
⎞
Xj
Zj xj /f
⎝ Yj ⎠ = ⎝ Zj yj /f ⎠ .
(7)
Zj
Zj

where α, 0 ≤ α ≤ π/2, is the angle between the paper and
the image plane. Thus, by considering only x coordinate in
Eq. (1), we obtain
lj =

f 
f
L =
L cos α.
Zj
Zj

(3)

Then, we consider the area of a character. Let S and S 
be the area and the approximated area of a character, which
correspond to L and L  . The relationship of them is given
as
S  = S cos α.

For the simplicity, we use the following expression instead:
⎛ ⎞ ⎛  ⎞
Zj xj
Xj
⎝ Yj ⎠ = ⎝ Zj yj ⎠ ,
(8)
Zj
Zj

(4)

where Z  = Z/f .

Then, we obtain the projection area of a character s j as follows.
sj =

f
Zj

2

S =

f
Zj

2.3. Clustering using area ratio

2

S cos α.

(5)

The method to estimate the slant α mentioned in Sec. 2.2
works only if all the characters in the document belong to
one category. However, discussing such situation is nonsense. Thus, we discuss a method to distinguish characters
into categories.
The most easily conceived method might be character
recognition. However, recognizing distorted characters is
not easy task. In addition, since just classiﬁcation is required, recognizing (labelling) characters is unnecessary.
Thus, we propose a novel classiﬁcation method of characters. That is, classiﬁcation by area ratios of character
regions. The area ratio is known as an afﬁne invariant.
Though an afﬁne invariant is not an invariant against perspective distortion, an afﬁne invariant in a small region can
be approximated as a projective invariant.
The area ratio has to satisfy the following two conditions.
(1) The identical regions must be extracted.

Eq. (5) shows the relationship between an observed area and
depth; a projection area is inverse proportional to the square
of the Z coordinate (i.e., depth). Thus, letting Z j and sj be
the depth and observed area of the j-th character, then we
obtain the following relationship from Eq. (5):
√
f S cos α
Zj =
.
(6)
√
sj
Finally, we consider how to determine the angle α. Since
all the characters are on a coplanar in a 3D coordinate system, the angle α will be obtained by ﬁtting them to a coplanar. The detail of the process is discussed in Sec. 2.4. Here
we mention the way to calculate a 3D coordinate from a 2D
image coordinate. From Eq. (1), the coordinate of the j-th
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Figure 4. An example of pairing of two characters. This is the case of “t” and “h.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Five area ratios calculated from the
pair of Fig. 4. (a) Area of “t,” (b) Area of “h,”
(c) Area of convex hull of “t,” (d) Area of convex hull of “h,” and (e) Area of convex hull of
“t” and “h.”

Since an area ratio is invariant, an (approximately) same
value is calculated at the same region. However, if the same
region is not extracted due to perspective distortion, the invariant cannot be obtained. To avoid the problem, the proposed method introduces the area of a convex hull which
can be calculated in the same manner under linear transformation. Thus, the ratio of two areas, foreground region of a
character and its convex hull, is used.

2.4. Fitting to plane
The clustering procedure described in Sec. 2.3 enables
us to ﬁt character pairs of each category to each plane, respectively. The estimated plane can be different since the
area of a character of the same size differs by category and
estimated depth varies on the size. However, these plane
must be the same one. Thus, in order to estimate the slant
angle alpha of the plane accurately, we integrate them. In
Sec. 2.2, we let S be a known area of a character. However, it is actually unknown and differs by category. Thus,
we estimate the area of a character S and the slant angle
of only one plane alpha simultaneously. In order to that,
we replace S, (Xj , Yj , Zj )T and Zj appeared in Sec. 2.2

with Si , (Xij , Yij , Zij )T and Zij
by adding cluster number
i. We also add cluster number i to from Eq. (6) to Eq. (8).
To begin with, by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), we
obtain
⎛
⎛
⎞
√ ⎞
xij / sij
Xij
√
⎝ Yij ⎠ = Si cos α ⎝ yij / sij ⎠ .
(9)
√

Zij
1/ sij

(2) Area ratios must be distinctive enough to classify characters.
Characters of different categories whose area ratios are
identical can exist. In this case, they must be misclassiﬁed into a cluster. In order to avoid bad inﬂuence, we use
several area ratios at the same time. This increases the classiﬁcation performance since the probability that several area
ratios are simultaneously identical is less than the probability that one area ratio is identical. Since the number of areas
calculated from one character is limited, we calculate area
ratios by pairing two adjacent characters. Fig. 4 is an example of the pairing. At most ﬁve area ratios are calculated
from every pair of adjacent two characters. Fig. 5 shows
the ﬁve area ratios of two characters of Fig. 4. When m
out of ﬁve area ratios are used for clustering, they are used
as an m-dimensional feature vector. We employ k-means
clustering algorithm to distinguish the vector. Each cluster
is expected to contain each character pair in ideal. Hereafter, all the processes are performed for each pair of two
characters.


) of each charThis means that the coordinate (X ij , Yij , Zij
acter is calculated by xij , yij and sij obtained from the
image. However, since the inherent area of a character
Si in Eq.
√ (9) and the slant angle α are unkonwn, we let
Ki = Si cos α and deﬁne an error of Z coordinates between the plane and a character of a category as

Here, we mention the restriction of the proposed method
on the size of characters. The relationship between the area
and depth derived in Sec. 2.2 bases on the assumption that
characters in the same category are the same size. Thus, if
characters of different sizes exist in a document, the clustering using area ratios cannot distinguish the difference in
size of characters. This can cause the estimation error of
depth. However, the characters in different sizes can be
eliminated by noise reduction process detailed in Sec. 2.4
since most documents consist of many body text characters
in the same size and few characters in headings in different
sizes.


εij ≡ {aXij + bYij + c} − Zij

Ki xij
Ki yij
Ki
= a√
.
+b √
+c − √
sij
sij
sij

(10)

Then, the sum of the error for all the characters of all the
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categories is given as

εij .
E=
i

let f = 1. Due to this, afﬁne distortion remains after the
rectiﬁcation. The afﬁne distortion is the distortion where
parallel lines are kept parallel after transformation.
Finally, we rectify the image by the rotation. By rotating
a point (Xij , Yij , Zij )T in the camera-centered coordinate
system, we obtain the coordinate
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
X̃ij
Xij
⎝ Ỹij ⎠ = R ⎝ Yij ⎠ .
(14)
Zij
Z̃ij

(11)

j

Finally, we estimate the parameters {K i }, and a, b and c
which minimize Eq. (11). Note that since there is linear
ambiguity in {K i }, we ﬁxed as c = 1, and estimate {K i },
a and b in this paper. However, to estimate the plane, we
cannot avoid taking the effect of noises (outliers) into account. The noises come from failure of extracting characters from the image, misclassiﬁcation, and existence of
characters in different sizes mentioned in Sec. 2.3. To deal
with the noises, we perform two noise removal procedures:
(A) removal of outliers, and (B) removal of clusters of outliers. The former removes a character where the error ε ij
is not less than a threshold t 1 . The latter removes a cluster
whose number of elements is not greater than t 2 , since the
cluster seems to estimate a wrong plane.

Then, projecting the point into an image plane, the coordinate on the 2D image plane
x̃ij
ỹij

=

f
Z̃ij

X̃ij
Ỹij

(15)

is given.

3. Experiment
2.5. Rotation
We performed experiments to evaluate the proposed
method. Five combinations of area ratios we used were the
following:

We discuss how to set the view point in right front of the
paper. This is performed by rotating the paper so that the
view point moves on the normal of the paper. To represent
a rotation matrix, we use the roll-pitch-yaw rotation angles
where rotation angles around the X-, Y - and Z-axes are
represented by ψ, θ and φ, respectively. The rotation matrix
is given as
R = R(Z, φ)R(Y, θ)R(X, ψ)
⎛
⎞
cos φ − sin φ 0
= ⎝ sin φ cos φ 0⎠
0
0
1
⎞⎛
⎛
1
cos θ 0 − sin θ
⎝ 0
1
0 ⎠ ⎝0
0
sin θ 0 cos θ

0
cos ψ
sin ψ

⎞

0
− sin ψ ⎠ .
cos ψ
(12)

i.

Smaller (Fig. 5(a))
,
Smaller CH (Fig. 5(c)) + Larger CH (Fig. 5(d))

ii.

Larger (Fig. 5(b))
,
Smaller (Fig. 5(a)) + Larger (Fig. 5(b))

iii.

Smaller (Fig. 5(a))
,
Larger CH (Fig. 5(d))

iv.

Smaller CH (Fig. 5(b))
,
Larger (Fig. 5(c))

v.

Smaller (Fig. 5(a))
,
Larger (Fig. 5(b))

where “smaller” stands for the area of smaller character of
the pair, “larger” stands for the area of larger character, and
“CH” stands for convex hull. When the dimensionality of an
invariant vector was 5, area ratios i. 〜v. were used. When
the dimensionality of an invariant vector was 3, area ratios
i.〜iii. were used.
The experimental results for three images are shown in
Table 1. The images were taken by Canon EOS 5D, and
their sizes were 4, 368 × 2, 912. Though the proposed
method does not require a paper frame, for ease of visual
evaluation, document images with paper frames were used.
The images in the row (A) are original images. Those in
the row (B) are rectiﬁed images with f = 1. Parameters
for clustering and noise reduction were tuned so as to obtain the best result. In theory, the parallelism of two lines

Since we deﬁned Z  = Z/f , the equation of the plane

Z = aX + bY + 1 is Z = af X + bf Y + f . The normal of
the plane Z = af X + bf Y + f is (af bf (−f ))T . Thus,
the rotation matrix R should be determined so that both the
X and Y coordinates become 0. Since the rotation around
the Z-axis is ignored, rotation angles of R are given as
⎞
⎛ ⎞ ⎛
0
φ
af
−1
⎟
⎝θ ⎠ = ⎜
(13)
⎝− tan √1+(bf )2 ⎠ .
−1
ψ
− tan (bf )
Eq. (13) shows that an unknown parameter f is required for
the estimation of the angles. This is in the same situation as
[4] and [8]. Since f is not obtained in this paper, we simply
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Table 1. Rectiﬁcation results and parameters of the proposed method. (A) Before rectiﬁcation. (B) After rectiﬁcation (f = 1). (C) After rectiﬁcation (the best value of f is selected by hand).
Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

(L) 8.98 ◦ / (N) 5.18◦

(L) 1.73 ◦ / (N) 19.2◦

(L) 6.64 ◦ / (N) 7.70◦

(L) 0.06 ◦ / (N) 0.73◦

(L) 0.14 ◦ / (N) 2.81◦

(L) 1.78 ◦ / (N) 5.43◦

3

3

5

60

40

200

0.05, 20

(No thresholding)

0.1, 20

f = 11000

f = 2000

f = 15000

(L) 0.78 ◦ / (N) 0.02◦

(L) 1.24 ◦ / (N) 1.09◦

(L) 1.20 ◦ / (N) 3.88◦

0.605◦

1.35◦

4.16◦

(A)
Angles of two lines
in long side (L) and
narrow side (S)

(B)

Angles of two lines
in long side (L) and
narrow side (N)
No. of dim. of
invariant vector
No. of clusters
Thresholds
t1 and t2

(C)
Angles of two lines
in long side (L) and
narrow side (N)
Average difference
of corner angles
from right angle
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is rectiﬁed, though a right angle of a corner is not. In the
experimental results, parallel lines of image 1 were rectiﬁed within 1◦ , and those of images 2 and 3 were not. The
main cause is estimation errors of parameters of the plane
due to outliers. The images in the row (C) are rectiﬁed images with the best f . In theory, not only the parallelism but
also corner angles are rectiﬁed. In the experimental results,
as the same reason as the row (B), both the parallelism and
corner angles of image 1 was almost rectiﬁed, and that of
images 2 and 3 were not. Therefore, improving estimation
accuracy of a plane and deriving estimation method of f are
required.

Approaches (1) and (2) mentioned above are not applicable to a document with complex layout, such that text lines
are not parallel, and whole paper frame is not captured, such
as the document image shown in Fig. 1.
The third approach estimates 3D shape of a paper with
multiple cameras [5] or a movie capturing a document by a
hand-held camera [9]. These require different devices from
the proposed method.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method of rectifying perspective distortion into afﬁne distortion without any prior
knowledge. The proposed method estimates relative depth
of each region of a document by employing an area of a
character as a variant and an area ratio as an invariant. Then,
3D pose (slant angles) of the plane of the document is estimated. Since the proposed method does not use strong
restriction on layout and way of capturing, it is applicable
to document images of wide variety.
In the experiments, we conﬁrmed the rectiﬁcation ability of the proposed method in recovering the parallelism of
lines. Though we conﬁrmed that the rectiﬁcation roughly
succeeded, estimation accuracy should be improved. It can
be achieved by employing the robust estimation and improving the performance of noise removing.
Due to the limitation of the proposed method, it cannot
recover corner angles of a paper in principle. The cause is
that there is linear ambiguity in depth estimation. This may
be solved by employing other pair of variant and invariant.
This is included in future work. Larger scale evaluation is
also included in future work.

4. Comparison with existing methods
Since rectiﬁcation of perspective distortion is a basic task
on camera-based document analysis, there are many existing methods. They are roughly classiﬁed into the following
three approaches: (1) using a paper frame, (2) using text
lines, (3) using stereo vision. We mention the outline of
the methods and discuss the difference from the proposed
method.
The ﬁrst approach assumes that the paper frame is a rectangle in nature and the frame can be clearly obtained. A
rectangle suffering from perspective distortion becomes a
quadrilateral since the parallelism of lines is lost. Using the
information that the quadrilateral is originally a rectangle,
we can calculate the transformation and rectify by the inverse transformation. This approach is used in [2] and some
commercial products such as Ricoh Caplio R6. Though the
approach is reasonable since many paper frames are rectangle, the whole document image have to be captured.
The second approach assumes the parallelism of text
lines. For example, in [2], vanishing points are estimated
from text lines, and then slant angles of the paper are estimated from the vanishing points 3 . This method ﬁrst extracts
text lines from a document image, and horizontal vanishing points are estimated. Next, assuming both ends of text
lines are aligned vertically, vertical vanishing points are estimated by drawing three lines at right end, center and left
end of the text lines. Finally, the document image is rectiﬁed
by the two vanishing points and prior knowledge that horizontal text lines and vertical lines of ends are orthogonal 4.
The biggest drawback of the method is strong restriction
for page layout. The method is not applicable to a document with complex layout and a document including many
ﬁgures and equations since estimating both ends is difﬁcult.
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2

Abstract
In this paper, we present the use of multimodal content analysis in the MARVEL (Multimodal Analysis of
Recorded Video for E-Learning) project. In this project,
we record teachers giving their lectures in class and semiautomatically analyze the video-audio content in order to
help transfer this lecture into a multimedia course for elearning. We distinguish two primary goals in this application: scenario extraction (mostly from video) and content
indexing (mostly from text and speech). Three objects take
place in these goals: the teacher, the screen (for slide projection) and the whiteboard (for handwriting). These goals
and the roles of all objects are explained in details, as well
as our preliminary results. Through this application, we are
giving some ideas about multimodality analysis and its formalization.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, as the available multimedia content grows
every day, the need for automatic content analysis is becoming increasingly important. For example, information
retrieval in broadcast news archives requires indexing the
different medias available. Many projects currently focus
on these research topics (content analysis, media enrichment. . . ) but most of these works are focused on one single
media, and are unaware of other medias. Because information is not concentrated in one media but distributed among
all the medias, such approaches are losing important parts of
that information, and ignore media interactions. Recently,
many research works[14] have focused on the use of multiple modalities to increase the potentiality of analysis. However, to our knowledge, there is no existing framework for

multimodal analysis, and there is only little serious study of
the possibilities of interaction between modalities. In this
paper, we present our ideas and framework on multimodal
analysis, followed by our application in e-learning with the
MARVEL project, which is divided into two goals: scenario extraction (mostly from the video) and content indexing (mostly from text and speech). This is still an on-going
project, with some parts more developped than others. For
each section, we will present our main ideas or detailed results, depending on work achievement.

2

multimodality

There is often confusion in the literature between the
concept of media and the concept of modality. In many
papers, the authors use both words to refer to the same concept. This does not seem to be exact, as we can see the two
different concepts in the context of content analysis. We
propose to deﬁne a modality as a reﬁnement of the media
concept. A media is characterized mostly by its nature (for
example audio, video, text), while a modality is characterized by both its nature and the physical structure of the provided information (for example video text vs motion). One
media can then be divided into multiple modalities, following two criteria: the semantic structure of the information
and the algorithms involved in the analysis process. While
the concept of media is independent from the application,
the concept of modality is application dependant.
As proposed in [7], we will use generic modalities listed
in three main families. First, the audio family includes different modalities in terms of structure such as speech, music
or sound. Second, we distinguish between still image and
motion (video) in the visual family. While both are acquired
from a camera, motion contains time structure and is richer
in term of content than still images. Third, the text family
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includes printed text and handwritten text.
This split of media into modalities can surely be discussed and different organizations can be proposed. We
will use this scheme through this paper using several examples taken from some applications to illustrate our choice.
We insist on the fact that the information contained in each
modality has a different structure, regarding the algorithms
that can be used, the difﬁculty for content extraction and for
the semantic that can be given to it.
Once modality is deﬁned, the next step is to deﬁne multimodality. In video indexing context, Snoek and Worring
[14] have proposed to deﬁne multimodality from the author’s point of view: it is “the capacity of an author of the
video document to express a semantic idea, by combining
a layout with a speciﬁc content, using at least two information channels”. The inter-modal relation is then located at a
high level using semantics. On the contrary, in the context
of speech recognition, Zhi et al. [20] have implemented
the multimodal integration just after the feature extraction
phase and an alignment step. In this case, multimodal integration takes place at a low level. Both these deﬁnitions are
incomplete. Furthermore, several multimodal applications
found in the literature use two modalities, audio and video,
and the multimodal part of these application is often limited
to a fusion step. Examples of such works include applications for video indexing such as [17] where a high level
fusion step is processed after speaker segmentation in audio
and shot detection in video. Shao et al.[13] have performed
multimodal summary of musical video using both audio and
video contents. In the same domain, Zhu et al.[21] perform
video text extraction and lyrics structure analysis in karaoke
contents using multimodal approaches. Song et al.[15] recognize emotions using a fusion step just after feature extraction in audio and video. Zhu and Zhou [22] combine audio
and video analysis for scene change detection. They have
classiﬁed audio shots into semantic types and process shot
detection in video They integrate then these results to have
robust detection. Zhi et al.[20] and Murai et al.[10] use
facial analysis (video) to improve speech recognition (audio). [10] detects shots in video containing speech whereas
[20] combines lip movements and audio features to process
speech recognition. Zotkin et al.[23] propose a tracking
method based on multiple cameras and a microphone array.
Bigün et al.[4] proposed a scheme for multimodal biometric authentication using three modalities: ﬁngerprint, face
and speech. Fusion is processed after individual modality
recognition.
We propose a more general deﬁnition of multimodality
as an interaction process between two or more modalities.
This process is based on an inter-modal relation. We have
identiﬁed three different types of inter-modal relations [8]:
trigger, integration and collaboration. The trigger relation
is the simplest relation: an event detected in one modal-

ity activates an analysis process to start in another modality. The integration relation is already widely used and is
mainly characterized by its interaction level. The analysis
processes are done separately for each modality, but followed by a process of integration (fusion or others) of their
results. Snoek and Worring [14] present a more complete
review of existing works widely using the integration relation for the application of multimodal video indexing. The
third relation is collaboration, and it is the strongest multimodal relation, consisting in a close interaction of two
modalities during the analysis process itself. The results of
the analysis of one modality are used for analyzing a second
one.

3

Video analysis for e-learning

Our main application for multimodality is e-learning
through the MARVEL project. The goal of MARVEL (Multimodal Analysis of Recorded Video for E-Learning) is the
production of tools and techniques for the creation of multimedia documents for e-learning.
The complete course of a professor is recorded live.
Furthermore, textual sources such as course slides may be
available. The recorded material from live courses is analyzed and used to produce interactive e-courses. This can
be seen as an application of video analysis to produce rich
media content. The slides used by the professor in the class
can be automatically replaced by an appropriate ﬁle in the
e-course, being synchronized with the professor’s explanations. The course given by the professor is indexed using various markers from speech, text or image analysis.
The main aim of this project consists in providing semiautomatic tools to produce e-learning courses from recorded
live normal courses.
In this project, three different medias are available: audio, video and lecture material (essentially the slides). Following the model proposed in section 2, we have identiﬁed
ﬁve different modalities: i) printed text which contains text
from the slides and, if available, from other external textual
sources. This modality is present in both video and lecture
material media; ii) handwritten text which consists in the
text written on the whiteboard; iii) graphics which include
all the graphics and images present in the slides. iv) motion
which contains the motion content of the video media; v)
speech which gathers the teacher’s explanations.
To simplify the explanations in this paper, we will not
take into account the graphic modality and we consider only
the textual parts of the slides. A difference must be made
between handwritten text and printed text for two reasons.
First, as presented in section 2, the nature of both modalities
is different (handwritten vs printed text). The second reason
is speciﬁc to this application: the two modalities do not contain the same data. Even if the contents of both modalities
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are related to the course, one (printed text) is more structured than the other.
The printed text modality is available in two different
medias: video and text. It is a good example to illustrate our
distinction between media and modality (section 2). Even
if it is available in two different medias, the printed text
still contains the same information, with the same structure.
Once detected and extracted from the video media, the analysis processes involved are similar whatever the media.
The application is divided into two distinct parts, which
represents two different, but complementary, goals to
achieve: i scenario extraction (section 4): The scenario
is given mainly by the video. The teacher’s behavior (see
ﬁg. 1) is analyzed to extract the course scenario (explaining the current slide, writing on whiteboard, talking to the
class,. . . ). This will be used later as a layout during the
e-course production. Other regions of interest such as the
screen or the whiteboard are detected. Detections of slide
changes or new writing on the whiteboard are events that
will be used; ii content indexing (section 5): The content
indexing of available media has to be done using the speech
given by the teacher, the printed text on the slides and the
handwritten text on the whiteboard. These three sources are
complementary to show all the content of the course. Different inter-modal interactions are identiﬁed here.
During the ﬁrst part of the application (scenario extraction), 3 trigger relations are involved. These relations are directly related to the actors who interact in a course: teacher,
whiteboard and screen. The trigger source is the motion
modality. First, the “slide transition” event triggers the
printed text detection and recognition. Second, the “teacher
points at screen” event triggers the point of interest search.
Third, similar to the ﬁrst, the “teacher writes on whiteboard” event triggers the handwritten text recognition process.
The second part of the application (content indexing)
contains most of the inter-modal relations. First, the speechprinted text interaction is a bimodal and bidirectional collaboration interaction, with its main direction from printed
text to speech. As used in [20, 10], motion-speech interaction can be also useful . Recognition of handwritten text is a
difﬁcult task, especially in video. We propose to help recognition of handwritten text using both speech and printed
text modalities. Both relations, speech-handwritten text and
speech-printed text, are bimodal and unidirectional.

4

Scenario extraction

Scenario extraction aims at retrieving the structure of the
lecture. We have identiﬁed three elements in the MARVEL
application (see ﬁg. 1: the screen, the whiteboard and the
teacher. Both the screen and the whiteboard are passive elements, whereas the teacher interacts with the others. The

Figure 1. Frame extracted from a recorded
course. White shapes highlight identiﬁed actors of the application: the teacher (1), the
screen (2) and the whiteboard (3).

Figure 2. Slide change detection schema
screen is the support to display slides. In the rest of this paper both words, screen and slides, will be used referring to
the same object. The information displayed on the screen is
structured and contains text and graphics.

4.1

Slide change detection

Similarly to shot detection in more general videos, slide
change detection aims at segmenting the video into logical units, each containing a different slide. A slide change
is deﬁned as the replacement of a slide by another. Such
change is characterized by an image modiﬁcation in the
screen zone. This modiﬁcation is more or less important
according to the considered slide change, and can be considered as the result of an edit operation on the current slide.
Slide changes have a global effect to the screen, whereas
slide modiﬁcations are more located.
During the course the teacher’s interactions with the
screen can temporally occlude the slide. Another source of
motion is inherent to the compressed video: as video compression algorithms often suppress high frequency information, small patterns such as letters are affected by temporal
noise. Such patterns are obviously frequent in slides.
Our slide change detection algorithm is based on image differences. However, we introduce a priori knowledge
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sequence

occured

detected

seq1
seq2
seq3

24
10
13

23 (98.8%)
10 (100%)
13 (100%)

false
detections
0
1
0

Figure 3. Some results for our slide transition detection algorithm on three video
sequences taken from three different class
courses. For each sequence, the actual number of transitions occurring in the sequence
is shown, followed by the numbers of detected transitions and false detections.

by restricting this to the slide zone in the stream. As the
camera position and view are ﬁxed during the recording,
we manually ﬁx this zone. That screen zone is extracted
from each 25th frame (number decided upon experimentally), and an image difference is computed. The resulting
image is thresholded to eliminate the compression noise.
To avoid problems due to the teacher’s interaction with the
slide, we divide the image into quarters and count the modiﬁed pixels in each quarter. Indeed, modiﬁcations will be
detected when the teacher interacts with the screen. However, if the screen is divided in 4 parts, he will not interact
with all quarters at the same time. The 4 resulting values are
normalized. Thus, we obtain 4 temporal curves describing
motion in the slide zone.
The slide transition detection is performed through simple pattern matching on these curves. If modiﬁcations are
simultaneously detected in the 4 quarters within less than
2 seconds, we consider that a slide transition has occurred.
Simultaneous modiﬁcations in one, two or three quarters
are pieces of evidence but are not sufﬁcient to detect slide
modiﬁcation.
Tests have been performed on three sequences (see table
3). These results are quite satisfactory. However, in the
case of slide changes occurring on three or less quarters of
the slide, the algorithm will not detect them. We will see in
the next section that the teacher detection algorithm permits
to solve this problem.

4.2

Teacher detection

The teacher detection aims at getting the position of the
teacher in the classroom and to determine with which zone
he is interacting: the screen or the whiteboard. For this
task, we use an algorithm based on image difference (see
ﬁg. 4). To improve its results, we extract an image of the
background, which is substracted from the current frame.
However, the screen zone in the image difference is very
noisy and causes many false detections. To avoid this, we

Figure 4. Teacher detection schema
use the slide transition detection results (see section 4.1) to
correctly update the background. More precisely, the screen
zone of the background is not updated, except if a slide
change is detected. After a morphological step, boundingbox candidates are extracted and ﬁltered. Collaborations
between these two algorithms lead to more accurate results
for the course scenario extraction.

4.3

Teacher gesture detection

Depending on the people, gesture may take an important
part in the communication process. In our speciﬁc context,
two main groups of gestures can be identiﬁed: i) free gestures; as an example when the teacher is interacting with the
classroom, ii) constrained gestures; we put in this group the
interactions with the whiteboard or the screen.
Even if gestures can provide useful information, due to
high variability of gesture types, the ﬁrst category does not
seem to be usable. On the contrary, the second one does not
have this problem, and speciﬁc gestures, such as pointing
something, can be identiﬁed. Moreover, the succession of
gestures can provide relevant indices for whiteboard or slide
content ordering (scenario extraction giving the order used
by the teacher to present the content).

5
5.1

Content indexing
Text detection and recognition

As presented, our strategy relies on the inter-modality
cooperation for the course content indexing process. Here,
the purpose is to use text recognition from the slides in the
video for guiding the indexing process, especially through
providing information from this text recognition module to
the speech recognition one.
The problem of text recognition is a very well known
problem, for which many contributions can be found in the
litterature [6], and industrial software quite reliable. Most
of these recognition tools have been developed in the context of “high resolution” images, and have to be re-visited
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and adapted in the context of our problem, because of the
quality of the images.

5.2

In the context of the MARVEL project, two categories
of text information have to be considered: the text which is
handwritten by the teacher on the blackboard and the text
which is presented on slides prepared on ICT tools such as
PowerPoint. The indexing process can also rely on graphic
parts, drawn by the teacher on the blackboard or presented
on the slides. So far, we have not considered the question
of the recognition and indexing of all the information drawn
or written by the teacher on the blackboard.

In the MARVEL project, we aim at indexing available
data streams for further use such as audio-video and slides
synchronization. The most direct way to obtain semantic
indexing is through linguistic data, which can in particular
be obtained using speech recognition techniques. However,
in such a project, full continuous speech recognition is not
useful, since we do not intend to perform a complete automatic transcription, but only audio content indexing. Thus,
our aim is to detect keywords in the speech recording. In
a ﬁrst research step, we perform tests in order to evaluate
what we can recognize using an existing automatic speech
recognition (ASR) tool. The ASR software used is Raphael
[2], which is a priori not well adapted at all to the kind of
speech we are dealing with, but is quite representative of the
state of the art in voice analysis.
ASR tools typically use a three step process. First, potential phonemes are extracted from the signal using an
acoustic model, then a lexicon of phonetic transcriptions
is consulted to ﬁnd which words may correspond to those
phonemes, and ﬁnally the lattice of word hypotheses is processed through a language model (LM) to ﬁnd which sequence of words is the most linguistically plausible one.
We cannot affect directly the ﬁrst of those steps, since developing acoustic models is a huge, very technical task, but
the two subsequent ones exhibit weaknesses which we can
amend. A ﬁrst problem is the incompleteness of the phonetic lexicon, from which words used during the course may
be absent. Since the absent words are typically the most
specialized, technical ones, which are also the most likely
to be interesting keywords, this is a very critical problem.
A second difﬁculty appears with the language model: in the
tool we are using, as in most existing ASR software, the LM
consists in a database of three-word sequences (3-grams)
probabilities. Such probabilities are difﬁcult to compute reliably for general spoken language—if such a thing even
exists—and in the ideal case, a specialized language model
adapted to the considered speaker and topic must be used.
We must ﬁnd an inexpensive way to develop such a specialized LM without the data usually exploited or that task (a
consequent transcript of spoken language dealing with the
considered topic).
The chosen approach is to mix an existing generic spoken language model with a small specialized language
model extracted from textual data related to the course: the
text of the slides used by the teacher. This text is very simple and features prominently the keywords of the lessons,
which is precisely what we are interested in. From the same
text, we shall also extract all words that are absent from the
phonetic lexicon and add them to it thanks to an automatic
phonetization tool.
A similar idea is followed in [18], but the authors of that

Our ﬁrst developments deal with the slides-based indexing process, through a recognition process of the information which is presented on these supports. In this kind of
context, the usual document processing chain proposes a
ﬁrst stage whose aim is to separate (segmentation stage) the
different layers of information of the document. Generally
this “physical” segmentation process depends on the a priori knowledge concerning the information of the document:
text, size. . . In the context of our project, we have decided
to apply a blind segmentation process, based on very relevant tools developped in the context of ancient document
processing [5]. The segmentation process relies on the computation of the auto-correlation function, allowing to detect
regular orientations, some of them being highly representative of the presence of text.
Using these tools in the context of slide segmentation is
found to be a very relevant approach, since it is very difﬁcult to have reliable a priori knowledge concerning text
features. Concerning the text recognition engine, we decided to develop our own recognition tools. This decision
was motivated by a strong competence in this domain in
our lab, and also because we wanted to take the beneﬁts
of all the intermediate information concerning the recognition process, which is rarely available in industrial tools.
As a consequence, we developed a “classic text recognitionengine”, based on relevant features [11]. These features
are introduced as input of a KNN classiﬁer [1], allowing
to provide a conﬁdence associated with each decision, information that can be re-used in a feedback process, in the
context of inter-modality cooperation. The exploitation of
this text recognition tool in the context of slide recognition
is very encouraging.
A syntactic analysis tool allows to increase this recognition rate, in relation with a dictionary which is available
in our system. This text recognition tool provides some
information that can be considered as indexes for the indexing process, and that can be transmitted to the speech
recognition module to increase its performances. This intermodality indexing process allows to increase the quality of
the index in a very signiﬁcant manner.
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Speech recognition

Figure 5. Speech recognition results for all
words with different models mixing weights
being used. In that case, recognition rates
vary between 10% and 20%.

work evaluate the interest of the additional textual information in terms of theoretic modeling power (perplexity) of
the hybrid LM. We shall adopt a more practical approach,
and directly evaluate the impact of that transformation of
the LM on speech recognition rates. In order to perform
our tests, we have used two sequences named speaker1 and
speaker2, each with a distinct speaker and topic. Speaker1
is a 20 minutes presentation of approx. 3,500 words, whose
attached slides gather 748 words, while speaker2 lasts 35
minutes, counts 6,000 words, and has slides gathering 751
words.
The generic LM is a French spoken language model with
a vocabulary containing about 16,500 words. The specialized LM is automatically built from the text slides using the
SRILM language modeling toolkit [16], and the phonetization of new words is performed by the LIA-PHON automatic phonetizer for French [3]. Tests have been performed
with different language models: i the original, generic
model of Raphael only; ii various mixed models obtained
by performing a weighted average of transition probabilities
between the generic and specialized model with the following weights: 5-1, 1-1, 1-2. . . 1-10, and 1-100 (ﬁrst number
is the generic model weight and second is the specialized
model weight).
5.2.1

Results

The two sequences have been manually transcribed. For
each sequence the recognition result has been aligned to this
transcription. Recognition rates have been computed on: i)
all words, ii) keywords manually selected by the teacher,
representative of the course content.
Figures 5 and 6 present the results obtained for the sequence speaker1 depending on the model mixing weights
used. The results obtained for speaker2 are nearly identi-

Figure 6. Speech recognition results restricted to keywords extracted from slides
with different model mixing weights being
used. On these domain keywords, results are
signiﬁcantly higher and vary around 50%.

cal. We can observe that the use of a mixed model signiﬁcantly improves the results of speech recognition for all
words relatively to the original performance, but since that
one was very low, the results remain not reliable enough
to be exploitable. However, recognition rate on keywords
is greatly improved. The best obtained f-measure using a
mixed model is about 50% (with 1-4 and 1-5 weights) while
it was only about 10% using the general model. In both
cases (and on speaker2), we can see a peak in performance
when the weight for the specialized LM is about 5 times
higher as that of the general LM. That seems to correspond
to an optimal level of specialization, above which the LM
loses too much generality to be able to model “ordinary”
speech.

5.3

A video-text driven speech keyword
detection

As the results presented above show, the result of continuous speech recognition is not usable as is. However, the
recognition results can be improved by introducing a specialized knowledge. In the context of the MARVEL project,
such knowledge can be provided as automatically as possible. We propose to automatically select keywords in the
slide text and to use them to improve speech recognition.
Provided that the slides are not available as input of our process, their text has to be extracted from the video stream.
Instead of building a LM with this text, we propose
to stop the continuous speech recognition process after
phoneme extraction. At this step, the output is a lattice of
phonemes hypothesis. Selected keywords will be searched
in this lattice.
Keywords are selected in the text of the slides. Depending on the teacher, this text is more or less concise. The au-
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tomatic keyword selection can be performed using a stoplist
or more complex methods using morpho-syntactic analysis
with tools such as TreeTagger[12]. After this selection step,
these keywords will be phonetized using the LIA-PHON
phonetizer, then searched in the phoneme lattice.

5.4

Text and speech attributes

Slide text information is not only borne by words. Text
can have many attributes that participate in characterizing
the content, such as size, position of text, style (title, subtitle or item), color, font weight, slanting, underlining, etc.
These attributes can be used to order the different ideas presented in the slide and to stress on some important ideas. A
complete slide text representation model must include these
attributes. They will be used later for multimedia representation of the course content, but also for content retrieval
(section 5.5).
Similarly to text, speech can also have many attributes
to characterize its content. These attributes can be relative to the prosody of the speech or to emotions expressed
when speaking. In the ﬁrst case, changes in prosody can
be used to determine between interrogative and afﬁrmative
sentences for example [9]. In the second case, emotions in
the speech can be used to emphasize on a word or to discriminate between two ideas [19].
Text and speech attributes do not contribute to the content recognition process. They are mostly recognized independently and associated to the (spoken or written) words
that they characterize, but they will be of importance as
driving factors for the indexing and retrieval of the course
contents.

5.5

Content indexing and retrieval

So far we have worked on speech and text detection and
recognition, with some experiments on attribute recognition. The ﬁnal objective of the content recognition for this
application is to be able to index and retrieve the course content. A user (student for example) should be able to query
a course database and retrieve links to audio-video records
fulﬁlling his needs. In this section, we present our preliminary ideas on course content indexing and retrieval.
An accurate model for content indexing and retrieval
must include four aspects: text, speech and their respective attributes. The speech recognition model based on text
slides (section 5.2) is limited on domain key words. Following this model, content indexing is limited to key words,
both for text and for speech, and do not include the whole
word content. This limitation restricts the retrieval scheme
to key words or key concepts in the course domain. It is
acceptable for the application, where content indexing and

retrieval should help the user to browse into the course content.
The currently developed content retrieval model is based
on the combination of text and speech, plus attributes when
available. The time unit used to index the text and speech
content is based on slide change detection (section 4.1),
which deﬁnes a time interval [t1,t2] for each slide. Text is
naturally associated with slide display. But speech can also
be indexed using the same scheme, given the hypothesis that
the teacher’s speech is always related to the displayed content. This hypothesis is not always true, but sufﬁciently to
allow indexing of all speech content following that scheme.
To be more speciﬁc, speech associated to a slide lasts from
the last audio silence before the slide change (marked as the
beginning of a sentence) to the ﬁrst silence following the
next slide change (marked as the end of a sentence).
Undergoing work bears on the weights in the retrieval
model to be associated with text and speech attributes. It
sounds natural that the co-presence of a word in both the
speech and the text content indicates a high relevance of this
part of the video regarding to the query. But the inﬂuence
of attributes on the relevance of a word is less obvious, and
depends on each attribute.
Regarding the text attributes, the position and the size
of a word gives a good idea of its relevance. But other attributes such as color, bold or italic need to be tested, as
there are no given rules on how to use these attributes. They
also depend on each person who can mean different things
using the same attributes. While some people use many
attributes on their slides, others may never use them. Moreover, the attributes may not be on the indexed keywords,
but on neighbor words. A possible example of this is the
emphasis that can be made on some words like do, must or
never, which are not domain keywords but used to characterize the text preceding of following them.
Regarding the speech attributes, emphasis on words
seems to be the most important attribute to take into account. Such emphasized words should be more relevant.
The role of other attributes in the retrieval model is not clear
and not deﬁned yet. As for the text attributes, the speech retrieval model should take into account emphasis made on
generic words not part of the content domain but used to
emphasis preceding or following domain content.

6

Conclusion and future works

In this article, we have presented our work on multimodal analysis through the two main goals of the MARVEL
project: scenario extraction and content indexing. The interactions between the different modalities for the indexing
process rely on a device based on different triggers allowing starting the cooperation between the different recognition modules. Of course, our future works will deal with the
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improvement of each recognition module, but the theoretical works will also consider a formal description of these
interactions through adapted mathematical tools. For these
points, some current studies deals with Petri nets combined
with Bayesian networks.
So far, we have skipped the whiteboard text analysis and
indexing. As it is handwritten text and low resolution images, this work is more difﬁcult than for printed text.
As presented, we are currently developing a keyword detection tool. Our aim is to automatically select keywords
from the slides. If an electronic version of the slides is available, direct access to the text is available. If not, we have
to perform video text recognition to access this text. One
possibility to select the keywords is to analyze de teacher’s
gestures. For example, when the teacher points at a zone in
the current slide, that information can be used to characterize and to stress on a given content. Consequently, speciﬁc
words can be highlighted and selected as relevant keywords.
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Demos

Automatic Identity Card and Passport Reader System
Vicente Chapaprieta, Josep Lladós, Felipe Lumbreras, Jordi López
Icar Vision Systems, S.L.
http://www.icarvision.com
Abstract
ICAR, Identity Card Automatic Reader, consists of a system for reading identity cards like passports, identity
documents and driver licenses. First, document image is acquired by an own acquisition device based on a digital
camera chip. Then, the image is analyzed in order to identify document type among a set of predefined models using
local features analysis and text localization. Identification process is performed independently from image
background. For unknown input documents, lines compliant with machine readable ICAO 9303 format are located
and recognized. Once the document has been identified, textual fields are automatically located and read using an
OCR based on statistical analysis. The system is currently installed as a check-in application in real environments
like hotels and corporate buildings.
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Demo Abstract: Semantic Annotation of paper-based Information
Heiko Maus, Andreas Dengel
German Research Center for AI
Knowledge Management Department
Kaiserslautern, Germany
{firstname.lastname}@dfki.de
http://www.dfki.de/km/
Abstract
The demo shows how a user is easily able to semantically annotate and enrich scanned documents with concepts
from his personal knowledge space. This bridges the gap
between paper documents and the approach of a Semantic
Desktop, where each information object on the user’s computer desktop is semantically described by means of ontologies.

2. Flow of Work
The ﬂow of work is as follows (see Fig. 1): The user
scans a document, e.g., a newspaper article, with a document camera, the document image is automatically handed
over to the SCETagTool1 , and OCR is applied to the document image.
The document image is shown in the SCETagTool. Now
the user is able to select a title for the document. For each
text passage selected by the user:
• the proposed concepts are shown directly on the document image by highlighting the words and listing the
concepts beneath the mouse cursor, so the user can easily accept them if appropriate2 ,

1. Motivation
The demo of the SCETagTool shows how a user is easily able to semantically annotate and enrich scanned documents with concepts from his personal knowledge space.
This bridges the gap between paper documents and the
approach of a Semantic Desktop, where each information
object on the user’s computer desktop is semantically described by means of ontologies.
Thus, a user is able to connect with minimum effort the
content of paper documents to concepts or topics he is dealing with because the SCETagTool proposes those concepts
for text passages or words from the paper document. The
user is then able to interact directly on the document image
and accept those proposals.
The resulting document text with its connections to concepts is inserted as a Wiki page in the user’s information
system representing his personal knowledge space – the
gnowsis Semantic Desktop [5]. Thus, the formerly passive
paper document is now electronically available and embedded in the user’s personal knowledge space, ready for later
retrieval when searching, e.g., for documents dealing with
speciﬁc concepts.
The presented system is realized as a service extending
the gnowsis Semantic Desktop for introducing paper-based
information objects into the personal knowledge space.

• get and accept tag proposals for the text passage,
• add existing or create new concepts the text passage.
If ﬁnished, the system creates a Wiki page3 with the text
of the scanned document and adds it to the gnowsis, including
• embedded hyperlinks from the words to the concepts
accepted by the user,
• concepts as tags for text passages (also with hyperlinks
to the concepts),
• a hyperlink to the document image (which was saved
in the user’s ﬁle system).
The concepts proposed are taken from the user’s PIMO
(Personal Information Model Ontology) which consist of
classes such as Person, Location, Document(-type), or Topics, and their respective instances – e.g., “Andreas Dengel”
1 done

by observing a ﬁle folder
provided by Single Click Entry, see below.
3 More precisely: it creates an instance of a the class Document and
adds the text as content which is then displayed as a Wiki page.
2 Functionality
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kaukoluwiki

Figure 1. System overview of the SCETagTool

isa Person – found on the user’s desktop. For instance,
all users from the email address book (such as Outlook
or Thunderbird) are instantiated as Persons. With this approach a user’s personal knowledge space is represented in
his PIMO which in turn serves as the base ontology for the
gnowsis Semantic Desktop.
The resulting Wiki page is thus connected to the user’s
concepts such as persons, locations, companies, and topics.
If the user browses, e.g., a person in the gnowsis, all connected Wiki pages are listed, i.e., also the page from the
previously scanned paper document.
As the gnowsis is a Semantic Desktop, it is then possible to exploit those documents also by means of semantic
search, e.g., provide all documents where persons from the
company DFKI are mentioned.

3. System overview
The SCETagTool is a Java application consisting of several components which are commercial as well as open
source:
The document image is delivered by the portable, digital

document camera sceye4 from the company silvercreations.
With its pivot arm it can be quickly placed on a desktop and
the document camera is ready to scan within seconds, thus
it supports also mobile workers.
The OCR and the document image interaction is provided by the tool Single Click Entry5 from ODT (Océ Document Technologies) which is a system for guided data capture from document images. Its function is as follows: Assume an insurance form which requires the input from an
insurance claim letter. The required input of the speciﬁc
ﬁelds are described by data format and regular expression
(e.g., “US phone number”). Now, Single Click Entry guides
the user through the displayed image and highlights the data
found (e.g., a telephone number) for the current ﬁeld (e.g.,
“phone number of policy holder”) as well as lists the data
in an information box at the mouse cursor. In case the data
is correct the user accepts the proposal by simply clicking
on it. In that case the data is transferred to the input data
ﬁeld and the data for the next ﬁeld is highlighted. Single
Click Entry provides several SDK’s (e.g., VBS, C#) for including this into own applications what has been done for
the SCETagTool.
The gnowsis Semantic Desktop is an open source6 system which provides a semantic layer to information objects
on the user’s computer desktop. Embedded in the gnowsis
is the kaukoluwiki – a Semantic Wiki which enables semantically enriched Wiki pages [3] and is based on the PIMO.

4. Outlook
This ﬁrst prototype serves as a basis for further investigation of the easy document capturing interaction method
provided by Single Click Entry and how to embed this more
tightly into the gnowsis as a means for evolving the user’s
personal knowledge space with paper documents in order to
evolve the approach presented in [4].
Furthermore, more work has to be spent on proposing
adequate concepts for document text. Here, we will use the
personalized, multi-perspective document classiﬁcation approach as explained in [1] where the documents belonging
to a concept are used to learn a document similarity vector
for that speciﬁc concept. This is used in order to propose the
concept for suitable text passages, i.e., if the passage is similar to the learned vector. Furthermore, more sophisticated
proposals will be applied with a collection of specialized
services which analyse the text and propose concepts from
the PIMO [2].
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Abstract
The amount of printed documents used today is still very
large despite increased use of digital formats. To bridge the
gap between analog paper and digital media, paper documents need to be captured. We present a prototype that
allows for cost-effective, fast, and robust document capture
using a standard consumer camera. The user’s physical
desktop is continuously monitored. Whenever a document
is detected, the system acquires its content in one of two
ways. Either the entire document is captured or a region
of interest is extracted, which the user can specify easily
by pointing at it. In both modes a high resolution image
is taken and the contained information is digitized. The
main challenges in designing and implementing such a capturing system are real-time performance, accurate detection of documents, reliable detection of the user’s hand and
robustness against perturbations such as lighting changes
and shadows. This paper presents approaches that address
these challenges and discusses the integration into a robust
document capture system with gestural interaction.

1. Introduction
In 1975, the Business Week conﬁdently foresaw the paperless ofﬁce to be close [1] but still this vision has not become reality. Instead, the use of paper in a typical ofﬁce
doubled since then from 100 to 200 pounds of paper per
head [2]. Although the digital alternatives for mail, news
and other forms of information are mature, the analog versions are still widely used and will continue to play an im-

portant role not only in ofﬁce life [10]. Instead of ignoring
the information available in paper form, easy transformation into the digital world is required to manage, archive and
share it using the advantages of modern electronic communication.
Today, there are several ways of performing such a transformation of information from a document which is available on paper into a digital version of it. The user can e.g.
use a scanner or a digital camera or even her mobile phone
to take a picture of that document. Depending on the intended use of the information to be digitized there are subsequent steps to be taken, such as cropping the image to
the exact boundaries of the entire document or a subregion
of interest and extracting textual information by employing
Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Many users regard
these steps as obstacles and still prefer to transcribe the parts
of the document they want to have available in digital form.
The system we present here removes these obstacles and
supports the user digitizing documents either in oblivious or
in interactive mode. A ﬁrst version of the oblivious mode
of the system was presented in [7]. Since then, we have improved the system in terms of performance, accuracy and
robustness but the concept is still the same: The user works
on his desk and is oblivious of the document capture system which continuously captures all new documents which
appear on the users workspace. The textual content of these
documents is then made accessible via a full-text search engine. This mode works completely without physical user
interaction, and therefore without interrupting the user’s everyday work-ﬂow.
In discussions with users of the system it was frequently
suggested that a possibility to select a region of interest
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within a document would be beneﬁcial. Hence, we started
to integrate gesture recognition into the document capture
system as a comfortable way to interact with it. In the interactive mode of our current prototype the user can point
at the document to deﬁne a region he is interested in. The
text line which is closest to this point will be detected and
the textual content extracted.
In both modes, oblivious and interactive, we employ our
open-source OCR system OCRopus1 to extract text from
the document image.
The central component of the presented system is the detection of a document when it is placed in the viewﬁnder
zone of the input device, i.e. a standard consumer camera.
After the exact detection of the boundaries of the document
a high-resolution image is taken and the document image is
extracted. The perspective distortion is then removed from
the captured document image to gain a rectiﬁed version of
it. If the interactive mode is enabled the high-resolution of
the placed document is only taken if the user pointed at a
region of interest within it. Then the captured document is
annotated with the pointing location which can be reused
later-on in further processing steps.

2. System Design and Implementation
The current prototype of the presented system is intended to consistently visualize bridging the gap between
physical and digital desktop. Hence, the demonstrator is
a special wooden desk on top of which a standard consumer camera can be mounted. The only requirement for
the employed camera is support for the standardized Picture Transfer Protocol (PTP) developed by the International
Imaging Industry Association to allow the transfer of images from digital cameras to computers without the need of
additional device drivers. A number of tests with commonly
used cameras showed that only few manufacturers incorporate reasonable PTP support in their cameras. Currently we
are using a 7 mega-pixel Canon A 620 camera.
The viewﬁnder image of the camera is requested continuously and handled in a sequence of processing steps. First,
the parts of the image which constitute background are detected and masked to reduce data for all subsequent steps.
The remaining pixels are considered foreground. An important step to achieve higher accuracy and robustness is
the detection of shadows which are cast by foreground objects, such as the hand of the user. The main component of
the system is the document detection. If ﬁngertip detection
is enabled, the respective processing steps are performed to
determine the point of interest in the document at which the
user pointed with his index ﬁnger.
Figure 1 shows the demonstrator hardware and Figure 2
gives an overview of the software components involved in
1 http://www.ocropus.org

Figure 1. The demonstrator of the presented
document capture system.

the presented system. Each of the processing steps is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

2.1. Background Detection
In order to reduce the amount of data for the subsequent processing steps a distinction between background
and foreground of the current input image is necessary.
Therefore, a dynamic background model is initialized as
soon as the system starts to operate and updated continuously to be robust against local changes, such as moving
background objects, and global changes, such as changing
lighting conditions. Additional sources of global change
are the automatic white balancing and color adaptation of
the used consumer camera.
Based on the dynamic model, background subtraction
is performed on each input image to determine foreground
regions. An overview of dynamic background subtraction
strategies can be found in [9]. As the requirements for our
interactive system include real-time tracking with reasonable accuracy we decided to use a mixture of Gaussians for
robust background subtraction. This method is described in
[11] where it is used for tracking trafﬁc.
A pixel X is deﬁned in the RGB color space as X =
{R, G, B}. The history of a pixel {X1 , ..., Xt } is modeled
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K-th density) is replaced by a new density with μK,t = Xt
and low σK,t and ωK,t .
The weights are updated according to
ωi,t ← (1 − α)ωi,t−1 + α(Mi,t )
where α is the learning rate and Mi,t is 1 for the density i
that matched Xt and 0 for the other densities.
The remaining parameters are updated according to

Figure 2. The components of the presented
system: The viewﬁnder image of the camera
is processed with background, shadow and
document detection, optionally skin and ﬁngertip detection is performed. The detected
document is then extracted by taking a high
resolution image and rectifying the respective image part.

by K Gaussian densities. The probability of observing pixel
Xt is:
K

P (Xt ) =
ωi,t N (Xt , μi,t , Σi,t )
i=1

where K is the number of Gaussian densities, ωi,t is the
weight of the i-th density
 at time t, μi,t is the mean of the ith density at time t, i,t is the covariance matrix of the i-th
density at time t and N is the Gaussian probability density
function:
N (X, μ, Σ) =

1
n
2

(2π) |Σ|

1

1
2

e− 2 (X−μ)

T

Σ−1 (X−μ)

Here, we use diagonal covariance matrices of the form
2
I
Σi,t = σi,t
The K Gaussian densities are sorted according to their
weights in descending order. We used the ﬁrst N of the
K Gaussians to deﬁne background, following a suggestion
made in [12]. This means that the N Gaussian with the
highest weights are considered background. Whenever a
new pixel is presented to the model, the model is updated by
ﬁrst iterating through the K Gaussians and determining the
density that best explains the pixel value and then updating
the weights of all densities.
If none of the K densities explains the pixel value sufﬁciently well, the density with the lowest weight (i.e. the

μi,t

←

2
σi,t
ρ

← (1 − ρ)σ 2 i,t−1 + ρ(Xt − μi,t )T (Xt − μi,t )
= α N (Xt , μi,t , σi,t )

(1 − ρ)μi,t−1 + ρXt

The advantage of using a mixture of Gaussians is that objects that are new in the scene can quickly be merged with
the background and changes in light intensity can quickly be
resolved. One disadvantage is that whenever a foreground
object (e.g. a hand or a document) remains at the same position long enough it will dissolve into the background. To
avoid this problem we add masks to the background model.
In the mask, a value of 1 indicates that the corresponding pixel is to be processed as foreground and not updated,
while a 0 indicates that the pixel is background and should
be updated. This requires fast detection of hands and documents because otherwise they will be dissolved before they
are detected.

2.2. Shadow Detection
Whenever a user points at a document, the arm and hand
create a drop shadow that the chosen background model
does not take into account. Hence, drop shadows will be
considered foreground, complicating the exact detection of
the user’s ﬁngertip. To eliminate this problem we model
drop shadows and exclude them from the foreground. Detected shadows are not included in the background mask as
experiments showed that separate masking of shadow results in better performance.
We use a method similar to the approach presented in [5].
Each new pixel that is presented to the background model
is ﬁrst checked with the current background Gaussians. If
the pixel is considered to be a shadowed value of one of the
foreground Gaussians, the pixel is labeled accordingly. The
method used for detecting shadows is based on [3].
The goal of the shadow detection in our system is to reduce the foreground to the actual objects that should be detected in a scene. Figure 3 illustrates how the employed
algorithm can accomplish this task.

2.3. Skin Detection
Whenever a new object appears in the viewﬁnder of the
camera the respective region will be considered background
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Figure 3. Detection of foreground in an input
image (top) using only background detection
(center) and background detection in combination with shadow detection (bottom). Only
non-black pixels are considered foreground.

Figure 4. Segmentation of the hand in an input image (top) using only skin-color (center) and skin-color in combination with background detection (bottom).

2.4. Fingertip Detection
after a number of frames. In this restricted amount of time,
the system has to distinguish hand from non-hand candidate regions. This is done by detecting skin-colored regions.
There exist several alternative approaches to detect skin; an
overview can be found in [13].
We are using a Bayes classiﬁer with skin probability map
as proposed by Jones et al. [4]. The classiﬁcation of the two
sets of pixels involves a histogram which is based on the
Compaq Cambridge Research Lab image-database.
An rgb pixel value is then classiﬁed according to the ratio
P (rgb|skin)/P (rgb|¬skin) obtained from the model, which
is compared to a threshold value.
Figure 4 shows the detection of skin in an input image
and how the combination of skin and background detection
improves accuracy.

After segmenting foreground from background and detecting skin-colored regions, a matching algorithm veriﬁes
the presence of a hand in the segmented foreground. The
fast normalized cross correlation [8] is used here.
Once a hand is detected, the exact location of the pointing ﬁnger needs to be identiﬁed. As the user is usually interacting with the system in front of the desk, the assumption is made that he will always point ‘upwards’, i.e. away
from his body. Hence, the tip of the pointing ﬁnger will
always be at the highest y-value of the detected hand region. While the image is ﬂood-ﬁlled to create a mask for
the background subtraction locating the ﬁnger tip is done in
the same iteration. Based on informal experiments, we examine the eight top-most rows of pixels of the hand region.
If their widths are within suitable thresholds the middle of
the detected ﬁngertip is considered the region of interest of
the user as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Example of the demonstrator GUI
with debug-output to visualize the detection
a document by ﬁnding gradients in the foreground.

Figure 5. Example of detecting the hand and
the pointing ﬁnger tip.

2.5. Document Detection
The ﬁrst step in capturing a document is to know that
a document actually is present in the viewﬁnder image.
To detect a document a number of methods are available
including background color differencing and background
gradient differencing. Background color differencing compares each pixel color in the viewﬁnder image to the same
pixel in the background image in RGB space. The color
difference is the Euclidean distance between the two pixel
colors. When the color difference exceeds a certain threshold the pixel is considered to be foreground. Although this
approach is intuitive and easy to implement it has a few
drawbacks. The ﬁrst drawback is the sensitivity to noise.
If a shadow or a highlight appears in the viewﬁnder image
the pixels inside this noisy region are falsely classiﬁed as
foreground pixels. Another problem is the fact that, when
a document is placed in the viewﬁnder image of the camera, the lighting will change, causing the camera to adjust
its white balance and exposure settings. This will cause a
global color change in the viewﬁnder image which could
result in the entire image appearing as foreground.
Because of these problems, another approach was used
for detecting possible foreground objects in the viewﬁnder
image. This second approach also uses differencing of the
current image and the background image. However, it does
not use color information directly to classify a pixel as foreground or background. Instead, it ﬁrst creates a gradient
image of both the background and the viewﬁnder image using a simple Sobel kernel (-1,0,1) in both horizontal and

vertical direction. The next step is subtracting each gradient pixel of the background from the gradient pixels in the
viewﬁnder image. The result is an image with gradients
which only appear in the viewﬁnder image and not in the
background image as shown in Figure 6. Gradients that only
exist in the background image may be caused by objects
being removed from the desk and become negative gradients in the difference image. The difference image is then
thresholded to only keep strong positive gradients. The advantage over color differencing is that global color changes
do not inﬂuence the gradient images and thus will not cause
the entire image to be classiﬁed as foreground. Also shadows and highlights are removed because they rarely contain any sharp edges. The gradient image now contains all
the lines of the foreground objects in the viewﬁnder image.
These objects do not always have to be documents but can
also be other items placed on the desk. To reduce the candidate lines to straight lines which could constitute the edges
of a document a Hough transform is performed. The result is a set of straight lines, each represented by a start and
end point. These lines are then clustered so double lines
and close lines are removed. If a document exists in the set
of lines it can be assumed that a document is surrounded by
four lines. In order to ﬁnd enclosed areas, we iterate through
the set of lines matching end points of one line with the start
point of another line. When an end point of a certain line
reaches the start point of the ﬁrst line the algorithm returns
the area enclosed by these lines as a document.

2.6. Document Rectiﬁcation
For each document detected in the viewﬁnder image a set
of corner-points is saved according to [14]. Next, the document detector acquires a high resolution image from the
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Figure 8. Conversion from image to space
points based on the pinhole model.
Figure 7. Detected document in the GUI of
the system and the high-resolution document image after extraction and rectiﬁcation.

camera on which the actual document rectiﬁcation is performed. An example document rectiﬁcation can be seen in
Figure 7. The coordinates of the corner-points of a document are scaled to match the same points in the high resolution image. By scaling these points precision can be lost
due to rounding errors or viewﬁnder deviation with respect
to the high resolution image. In order to (re)gain accuracy
the document detector will try to detect the exact position of
the document corners in the high resolution image. This is
done by extracting a patch from the high resolution image
for each corner-point. The center of each patch is the scaled
location of the corner-point from the original viewﬁnder image. In this patch edges and lines are detected by using the
same methods as for document detection. The crossings of
all the lines are calculated and the point with most crossings
is considered to be an exact corner-point of the document.
This processing step results in less noise and parts of the
background at the borders of the captured document. After
the detection of the corner-points the algorithm rectiﬁes the
image to eliminate distortion caused by projection. For rectiﬁcation of the document the method in [14] is used which
is based on the standard pinhole model to calculate the projection from a space point M to an image point m as shown
in Figure 8.

3. Application
The system we present in this paper can serve as a basis for various applications based on the rectiﬁed image of
a document along with the coordinates of a certain region
of interest. The most obvious next step is to ﬁnd the exact
text line at which the user pointed and perform OCR on it.
Another use case of the interactive mode of the presented

Figure 9. Example for the extraction of bibliographic meta-data: The user points at a reference, a high resolution image is taken and
the correpsponding image part is extracted
based on the location of the ﬁngertip of the
user. Then OCR is performed on the subimage and the recognized text is processed
to obtain a BIBTEX representation of the reference.

system is illustrated in Figure 9: The user points at a reference in a bibliography. First, the paragraph constituting
the reference of interest is identiﬁed with a layout analysis
algorithm. The contained text is then obtained from the respective part of the input image by performing OCR on it.
After that, the extracted text of the reference is forwarded
to a system that extracts bibliographic meta-data from scientiﬁc references2 [6]. With this information in BIBTEX format, the respective scientiﬁc paper can be easily found in
digital libraries, such as CiteSeer3 or CiteULike4 .
2 http://demo.iupr.org/refrec/
3 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
4 http://www.citeulike.org/
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Figure 10. Example of the demonstrator GUI
with debug-outputs to visualize the detection
of hand/ﬁngertip and document.

4. Summary
We have presented the status of our work on document capture systems. The current prototype supports two
modes, i.e. oblivious and interactive capture. In the oblivious mode the user works at his desk as usual and all paper documents that entered the ﬁeld of view of the mounted
camera are archived digitally. In the interactive mode the
user can specify a region of interest within a document by
pointing at it. The whole document is captured and the region of interest is made accessible immediately.
The system offers a fast, robust and cost-effective way of
capturing documents on the physical desktop. The accurate
detection allows for real-world applications that bridge the
gap to the virtual desktop. Figure 10 shows another example
of the demonstrator application in a debug mode that shows
the detection of a document and the ﬁngertip of the user.
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Firstly, feature points are extracted from a captured image
using a web camera. Based on correspondences of feature
points, a retrieval result is calculated. The retrieval result
and captured region are presented to the user.
The proposed system has following two features. (1)
Since the system use LLAH [1], it is robust to various types
of disturbances. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed system is
robust to rotation, scaling, perspective distortion, occlusion
and curvature. (2) Fast retrieval is realized even on a large
scale database. In concrete terms, processing time is about
0.1 second per one query image on a database with 10,000
pages.
A sample program of the proposed system is downloadable from [2].

Figure 1. A scene of the demonstration.

References

We propose a real-time document image retrieval system using a web camera. This is an implementation of the
camera based document image retrieval method presented
in CBDAR07 oral session [1] as a real-time document image retrieval system. As shown in Fig. 1, the user can retrieve document images from a database by capturing paper
documents with a web camera.
The overview of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 2.

Web camera Captured image

[1] T. Nakai, K. Kise and M. Iwamura, “Camera based document image retrieval with more time and memory efﬁcient LLAH”, Proc. CBDAR07, 2007 [to appear].
[2] http://www.imlab.jp/LLAH/ .
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Figure 2. The overview of the proposed system.
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Document image
database

(a) Rotation 1

(b) Rotation 2

(c) Scaling 1

(d) Scaling 2

(e) Perspective distortion 1

(f) Perspective distortion 2

(g) Occlusion

(h) Curvature

Figure 3. Robustness against various types of disturbances. The left part of each ﬁgure shows a
captured image. The upper right part shows a retrieval result in which the red rectangle indicates
the captured region. The lower right part shows feature points extracted from the captured image.
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Abstract
Camera phones have penetrated every corner of society. The combined image acquisition, processing, storage and communication capabilities in mobile phones have rekindled researchers’ interests in
applying pattern recognition and computer vision algorithms on camera phones in the pursuit of new
mobile applications. This demonstration will highlight recent research on camera phone applications
which enable a camera phone to:
• Read barcodes (1D, 2D and video barcodes)
• Retrieve document from a one snapshot
• Recognize currency for the visually impaired
We have addressed many of the challenges encountered in implementing vision and recognition algorithms on light-weight systems with embedded cameras. Often solutions require a fundamentally
different approach than traditional document analysis techniques.

1

Applied Media Analysis (AMA) Inc. is the leading provider of Mobile vision solutions for a variety of vertical and
consumer markets that include healthcare, defense and consumers. Based upon our patent-ready mobile vision technology, a
computer vision technology which allows camera-enabled handheld devices, such as PDAs and Smartphones, to read and see,
AMA products turn users’ camera phones into personal data scanners. By leveraging the convergence of sensor, processing
and networking capabilities on commodity hardware, MobileVision creates an opportunity to build applications which link
the existing physical world - traditionally processed primarily by the human visual system or dedicated hardware - to mobile
content. In its rudimentary form, this platform enables devices to recognize barcodes and other language characters, such as
the information printed on a business card.
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Abstract

A full A4 page image at 400 dpi requires more than
14.7M pixels, whereas a flatbed scanner enables a few
thousands dpi. For the resolution deficiency problem
(1), video mosaicing is one of the most promising solutions. In video mosaicing, partial images of a document
are captured as a video sequence, and multiple frames
are stitched seamlessly into one large, high-resolution
image. Conventional video mosaicing methods usually
achieve pair-wise registration between two successive
images, and construct a mosaic image projecting all the
images onto a reference frame, in general, the first
frame. Szeliski [4] has developed a homography-based
method, which adopts 8-DOF planar projective transformation. After his work, various extensions have
been proposed [7-10]. One of the major developments
is the use of image features instead of all of the pixels
for reducing computational cost [5-6]. All of these methods, however, align the input images to the reference
frame, and thus will suffer perspective slanted effect if
the reference frame is not accurately parallel to the
target surface, even though a target page is rigidly planar, as shown in Figure 1(a).
There actually exists a severe image distortion (2)
when capturing a curved target, as shown in Figure
1(b). The homography-based methods are applicable
just when a target is a piecewise planar, or the optical

This paper describes a real-time video mosaicing
method for digitizing paper documents with mobile and
low-resolution video cameras. Our proposed method is
based on the structure-from-motion technique with
real-time processing. Therefore, it can dewarp an image suffering from perspective deformation caused by
a slanted and curved document surface. The curved
surfaces are reconstructed as an expanded flat image
by 3D polynomial surface regression and projection
onto a flat mosaic plane. The order of the polynomial
is automatically determined according to the geometric
AIC. Moreover, the real-time scanning and reconstruction process offers interactive user instruction on the
style of user’s camera handling, such as appropriateness of camera posture and scanning speed. Manual
camera scanning for video mosaicing captures a point
on the target multiple times and that allows other merits. They include super-resolution and shading correction. The experiments demonstrated the feasibility of
our approach.

1. Introduction
Digital camera devices are getting increasingly
commoditizing. But in contrast to their facility, their
quality and assurance of document digitization are not
sufficient for document analysis and recognition. The
literature in the DAR field describes several technical
challenges for their practical realization such as the
followings [1-3]:
(1) dissolution for deficiency in resolving power,
(2) dewarping of curved surface suffering perspective
deformation,
(3) elimination of illumination irregularity,
(4) target localization and segmentation.

(a) Mosaic image generated (b) Curved page captured
by conventional methods
with a digital camera
Figure 1. Problems in digitized document image.
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target, (b) dewarped mosaic image generation for a
curved document, and (c) interactive user support on a
mobile system. Camera scanning allows surplus textural information on the target, or a point on the document is captured multiple times in the image sequence.
Other benefits to be reaped from our system include (d)
super-high-definite image construction by superresolution [11] for enhancing the solution for the lowresolution problem (1), and (e) shading correction by
intrinsic image generation [12] for irregular illumination (3). In the objective of document capturing, the
location of the target, at which a user principally points
a camera, is straightforward here for the target location
problem (4).
The assumptions made in the proposed method are
that intrinsic camera parameters, including lens distortion, are fixed and calibrated in advance. For curved
documents, the curvature must lie along a onedimensional direction, or be cylindrical, and varies
smoothly on a page.

center of the camera is approximately fixed (panoramic
mosaicing). Thus, if the target is curved, the above
assumption no longer holds, and misalignment of images will degrade the resultant image. Although there
are some video mosaicing methods that can deal with a
curved surface, they require an active camera and a slit
light projection device [10].
On the other hand, the usability of the system is also
an important factor. Unfortunately, conventional video
mosaicing methods have not focused on the usability
of the system because interactive video mosaicing systems have not been developed yet.
In order to solve these problems, we employ a
structure-from-motion technique with real-time
processing. Our method is constructed of two stages as
shown in Figure 2. In the first stage, a user captures a
target document using a web-cam attached to a mobile
computer (Figure 3). In this stage, camera parameters
are automatically estimated in real-time and the user is
supported interactively through a preview window for
displaying a mosaic image on the mobile computer.
After that, camera parameters are refined, and a highresolution and distortion-free mosaic image is generated in a few minutes. The main contributions of our
work can be summarized as follows: (a) perspective
deformation correction from a mosaic image for a flat

2. Video Mosaicing for Flat and Curved
Document
This section describes a method for generating a
high-resolution and distortion-free mosaic image from
a video sequence. The flow of the proposed method is
given in Figure 2. Although our system has two modes,
one for a flat target (flat mode) and the other for a
curved target (curved mode), the basic flow for these
two modes is almost the same. In the real-time stage,
the system carries out 3D reconstruction processes
frame by frame by tracking image features (a). The
preview of a temporal mosaic image is rendered in
real-time and updated in every frame to show what part
of the document has already been captured (b). After
the real-time stage, the off-line stage is automatically
started. In this stage, first, re-appearing image features
are detected in the stored video sequence (c), and camera parameters and 3D positions of features estimated
in the real-time stage are refined (d). If the system
works in the curved mode, surface parameters are also
estimated by fitting a 3D surface to an estimated 3D
point cloud (e). After several iterations, a distortionfree mosaic image of high-resolution is finally generated (f) applying the super-resolution method. In the
following sections, first, extrinsic camera parameters
and an error function used in the proposed method are
defined. Stages (1) and (2) are then described in detail.

Figure 2. Flow of proposed method.

Figure 3. Mobile PC with web-cam.
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2.1. Definition of Extrinsic Camera Parameter
and Error Function

image and instruction for controlling camera motion
speed are then shown in the display on the mobile
computer and updated every frame (b). The following
describes each process of the real-time stage.

In this section, the coordinate system and the error
function used for 3D reconstruction are defined. We
define the coordinate system such that an arbitrary
point S p x p , y p , z p in the world coordinate system
is projected to the coordinate x fp u fp , v fp in the f-th
image plane. Defining 6-DOF extrinsic camera parameters of the f-th image as a 3x4 matrix M f the relationship between 3D coordinate S p and 2D coordinate
x fp is expressed as follows:
T
T
au fp , av fp , a
M f x p , y p , z p ,1 ,
(1)

Step (a): Feature tracking and camera parameter
estimation.
An iterative process to estimate the extrinsic camera
parameters and 3D position S p of each feature point is
described. This process is an extension of the structurefrom-motion method in [13].
In the first frame, assuming that the image plane in
the first frame is approximately parallel to the target,
rotation and translation components in M f are set to
an identity matrix and 0, respectively. For each feature
point detected in the first frame, its 3D position S p is
set to u1 p , v1 p ,1 , based on the same assumption. Note
that these are only initial values, which will be corrected in the refinement process (Figure 2 (d)).
In the succeeding frames ( f ! 1 ), M f is determined
by iterating the following steps until the last frame.
Feature point tracking: All the image features are
tracked from the previous frame to the current frame
by using a standard template matching with Harris corner detector [14]. The RANSAC approach [15] is employed for eliminating outliers.
Extrinsic camera parameter estimation: Extrinsic
camera parameter M f is estimated using the feature
position u cfp , v cfp and its corresponding 3D position
S p x p , y p , z p . Here, extrinsic camera parameters
are obtained minimizing the error summation ¦ p E fp
w.r.t. 6-DOF elements in M f by the LevenbergMarquadt method. For 3D position S p of the feature p,
the estimated value in the previous iteration is used.
3D feature position estimation: For every feature
point p in the current frame, its 3D position
S p x p , y p , z p is refined by minimizing the error
f
function ¦i 1 Eip . In the case of the flat mode, z value
of the S p is fixed to a constant to improve the accuracy
of estimated parameters.
Addition and deletion of feature points: In order to
obtain accurate estimates of camera parameters, stable
features should be selected. The set of features to be
tracked is updated based on the feature reliability [13].
Iterating the above steps, extrinsic camera parameters M f and 3D feature positions S p are estimated.

where a is a normalizing parameter. In the above expression, x fp is regarded as a coordinate on the ideal
camera with the focal length of 1 and of eliminated
radial distortion induced by the lens. In practice, however, x fp is the projected position of xˆ fp uˆ fp , vˆ fp in
the real image, which is given transferring according to
the known intrinsic camera parameters including focus,
aspect, optical center and distortion parameters. This
transformation from x̂ fp to x fp is applied only to coordinate calculation in the real-time stage regarding
computational cost, whereas it will be considered precisely as a part of image dewarping in off-line stage,
and omitted for simplicity in the rest of this paper.
Next, the error function used for 3D reconstruction
is described. In general, the projected position x fp of
S p to the f-th subimage frame does not coincide with
the actually detected position xcfp u cfp , v cfp , due to
errors in feature detection, extrinsic camera parameters
and 3D feature positions. In this paper, the squared
error E fp is defined as an error function for the feature
p in the f-th frame as follows:
E fp

2

x fp  xcfp .

(2)

2.2. Real-time Stage for Image Acquisition
In the real-time stage, extrinsic camera parameters
are estimated in real-time to show some information
that helps users in image capturing. First, a user may
very roughly set the image plane of the camera parallel
to the target paper. Note that this setting is not laborious for users because it is done only for the first
frame. This setting is used to calculate initial values for
the real-time camera parameter estimation. The user
then starts image capturing with free camera motion.
As shown in Figure 2, the real-time stage is constructed of two iterative processes for each frame. First,
the extrinsic camera parameter is estimated by tracking
features (a). A preview image of generating a mosaic

Step (b): Preview image generation and instruction
notification for user.
Figure 4 shows displayed information for a user in our
system. Usually, the user watches the right side window in the real-time stage. If necessary, the user can
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ter estimation increases due to tracking errors and
shortage of tracking span of each feature. In contrast,
too slow motion consumes computational resources
redundantly because the number of images increases to
capture the whole document. To obtain a better result,
the user controls camera speed so as to keep the arrow
mark being inside “appropriate" range. In turn, too
much slanted camera posture, which is still tolerable
for 3D reconstruction, can cause degradations such as
irregular resolution and partial defocus blur in a mosaic
image. The camera pose can also be checked in the
left-bottom window.

check the input subimages and estimated camera path
on the left side windows. The preview image helps the
user to confirm a lacking part of the target to be
scanned.
For each frame, the captured subimage is resized to
a lower resolution and stored to texture memory. Every
stored texture is dewarped onto the mosaic image plane
by texture mapping using Eq. (1). The boundary of the
current frame image is colored in the preview so that
the user can grasp what part of the target has currently
been captured.
On the other hand, the instruction shown in the bottom of the right window in Figure 4 helps the user to
control the speed of camera motion. In our system,
there is appropriate speed for camera motion that is
shown by an arrow mark in the speed gauge, and it is
graded as three ranges; “too slow", “appropriate," and
“too fast." Too fast camera motion causes a worse mosaic image quality because the error in camera parame-

2.3. Off-line Stage for 3D Reconstruction Refinement and Mosaic Image Generation
This section describes the 3D reconstruction parameter refinement and shape regression, so as to minimize the summation of the error function all over the
input sequence and feature misalignment from a parameterized columnar polynomial surface. First, as
shown in Figure 2, feature points that reappear in temporally distant frames are homologized (c). Using these
reappearing features, the 3D reconstruction is refined
(d). Then, by fitting a curved surface to 3D feature
points, the target shape is estimated (e). After a few
iterations of steps (c) to (e), a dewarped mosaic image
of the target is generated according to the target shape
and the extrinsic camera parameters (f). Details of
steps (c) to (f) are described below.

Step (c): Reappearing feature registration.
Due to the camera motion, the features relatively pass
though the scope of the frames. Some features reappear
in the sight after the previous flameout, as shown in
Figure 5. This step detects these reappearing features,
and distinct tracks belonging to the same reappearing
feature are linked to form a single long track. This will
give tighter constraints among the sequence of camera
parameters in temporally distant frames, and thus
makes it possible to reduce the cumulative errors
caused by sequential camera scanning.
Reappearing features are detected by examining the
similarity of the patterns among features belonging to
distinct tracks. The problem here is that even if two
patterns belong to the same feature on the target, they
can have different appearance due to perspective distortion. To remove this effect, first, templates of all the
features are projected to the fitted surface (described
later). Next, feature pairs whose distance in 3D space is
less than a given threshold are selected and tested with
the normalized cross correlation function. If the corre-

Figure 4. User Interface for real-time stage. Lefttop: input image and tracking feature point. Leftbottom: temporarily estimated camera path and
posture. Right: preview of ongoing mosaicing preview and speed indicator of camera motion.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Registrations of reappearing features. (a)
Camera path and 3D feature position. (b) Two
temporally distant frames sharing part of scope. (c)
Templates of the corresponding features. (d) Templates in which perspective distortion is corrected.
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principal curvatures. Finally, a polynomial equation of
variable order is fitted to the projected 2D coordinates,
and the target shape is estimated.
Let us consider for each 3D point S p a point cloud
R p that consists of feature points lying within a certain distance from S p . First, the directions of maximum and minimum curvatures are computed for each
R p using local quadratic surface fit. For a target
whose curve lies along one direction, as assumed in
this paper, the minimum principal curvature must be 0,
and its direction must be the same for all the feature
points. In practice, however, there exists some fluctuation in the directions of minimum curvature, due to the
estimation errors. Thus, a voting method is applied to
eliminate outliers and the dominant direction
T
Vmin vmx , vmy , v mz of minimum principal curvatures
for the whole target is determined.
Next, 3D position S p for each feature point is projected to a plane whose normal vector N coincides
with Vmin i.e. P x, y, z vmx x  vmy y  vmz z 0 . The
projected 2D coordinates x p , y p of S p is given as
follows:
§ x p · § V1T ·
¨ ¸ ¨ T ¸S p ,
(4)
¨ yp ¸ ¨ V ¸
© ¹ © 2 ¹

lation is higher than a certain threshold, the feature pair
is regarded as reappearing features. Note that in the flat
mode, the shape of the target is simply assumed as a
plane. When the system works in the curved mode, this
step is skipped at an initial iteration of steps (c) to (e)
because surface parameters have not been estimated at
the first iteration.

Step (d): Refinement of 3D reconstruction.
Since the 3D reconstruction process described in Section 2.2 is an iterative process, its result is subject to
cumulative errors. In this method, by introducing a
bundle-adjustment framework [16], the extrinsic camera parameters and 3D feature positions are globally
optimized so as to minimize the sum of re-projection
errors, which is given as follows:
E all

¦¦ E
f

p

fp

.

(3)

As for reappearing features, all the tracks belonging to
the same reappearing feature are linked, and treated as
a single track. This enables the extrinsic camera parameters and 3D feature positions to be optimized, maintaining consistency among temporally distinct frames.

where V1 is a unit vector parallel to the principle axis
of inertia of the projected 2D coordinates x, y , and
V2 is a unit vector that is perpendicular to V1 and
Vmin , i.e. V2 V1 u N .
Finally, the target shape parameter a1 , , a m is
obtained by fitting the following variable-order polynomial equation to the projected 2D coordinates x, y .

Step (e): Target shape estimation by surface fitting.
In this step, assuming the curvature of the target lies
along one direction, the target shape is estimated using
3D point clouds optimized in the previous step (d).
Note that this stage is skipped in the case of the flat
mode. First, the principal curvature direction is computed from the 3D point clouds as shown in Figure 6.
Next, the 3D position of each feature point is projected
to a plane perpendicular to the direction of minimum

m

y

f x

¦a x
i

i

.

(5)

i 1

Here, the optimal order m in the above equation is automatically determined by using geometric AIC [17].
In the case where the target is composed of multiple curved surfaces, e.g. the thick bound book shown
in Figure 1(a), the target is first divided with a line
where the normal vector of the locally fitted quadratic
surface varies discontinuously, and then the shape parameter is computed for each part of the target. The
estimated shape is used for generating a dewarped mosaic image in the next process, as well as for removing
the perspective distortion in the reappearing feature
detection process (Figure 2(c)).
Step (f): Mosaic Image Generation.
Finally, a mosaic image is generated using extrinsic
camera parameters and surface shape parameters. The
super-resolution and shading correction are implemented here regarding coordinate transformation be-

Figure 6. Polynomial surface regression for target
shape approximation
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low. Let us consider a 2D coordinate m, n on the
dewarped mosaic image, as shown in Figure 6. The
high-definite pixel value at m, n on the dewarped
mosaic image is estimated from the intrinsic pixel values at all the corresponding coordinates u f , v f in the
input subimage [11,12].
The relation between m, n and its corresponding
3D coordinate x , f x , z on the fitting surface is given as follows:

cross marks. Note that none of the input image planes
are parallel to the target document. Figure 8 illustrates
estimated extrinsic camera parameters and feature positions on the mosaic image plane. The curved line
shows the estimated camera path and pyramids show
the camera postures every 10 frames. The generated
mosaic image is shown in Figure 9. We can confirm
that the slanted effect is correctly removed in the final
mosaic image by comparing the result with the homography-based result shown in Figure 1(b) where the
same input images and the same feature trajectories
with this experiment were used. Although the target
paper is not perfectly flat, there are no apparent distortions in the final mosaic image. The performance of the

2
§x
·
¨ 1  § d f x · dx, z ¸ .
¨
¸
(6)
¨¨
¸¸
© dx
¹
©0
¹
The coordinate x p , f x p , z is transferred to the
corresponding 2D coordinate u f , v f on the f-th image plane by the following equation.

m, n

³

§ V1T ·§ x ·
·
¨
¸¨
¸
¸
T
(7)
¸ M f ¨ V2 ¸¨ f x ¸ .
¨¨ T ¸¸¨
¸
¸
z
N
¹
¹
©
¹©
Assumption of the flat target shape (flat mode) simplifies these as planar perspective transformations.
§ au f
¨
¨ av f
¨ a
©

Figure 7. Input subimage samples and tracked features for flat target.

3. Experiments
We have developed a video mosaicing prototype
system that consists of a mobile PC (Pentium-M 1.
2GHz, Memory 1GB) and a USB web-cam. The appearance of the prototype system has been shown in
Figure 3. In our system, a user starts image capturing,
referring the monitor of mobile computer. The realtime stage for image capturing is automatically finished when a video buffer becomes full. Experiments
have been carried out for flat and curved documents. In
these experiments, the intrinsic camera parameters are
calibrated in advance by Tsai’s method [18], and are
fixed throughout image capturing. Note that in the current version of the prototype system, the curved mode
is not implemented on the mobile system. Thus, the
latter experiment for the curved surface is carried out
by using a desktop PC (Xeon 3.2GHz, Memory 2GB),
and the initial camera parameter estimation is
processed offline after image capturing using an IEEE
1394 web-cam. Experimental results chiefly focused
on 3D reconstruction are shown below.

(a) Top view
(b) Side view
Figure 8. Estimated extrinsic camera parameter and
3D feature distribution for flat document.

3.1. Flat target
As shown in Figure 7, a flat target document is captured as 150 frame images of 640x480 pixels at 6 fps
with initial camera parameter estimation. Image features tracked in the real-time stage are depicted with

Figure 9. Reconstructed mosaic image.
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prototype system for this sequence is as follows: 6 fps
for image acquisition and initial parameter estimation
with preview of mosaicing, 17 seconds for camera parameter refinement, and 39 seconds for generating the
final mosaic image.

3.2. Curved target
Figure 13. Estimated shape.

An example of curved documents used in experiments is shown in Figure 10. The target is composed of
2 pages of curved surfaces: one page with texts and the
other with pictures and figures. The target is captured
with a web-cam as a video of 200 frames at 7.5 fps,
and is used as an input to our system. Sampled frames
of the captured video are shown in Figure 11. Tracked
feature points are depicted with cross marks. The 3D
reconstruction result obtained by the proposed method
is shown in Figure 12. The curved line shows the camera path, pyramids show the camera postures every 10
frames, and the point cloud shows 3D positions of feature points. As can be seen, the point cloud coincides
with the shape of the thick bound book. The shape of
the target is estimated after 3 time iterations of reappearing feature detection and the surface fitting process.
The estimated shape of the target is shown in Figure 13.
In the proposed method, the optimal order of the polynomial surface fitted to the target is automatically de-

(a) Before shading removal

Figure 10. Curved target.

(b) After shading removal
Figure 14. Reconstructed mosaic image.
1st frame
66th frame
123rd frame 200th frame
Figure 11. Input subimage samples for curved target.

(a) Front view
(b) Side view
Figure 12. Estimated extrinsic camera parameter
and 3D feature distribution for curved document.
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termined by geometric AIC. In this experiment, the
order is 5 and 4 for the left and right pages, respectively. The dewarped mosaic images before and after shadow removal are shown in Figure 14(a) and (b), respectively. As can be seen, the distortion on the target
has been removed in the resultant image. The performance of the system on the desktop PC for this sequence is as follows: 27 seconds for initial 3D reconstruction, 71 seconds for camera parameter refinement,
and 113 seconds for generating the final mosaic image.
Some other mosaicing results for curved targets are
shown in Figure 15.

(a) Poster on a round pillar



(b) Bottle label
Figure 15. Mosaicing result examples. Left: target
appearances. Right: reconstructed images.

4. Conclusion
A novel video mosaicing method for generating a
high-resolution and distortion-free mosaic image for
flat and curved documents has been proposed. With
this method based on 3D reconstruction, the 6-DOF
camera motion and the shape of the target document
are estimated without any extra devices. In experiments, a prototype system of mobile video mosaicing
has been developed and has been successfully demonstrated. For a flat target, a mosaic image without the
slanted effect is successfully generated. Although the
curved mode has not yet been implemented on the current version of mobile system, we have shown the offline result for curved documents generated by desktop
PC. In the curved mode, assuming the curve of the
target lies along one direction, the shape model is fitted
to the feature point cloud and a dewarped image without shadow is automatically generated. Our future
work involves reducing the computational cost in the
curved mode and improving the accuracy of 3D reconstruction around the inner margin of a book.
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Abstract
Dewarping of documents captured with hand-held cameras in an uncontrolled environment has triggered a lot of
interest in the scientiﬁc community over the last few years
and many approaches have been proposed. However, there
has been no comparative evaluation of different dewarping
techniques so far. In an attempt to ﬁll this gap, we have
organized a page dewarping contest along with CBDAR
2007. We have created a dataset of 102 documents captured
with a hand-held camera and have made it freely available
online. We have prepared text-line, text-zone, and ASCII
text ground-truth for the documents in this dataset. Three
groups participated in the contest with their methods. In
this paper we present an overview of the approaches that the
participants used, the evaluation measure, and the dataset
used in the contest. We report the performance of all participating methods. The evaluation shows that none of the
participating methods was statistically signiﬁcantly better
than any other participating method.

1

Introduction

Research on document analysis and recognition has traditionally been focused on analyzing scanned documents.
Many novel approaches have been proposed over the years
for performing page segmentation [1] and optical character recognition (OCR) [2] on scanned documents. With
the advent of digital cameras, the traditional way of capturing documents is changing from ﬂat-bed scans to capture
by hand-held cameras [3, 4]. Recognition of documents
captured with hand-held cameras poses many additional
technical challenges like perspective distortion, non-planar
surfaces, low resolution, uneven lighting, and wide-angle-

lens distortions [5]. One of the main research directions in
camera-captured document analysis is to deal with the page
curl and perspective distortions. Current document analysis and optical character recognition systems do not expect
these types of artifacts, and show poor performance when
applied directly to camera-captured documents. The goal
of page dewarping is to ﬂatten a camera captured document
such that it becomes readable by current OCR systems.
Over the last decade, many different approaches have
been proposed for document image dewarping [5]. These
approaches can be grouped into two broad categories according to the acquisition of images:
1. 3-D shape reconstruction of the page using specialized
hardware like stereo-cameras [6, 7], structured light
sources [8], or laser scanners [9].
2. reconstruction of the page using a single camera in an
uncontrolled environment [10, 11, 12]
The ﬁrst approaches proposed in the literature for page
dewarping were those based on 3-D shape reconstruction.
One of the major drawbacks of the approaches requiring
specialized hardware is that they limit the ﬂexibility of
capturing documents with cameras, which is one of the
most important features of camera-based document capture.
Therefore, the approaches based on a single camera in an
uncontrolled environment have caught more attention recently. The approach in [12] claims to be the ﬁrst dewarping
approach for documents captured with hand-held cameras
in an uncontrolled environment. It is interesting to note that
the approaches in [10, 11, 12], which were all published
in 2005, actually served as a trigger for research in analyzing documents captured with a hand-held camera and many
other approaches like [13, 14, 15] have emerged in the following years. Despite the existence of so many approaches
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for page dewarping, there is no comparative evaluation so
far. One of the main problems is that the authors use their
own datasets for evaluation of their approaches, and these
datasets are not available to other researchers.
As a ﬁrst step towards comparative evaluation of page
dewarping techniques, we have organized a page dewarping
contest along with CBDAR 2007. For this purpose we have
developed a dataset of camera captured documents and have
prepared ground-truth information for text-lines, text-zone,
and ASCII text for all documents in the dataset (Section 2).
Three groups participated in the contest. The dataset was
given to the participants, and they were given a time frame
of two weeks to return ﬂattened document images, along
with a brief summary of their methods. The description of
the participating methods is given in Section 3. The documents returned by the participants were processed by an
OCR system to compare and evaluate their performance.
The results of the participating methods are discussed in
Section 4 followed by a conclusion in Section 5.

2

Figure 1. An example image (left) showing the
ground-truth text-line and text-zone level information. The green channel contains the
label of document zone type (text, graphics,
math, table, image), the red channel contains
the paragraph information for text-zones in
reading order, and the blue channel contains
the text-line information. For more information on pixel-accurate representation of page
segmentation, please refer to [16]. The right
image just replaces all the colors in the original ground-truth image with different visually
distinguishable colors for visualization purposes.

DFKI-1 Warped Documents Dataset

To compare different dewarping approaches on a common dataset, we have prepared a ground-truthed database
of camera captured documents. The dataset contains 102 binarized images of pages from several technical books captured by an off-the-shelf digital camera in a normal ofﬁce
environment. No specialized hardware or lighting was used.
The captured documents were binarized using a local adaptive thresholding technique [11]. Some sample documents
from the dataset are shown in Figure 8.
The following types of ground-truth are provided with
the dataset:
1. ground-truth text-lines in color-coded format (Fig 1)

3

Three methods for document image dewarping were presented for participation in the contest by different research
groups:

2. ground-truth zones in color-coded format (Fig 1)

1. Continuous skeletal image representation for document image dewarping1

3. ground-truth ASCII text in plain text format
Many approaches for dewarping use detection of curved
text-lines as a ﬁrst step [11, 15]. The purpose of providing text-line and text-zone level ground-truth is to assist the
researchers in quantitatively measuring the performance of
this important intermediate step. ASCII text ground-truth
is intended for use as the overall performance measure of
a dewarping system by using OCR on the dewarped document. The dataset is publicly available for download from
http://www.iupr.org/downloads/data.
The dataset is not split into training and test set, because
some algorithms need larger training sets as compared to
others. It is expected that when other researchers use this
dataset, they will split it into test and training sets as per
requirements.

Participating Methods

2. Segmentation based document image dewarping2
3. Coordinate transform model and document rectiﬁcation for book dewarping3
1 A. Masalovitch, L. Mestetskiy. Moscow State University, Moscow,
Russia. anton m@abbyy.com, l.mest@ru.net
2
B. Gatos,
N. Stamatopoulos,
K. Ntirogiannis and
I. Pratikakis.
Computational Intelligence Laboratory, Institute of Informatics and Telecommunications, National Center for Scientiﬁc Research “Demokritos”, GR-153 10 Agia
Paraskevi, Athens, Greece.
http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/∼bgat/,
{bgat,nstam,ipratika}@iit.demokritos.gr
3 W. Li, B. Fu, M. Wu.
Department of Computer Science and Technology, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China.
{lwx,fubinpku,wuminghui}@pku.edu.cn
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The text in the next sub-sections summarizes these methods and is based on the description of the methods provided
by the participants.
(a) Original image

3.1

Continuous skeletal image representation for document image dewarping
(SKEL) [17]
(b) Word boxes

This approach for image dewarping is based on the construction of outer skeletons of text images. The main idea
of this algorithm is based on the fact that it is easy to mark
up long continuous branches that deﬁne inter-linear spaces
of the document in outer skeletons. Such branches can be
approximated by cubic Bezier curves to ﬁnd a speciﬁc deformation model of each inter-linear space of the document.
On the basis of a set of such inter-linear space approximations, the whole approximation of the document is built in
the form of a two-dimensional cubic Bezier patch. Then,
the image can be dewarped using the obtained approximation of the image deformation.
3.1.1

(c) Detected text-lines

(d) Word slope detection

Problem deﬁnition

(e) Word skew correction

Consider an image I(x, y), where I is the color of
the image pixel with coordinates (x, y). The goal of
page dewarping is to develop a continuous vector function D(x, y) to obtain a dewarped image in the form:
I(x, y) = I(Dx (x, y), Dy (x, y)). This function will be the
approximation of the whole image deformation.
3.1.2

(f) Dewarped document

Figure 2. Example of the intermediate steps
of page deskewing with the SEG approach.

Main idea of the algorithm

The main idea of this algorithm is that in an outer skeleton
of a text document image, one can easily ﬁnd branches that
lie between adjacent text-lines. Then, one can use this separation branches to approximate deformation of inter-linear
spaces on the image. The proposed algorithm consists of
the following steps:

4. The list of horizontal branches is ﬁltered to leave only
branches that lie between different text-lines.
5. A cubic Bezier approximation is built for each branch.
6. A two-dimensional Bezier patch is built that approximates all obtained curves. The patch is represented in
the following form:

1. A continuous skeletal representation of an image is
built. The skeleton of an area is a set of points, such
that for each point there exist no less than two nearest points on the border of the area. As border representation, polygons of minimal perimeter that enclose
black objects on a picture are used. Methods exist
that allow building of a continuous skeleton in time
O(n log(n)) [18].

The patch thus obtained approximates the deformation
function of the whole page.

2. The skeleton is ﬁltered (useless bones are deleted).

3.2

3. All branches of the skeleton are clustered by their
length and angle to ﬁnd out horizontal and vertical
branches.

This technique enhances the quality of documents captured by a digital camera relying upon

D(x, y) =

3 
3


Pij bi,3 (x)bj,3 (y)

(1)

i=0 j=0

where br,3 (t) is a cubic Bernstein polynomial.
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Segmentation based document image
dewarping (SEG) [19]

Figure 3. An example of image distortion of a
ﬂat area on a page when captured by a handheld camera. The right-most image shows
the curved coordinate net used in the CTM
method.

Figure 5. A ﬂowchart of the CTM method.

Figure 4. Illustration of document image before and after rectiﬁcation with the CTM
method.

1. automatically detecting and cutting out noisy black
borders as well as noisy text regions appearing from
neighboring pages
2. text-lines and words detection using a novel segmentation technique appropriate for warped documents
3. a ﬁrst draft binary image dewarping based on word
rotation and translation according to upper and lower
word baselines
4. a recovery of the original warped image guided by the
draft binary image dewarping result
In this approach, black border as well as neighboring
page detection and removal is done followed by an efﬁcient
document image dewarping based on text-line and word
segmentation [19]. The methodology for black border removal is mainly based on horizontal and vertical proﬁles.
First, the image is smoothed, then the starting and ending
offsets of borders and text regions are calculated. Black
borders are removed by also using the connected components of the image. We detect noisy text regions appearing
from neighboring page with the help of the signal crosscorrelation function.

At a next step, all words are detected using a proper
image smoothing (Figure 2(b)). Then, horizontally neighboring words are consecutively linked in order to deﬁne
text-lines. This is accomplished by consecutively extracting
right and left neighboring words to the ﬁrst word detected
after top-down scanning (Figure 2(c)). For every detected
word, the lower and upper baselines are calculated, which
delimit the main body of the word, based on a linear regression which is applied on the set of points that are the upper or lower black pixels for each word image column [20].
The slope of each word is derived from the corresponding
baselines slopes (Figure 2(d)). All detected words are then
rotated and shifted (Figure 2(e)) in order to obtain a ﬁrst
draft estimation of the binary dewarped image. Finally, a
complete restoration of the original warped image is done
guided by the draft binary dewarping result of the previous
stage. Since the transformation factors for every pixel in the
draft binary dewarped image have been already stored, the
reverse procedure is applied on the original image pixels in
order to retrieve the ﬁnal dewarped image. For all pixels for
which transformation factors have not been allocated, the
transformation factors of the nearest pixel are used.

3.3

Coordinate transform model and document rectiﬁcation for book dewarping (CTM) [21]

This method uses a coordinate transform model and document rectiﬁcation process for book dewarping. This model
assumes that the book surface is a cylinder. It can handle both perspective distortion and book surface warping
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problems. The goal is to generate a transformation to ﬂatten the document image to its original shape (see Figure 3).
The transformation is a mapping from the curved coordinate
system to a Cartesian coordinate system. Once a curved coordinate net is set up on the distorted image as shown in
Figure 3, the transformation can be done in two steps: First,
the curved net is stretched to a straight one, and then adjusted to a well-proportioned square net.
According to the transform model, two line segments
and two curves are needed to dewarp a cylinder image.
Therefore, the left and right boundaries and top and bottom curves in book images are found for the rectiﬁcation as
shown in Figure 4.
The rectiﬁcation process involves three steps: 1) the textline detection, 2) left and right boundary estimation and top
and bottom curves extraction, and 3) document rectiﬁcation.
The ﬂowchart of the rectiﬁcation process is illustrated in
Figure 5.
As an additional post-processing step, the participants
used their programs to remove graphics and images from
the processed pages. The results thus produced are referred
to as CTM2.

4

Experiments and Results

The results of the participating methods on some example documents from the dataset are shown in Figure 8. The
dewarped documents returned by the participants were processed through Omnipage Pro 14.0, a commercial OCR system. After obtaining the text from the OCR software, the

40
30
20
10
0

CTM2

Figure 6. Mean edit distance of the text extracted by running Omnipage on the dewarped documents. Note that CTM2 just
adds to CTM some post-processing steps to
remove graphics and images from the dewarped documents.

50

SKEL

SEG

CTM

CTM2

Figure 7. Number of documents for each algorithm on which it had the lowest edit distance among the participating methods.

edit distance with the ASCII text ground-truth was used as
the error measure. Although OCR accuracy is a good measure for the performance of dewarping on text regions, it
does not measure how well the dewarping algorithm worked
on the non-text parts, like math or graphics regions. Despite
this limitation, we used the OCR accuracy because it is the
most widely-used measure for measuring performance of
dewarping systems [5].
The mean edit distance of the participating methods is
shown in Figure 6. The graph shows that the CTM technique performs best on the test data, and its results further improve after post-processing to remove graphics and
images. This is because the ground-truth ASCII text contains text coming only from the textual parts of the documents, so the text that is present in graphics or images is
ignored. Hence, the dewarped documents that contain text
inside graphics regions get higher edit distances.
To analyze whether one algorithm is uniformly better
than the other algorithms, we plotted the number of documents for each algorithm on which it had the lowest edit
distance on character basis (Figure 7). If there was a tie
between more than one methods for the lowest error rate
on a particular document, all algorithms were scored for
that document. Interestingly, the results show that the SEG
method achieves the lowest error rate in only four documents. Here again the CTM2 method proves to be the best
for the highest number of documents.
The analysis of the difference in the performance of the
participating algorithms was done using a box plot (Figure 9). The boxes in the box plot represent the interquartile
range, i.e. they contain the middle 50% of the data. The
lower and upper edges represent the ﬁrst and third quartiles,
whereas the middle line represents the median of the data.
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(a) Original Image

(e) Original Image

(i) Original Image

(b) SKEL

(c) SEG

(f) SKEL

(g) SEG

(j) SKEL

(k) SEG

(d) CTM

(h) CTM

(l) CTM

Figure 8. Example results of the participants. For image 8(a), the SKEL and SEG methods remove
page curl distortion, but could not handle perspective distortion. In image 8(e), the SKEL method
was misled by the formulas and did not dewarp it correctly. In image 8(i), the SEG and CTM methods
removed some text parts that were present near the left border of the page.
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